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1.

Plan Summary

First written in 1969, the 2016 Town of Pepperell Open Space and Recreation Plan
is the sixth revision to the Plan. Pepperell residents, once again, have emphasized the
importance of protecting open space for water protection, wildlife habitat, recreational
opportunities, and agriculture. Protecting these open spaces will also help to retain the
rural character of the town.
Since the 2005 Plan was produced, 47 parcels totaling almost 750 acres have been
protected, bringing the town’s total acreage of protected open space to over 2,800 acres.
Pepperell has many accomplishments since 2005 including the adoption of a Right to Farm
Bylaw, which dictates the establishment of an Agricultural Advisory Board; a Forest
Management Plan for the Town Forest; management plans for both the Heald Street
Orchard and Pepperell Springs Conservation Area; a new municipal public water supply
well off Nashua Road; a published trail guide created by the Conservation Commission
and Nashoba Conservation Trust; an update of the inventory of protected, Chapter 61,
and unprotected, undeveloped properties; construction of a skateboard park; several new
athletic fields; and most recently, Pepperell’s designation as a Green Community.
Pepperell, like many towns in this region, is beginning to recover from some challenging
financial times but we have continued to protect open space by working with our State
and non-profit partners, as well as with landowners.
Development of this 2016 Open Space and Recreation Plan was a community
project that has encouraged all residents to think about the importance of Pepperell’s
existing open space and recreation land and to project how those assets can be preserved
and enhanced in the future. This plan has the following components:
1) A historical outline of the development of the town, with information on current
demographics and expected growth and development patterns.
2) A survey and assessment of the natural resources of the town and their value to
residents with special emphasis on water resources, geology, wildlife, and plant
communities.
3) An inventory of current open space and recreation land in Pepperell, both private and
public.
4) A summary of conservation and recreation goals for the community, developed by
surveying opinions and values of residents, including a focused effort to reach out to
our older residents for their input on this matter as part of a mini grant received by
Pepperell’s Board of Health.
5) A review of the steps that should be taken to achieve these goals.
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2. Introduction
A.

Statement of Purpose
Pepperell is a rural Massachusetts town in northwestern Middlesex County. The
future of Pepperell as a healthy community with a high-quality environment for all citizens
continues to be determined by the sensitivity with which we balance our needs for
housing, schools, services, and commercial and industrial facilities with the need to
preserve natural resources, protect present and future water supplies, set aside open
space for conservation and recreation, and consider aesthetic and historic implications in
our decision making process. Like many communities in this region, Pepperell is beginning
to recover from a slower economy. As Pepperell witnesses an increased interest in
commercial and especially in residential development, the town must address how this
balance can be maintained.
First written in 1969, and updated in 1976, 1982, 1988, 1997, and 2005, the 2016
Open Space & Recreation Plan (OSRP) has expanded its role as a planning tool for the
community. With a clear understanding of the natural resources with which Pepperell has
been blessed, town residents, rather than consultants, are once again producing a
resource-based plan for the future of Pepperell. There is a common theme running
through all of Pepperell’s Open Space Plans -- the importance of saving open land and,
thereby, the rural character of our town.
When we look at the open space parcels Pepperell has protected, we see
properties that protect our drinking water, habitat and wildlife areas, corridors for wildlife
and people, and farms producing locally-grown products. There have been gains in the
amount of open space preserved and Pepperell has responded to requests for additional
playing fields and a skateboard park, which was constructed at Town Field in 2007.
Open Space and Recreation Plans are not regulatory documents, but are guidelines
to reflect community input. Specific proposals of the Plan brought forward for
implementation are usually subject to town meeting review and vote, especially where
regulations, permits, zoning amendments, or major expenditures are involved. These
decisions will resonate for years to come, and is in every Pepperell resident’s best interest
that those decisions be informed by the best available information.
B.

Planning Process & Public Participation
Planning for the 2016 Open Space & Recreation Plan got underway during 2013
when the Conservation Commission undertook an update of the open space map and
open space inventory. The map was produced in GIS by the Northern Middlesex Council of
Governments (NMCOG). This map continues to be updated on a regular basis.
Representatives from several departments offered their expertise to the Open
Space and Recreation Planning Committee. In addition to the Conservation Commission
(Robert Elliott, Chairman; Emily Boeing, Timothy Dinsmore, Kristina Masterson, Linda
Moody, Robert Rand, Patricia Swain Rice, and Peter Steeves) and the Recreation
Commission (Timothy Doyle, Chairman; M. Alise Herrera, and Brendan McNabb), the
following individuals volunteered their time, efforts, and considerable talents: Mark
Andrews (Town Administrator), Nancy Archer (Recreation Department Program and
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Facilities Director), Maureen Bolger (Assistant Assessor), Martin Cadek (IT Director),
Carmen DeFillippo (Waste Water Treatment Plant Chief Operator), Stacey Drahusz
(former Recreation Department Program and Facilities Director), Kalene Gendron (Health
Agent), Ken Hartlage (Pepperell Resident), Ken Kalinowski (DPW Director & Town
Engineer), Peggy Mazzola (Administrative Assistant), Susan McCarthy (Council on Aging),
John Moak (former Town Administrator), Jeff Sauer (former Town Clerk), Sue Snyder
(former Planning Administrator), Siri Stromsted (Pepperell Resident), Beverly Woods
(Executive Director at NMCOG), and Carlin Andrus (GIS Specialist at NMCOG) under the
coordination of Paula Terrasi (Conservation Agent).
A community survey to gather information about our citizen’s priorities and views
on the use of open land and recreation opportunities in town was created by the
Conservation and Recreation Commissions with input from other town boards. A link to
the survey on Survey Monkey, was available on the Town of Pepperell website and copies
of the survey were provided at the Senior Center, Lawrence Library, and Town Hall at the
Conservation Commission office beginning on April 4, 2014. A press release to encourage
residents to participate in the survey was published in the Nashoba Valley Voice. All
department heads received an email asking them to forward the survey to their
respective departments. The Recreation Commission forwarded the survey to the various
in-town sports leagues as well as to their email database. The Friends of Pepperell
Recreation and the Nashoba Conservation Trust (NCT) placed a link to the survey on their
websites. Responses to the survey were due on April 28, but the deadline for responses
was then extended two weeks to allow time for additional comments. Survey
questionnaires were provided at the polling station for the Town Clerk election on April 28
for residents who had not yet completed the survey. Residents completed 185 surveys,
which were then tabulated by Survey Monkey. The results are attached as Appendix B.
The opportunities to gather additional feedback over the past two years included
meetings and conversations with State and local land protection organizations and groups
including the Squan-a-Tissit Chapter of Trout Unlimited, Pepperell Horse Owner’s
Association, Nashoba Valley Amateur Radio Club, Boy Scouts, individuals and groups using
conservation areas, Friends of Pepperell Recreation, and local sport’s teams, including
baseball, soccer, football, and lacrosse. These groups not only provided invaluable
feedback but most have donated time and money to the protection and maintenance of
our open spaces and athletic facilities.
In addition, a mini grant awarded to the Board of Health in 2016 focused on
gathering input from adults 65 and older, an age group expected to see increased growth
in the coming years. A survey was created by the Board of Health (See Appendix C) and
each town department was asked to provide input. Department heads were encouraged
to consider Pepperell’s aging population in their future decision making responsibilities.
An information gathering session with representatives of the Board of Selectmen, Board
of Health, and Conservation Commission, led by several representatives of NMCOG, was
held at the Pepperell Senior Center on April 22, 2016, with many seniors in attendance.
Data collected from the survey, as well as information obtained at the information
gathering session, were analyzed to identify how Pepperell can encourage healthy, active
lifestyles for older residents. Representatives of NMCOG created both a brochure, with a
6

map of walking and biking opportunities, and a chapter “Achieving Healthy Living for
Older Adults”, which is included in this OSRP in Appendix C.
Discussions at Conservation and Recreation Commission meetings throughout the
update process, helped to identify information to be included in the Plan.
C.

Enhanced Outreach and Public Participation
There are no identified environmental justice populations in Pepperell according
to MassGIS data.

3. Community Setting
A.
1.

Regional Context
Physical location and major watershed address
Pepperell is located thirty-five miles northwest of Boston, bordering New
Hampshire, in northwestern Middlesex County at the confluence of the Nissitissit and
Nashua Rivers as shown on Map 1, Regional Context. The town of Pepperell is
characterized by gently rolling hills above the valley formed by the Nashua River. Nashua,
Lowell, Fitchburg, and Leominster are nearby, but major transportation routes have
bypassed the town, leaving it more isolated and less developed than many other towns in
the north central region of Massachusetts.
Pepperell covers 23.2 square miles of land and water of which 22.6 square miles
are land and 0.6 square miles are water. Pepperell is within the Nashua River watershed
with two major rivers, the Nashua and Nissitissit. There are numerous water bodies in
Pepperell including Heald Pond, Coon Tree Pond, and many tributaries to our rivers.
Once a thriving factory and farming town, Pepperell has become predominantly a
commuter suburb, with little industrial activity. Pepperell has a small industrial park that
has seen a slight increase in the occupation rate over the past few years. Of the numerous
19th century shoe factories and paper mills once located in Pepperell, only the Pepperell
Braiding Company remains. In 1997 Bemis Bag, long a local landmark, closed its facilities,
but a recent purchase and ongoing renovations of this commercial site for office
condominiums, will bring back to life a 190,000 square foot building in close proximity to
downtown.
The Pepperell Paper Mill ceased operation in 2002. Demolition of the privatelyowned paper mill was completed in 2011, leaving a 13.9 acre property in the center of
town available for sale. The property is zoned for commercial/industrial and mixed use.
Lubricating oil was discovered in the soil during the demolition and the site’s proximity to
the Nashua River, which floods portions of the property during high flow events, added an
additional challenge but work is underway to redevelop the site. A local business owner
has purchased the property with plans to construct a 100,000 square foot office building
to support their business operations.
The 1997 Open Space and Recreation Plan stated that there were several large
open parcels, including three 150 to 200 acre farms and a privately owned spring water
company that should be prioritized for protection. By 2001, the state had purchased
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MAP 1

permanent Agricultural Preservation Restrictions (APR) on two of the three farms, which
included financial participation from the town. The APR Program works with willing
landowners to preserve and protect their agricultural land in perpetuity in exchange for
financial compensation. The third farm, Gardner Farm, continues to work with the
Massachusetts APR Program to protect their agriculture property in perpetuity. In 2015,
almost 70 acres of the Gardner Farm on the west side of River Road, which abuts the
Nashua River, were protected under this program.
In December 2005, the 265-acre D.S. Waters of America property, which included
a former bottling plant, was purchased by the Trust for Public Land on behalf of the
Pepperell Springs Preservation Coalition. A 10-acre envelope was carved out around the
former bottling plant and transferred to the Town of Pepperell, with a conservation
restriction held by the Nashoba Conservation Trust. Ownership of the remaining 255 acres
was transferred to the Town of Pepperell with a conservation restriction held by the
Massachusetts Division of Fisheries and Wildlife (DFW).
Pepperell is on the fringe of several population centers, including metropolitan
Boston. Residents work, shop, and play in Nashua, Lowell, Fitchburg, the Route 128 area,
Boston, and other areas, without any one urban area dominating the community.
Newspapers from Lowell, Boston, Nashua, Fitchburg, Ayer, and even Worcester circulate
here. The federal government considers Pepperell the western-most part of the Lowell
Metropolitan Statistical Area; however, the town is within the jurisdiction of the Southern
Middlesex Land Registry (in Cambridge), rather than the Northern District (Lowell).
Lawrence Library is part of the State's central library region, with headquarters in
Worcester. Pepperell belongs to one of the largest regional school systems in the state
with the adjoining towns of Townsend and Ashby, including grades K-12. High school-aged
students from Pepperell may opt to attend the Nashoba Valley Technical High School in
Westford and students in grades 7-12 may attend the Francis W. Parker Charter Essential
School on Devens.
Pepperell has a larger population than any of the towns that border it (Dunstable,
Groton, and Townsend, Massachusetts and Brookline and Hollis, New Hampshire). The
residents of Pepperell tend to be less affluent than those living in surrounding towns. Its
location on the fringe of the built-up portions of the Boston metropolitan area assures
Pepperell should continue to experience population growth and development with the
improved economy.
In 2015, Pepperell received designation as a Green Community and received its
first grant award in the amount of $152,910 to begin implementing energy efficiency
measures and to take advantage of other programs to lower energy use in our municipal
offices and buildings and schools.
Pepperell passed a Right to Farm Bylaw at Spring Town Meeting in May 2006.
Under the Right to Farm Bylaw,
an Agricultural Advisory Board,
which is appointed by the Board
of Selectmen, acts as an advocate
for Pepperell’s farming
community. The Agricultural
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Advisory Board coordinates a Farmer’s Market held on Town Field every Saturday
morning during summer and fall.
The town continues its efforts to preserve the rolling farmlands, winding country
lanes, and fields lined by stonewalls so common in earlier days. Retaining some of the
rural feel of Pepperell, especially properties that include farmland, has been the focus of
many land protection projects. Pepperell’s residents and those from surrounding
communities enjoy the bounty of fresh fruits and vegetables as well as other fresh
products and the aesthetic value of open farmlands and meadows. The Trust for Public
Land, working with the town and the Nashoba Conservation Trust, purchased over 140
acres from the Keyes family. Approximately 100 acres of the Keyes property was
transferred to the Nashoba Conservation Trust with a conservation restriction held by the
Town of Pepperell. The remaining 40-acre parcel is owned by the Town of Pepperell
Conservation Commission with a conservation restriction held by the Nashoba
Conservation Trust. The scenic views of agricultural fields leased to an abutting farmer
emphasizes the town’s commitment to protecting the rural character of the community.
2.
Shared Resources
Nashua River – Known for recreational and scenic values, the 36-mile Nashua River
provides boating, fishing, and nature observation opportunities. The Nashua River in
Pepperell includes Pepperell Pond, a 300-acre impoundment created by the hydro dam at
the Eagle Creek Renewable Energy Company, formerly Pepperell/Swift River Hydro, on
Main Street. The Nashua River
has been powering the hydro
plant for almost 160 years.
Pepperell Pond is a favorite for
bass fishermen who hold
tournaments on the river. The
Town of Pepperell Conservation
Commission continues to
partner with the Nashua River
Watershed Association (NRWA)
to identify land along its banks
for protection. To date, over 185
miles of riverfront have been protected. In 1969, the NRWA officially began as a nonprofit environmental group. Marion Stoddart, whose vision for a clean river in the 1960’s
and others involved in the Nashua River Clean-up Committee, started the nonprofit, which
will be celebrating their 50th year in 2019. The NRWA is a dedicated organization which
supports the 32 cities and towns within the Nashua River watershed with their efforts to
protect the river and greenway within these communities. The NRWA, is known for its
greatest success story, the cleanup of the Nashua River. Pepperell has two locations for
launching canoes and kayaks on the Nashua River, one along Canal Street near the
intersection of Main Street on Town of Pepperell Conservation Commission property and
the second behind the former Kemp’s horse trotting track on River Road, across from the
Town Forest. The DFW offers a canoe and kayak launch area just south of the Rte. 119
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Bridge and the Petapawag boat launch in Groton provides a location for launching motor
boats. In addition, fishermen can often be seen casting a line from the banks of the river.
The formation of a coalition of organizations to address the widespread aquatic invasive
plants present in the river, especially water chestnuts (Trapa natans), was formed in 2015.
This effort is being coordinated by the NRWA, with funding assistance provided by
Pepperell Hydro Company, the former owners of the hydro facility. The fast-spreading
water chestnuts and other invasives are limiting the recreational opportunities within the
river by narrowing boating channels and eliminating access to sections of the river. A
$300,000 grant awarded to the Town and managed by the NRWA, was used in 2007 and
2008 to harvest some of the water chestnuts. When grant funds were exhausted and no
new funds available, the water chestnuts continued to spread rapidly. Currently, there are
over 90 acres of water chestnuts in Pepperell and Groton.
Nissitissit River – A coldwater fishery with headwaters at Lake Potanipo in Brookline, NH,
the 10.5 mile Nissitissit River travels from Brookline, NH through Hollis, NH where it
enters Pepperell before it empties into the Nashua River in Pepperell just downstream of
Pepperell’s Covered Bridge on Groton Street. The Nissitissit is used for canoeing and
kayaking and nature observation and attracts fishermen, especially fly fishermen, from
around the region. Known as one of the cleanest rivers in Massachusetts, groups like the
Squan-A-Tissit Chapter of Trout Unlimited have focused their efforts on improvements to
the Nissitissit. These efforts include contributing to three-sided or bottomless culverts and
financial support for the removal of the Turner Dam on Hollis Street. Much of the land
along the river has been protected by the DFW, often working with the Nissitissit River
Land Trust, the NRWA, and the Town of Pepperell Conservation Commission. Under the
Squannacook and Nissitissit River Sanctuary Act (MGL Chapter 132A, Section 17), the
Nissitissit River and associated named tributaries are recognized as Outstanding Resource
Waters of the Commonwealth and the Act limits new point-source discharge.
Nashua River Rail Trail - A shared resource with the towns of Ayer, Groton, Dunstable,
and the City of Nashua, NH, portions of the Department of Conservation and Recreation’s
paved Nashua River Rail Trail runs through Pepperell. In town, parking for the rail trail is
available at the parking lot where the trail crosses Groton Street. The trail is used for
bicycling, walking, running, horseback riding, roller skating, wheelchairs, snowshoeing,
and cross-country skiing.
Public Water Supply - Pepperell has three public municipal water supply well sites. The
public well site on Jersey Street has two well heads. One of the well heads on Jersey
Street is located approximately 1,000 feet from Groton’s Nashua Road area. The second
well head on Jersey Street is approximately 2,000 feet from the Groton town line and
within the same aquifer. For this reason, in addition to educating Pepperell residents,
educating Groton residents about responsible use of pesticides and nitrate loading from
septic systems can help prevent groundwater contamination of the two wells in Pepperell.
A second well site is located on Bemis Road. This site also includes two well heads. Most
of the land to the south of this well site has been protected by Pepperell’s Water Division,
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Pepperell’s Conservation Commission, and the Nashoba Conservation Trust. The third
public water supply well site is located off Nashua Road on the Hollis, NH state line. The
Town of Pepperell purchased property in Hollis, NH to further protect the well site.
Pepperell’s residents have a long-standing history of supporting land conservation efforts
for the protection of our wells and gave protecting lands surrounding water supplies,
wells, and aquifers the highest rating of importance in the Open Space and Recreation
Plan Survey. Pepperell’s Water Division has posted signage near public drinking water
supply wells to alert the public of well protection areas.
Pepperell Waste Water Treatment Facility - Through an inter-municipal agreement, the
Pepperell Wastewater Treatment Facility treats sewer discharges from Groton as well as
Pepperell. The facility releases treated water into the Nashua River.
State Program/ACEC’s - There are two Areas of Critical Environmental Concern (ACECs)
within Pepperell’s town boundaries. ACEC’s are places in Massachusetts that receive
special recognition because of the quality, uniqueness, and significance of their natural
and cultural resources. In 2002, 25,630 acres in the Nashua and Merrimack River
watersheds in the towns of Ayer, Dunstable, Groton, Pepperell, and Tyngsboro received
designation as the Petapawag ACEC. The Petapawag ACEC includes over 2,000 acres in
Pepperell. At the same time, 37, 450 acres in the Nashua River watershed in the towns of
Ashby, Ayer, Groton, Harvard, Lancaster, Lunenburg, Pepperell, Shirley, and Townsend
received designation as the Squannassit ACEC. The Squannassit ACEC includes over 6,000
acres in Pepperell.
Devens Regional Household Hazardous Products Collection Center - In September 2016,
Pepperell became a member of the Devens Regional Household Hazardous Products
Collection Center. Fourteen towns now participate in this regional hazardous waste
collection disposal service, which provides multiple opportunities for residents and small
businesses to dispose of toxic household items and small business waste.
3.

Regional relationships
Pepperell continues to work with many land protection organizations to evaluate
and purchase properties for conservation and resource area protection. By working to
connect corridors with abutting towns and across the NH state line for wildlife and
people, Pepperell can create trail systems that provide additional recreational
opportunities and improved habitat for wildlife. The Nashua River Rail Trail is one example
of a successful regional planning project. In addition, organizations like the Nashua River
Watershed Association and the Northern Middlesex Council of Governments provide
workshops and programs to assist with regional planning.
Pepperell also belongs to the Nashoba Associated Boards of Health, which
provides public health services to fifteen area communities. The Nashoba Associated
Boards of Health Agent reports to the Pepperell Board of Health and enforces State
Sanitary and Environmental Codes and Massachusetts General Codes related to health
services.
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Pepperell Seniors together with Groton Seniors participate in activities in and
around Boston. Trips include transportation and group discounts, which make these
opportunities enticing. In addition to providing trips to Boston, the Pepperell Senior
Center provides transportation to older residents, Veterans, and the disabled in Pepperell.
Pepperell is a member of the Northern Middlesex Council of Governments
(NMCOG). NMCOG provides comprehensive regional planning to the City of Lowell and
eight other communities in Northern Middlesex County. In addition, NMCOG provides GIS
data and mapping applications. NMCOG arranged a Spring 2014 flyover, which provides
improved GIS mapping capabilities to this region.
Pepperell belongs to a regional school district known as North Middlesex Regional.
This includes students from Pepperell, Townsend, and Ashby. Pepperell students in
kindergarten through grade 8 attend schools located in Pepperell. Students in grades 9
through 12 attend school at the North Middlesex Regional School High School in
Townsend. The school district manages all public schools within the three towns.
Nashoba Valley Technical High School is the region’s vocational high school.
Students from Chelmsford, Groton, Littleton, Pepperell, Shirley, Townsend, and Westford
are served by this vocational high school.
The Francis Parker Charter Essential School on Devens is a regional charter school
for students in grades 7 through 12 attended by many Pepperell students.
The Pepperell Recreation Commission uses a regional approach to expand the
many programs they offer. The Pepperell Ski Club is available to students in grades 6
through 12 (grade 5, if there is room) in Pepperell, Ashby, and Townsend. The Recreation
Commission also offers “Trips and Tour”, where residents from Pepperell and other
communities are provided with opportunities to enjoy bus tours to various destinations.
TAP basketball, North Middlesex Pop Warner football, North Middlesex Youth
Lacrosse, and North Middlesex Youth soccer are organized sports organization teams run
by non-profit organizations. These programs are available to students in Pepperell, Ashby,
and Townsend.
B.

History of the Community
Before the arrival of European settlers, the native inhabitants of New England
fished and hunted available game, gathered bark, berries and nuts, and farmed areas that
they had cleared. Their lifestyle was typically mobile - settlements were moved according
to the availability of food, responding to seasonal dictates. The shad, salmon, and alewife
fish runs on the Nashua River undoubtedly drew Native Americans to this site in presettlement times. Pepperell's location along primary east-west trails, the presence of
fording sites on both the Nissitissit and Nashua Rivers, and the wide range of available
natural resources make it likely that Nipmuck Native American sites were located on well
drained terraces and knolls along both Rivers, especially at confluence points, rifts, and
fords. In fact, archaeologists have documented an often-used Native American
encampment site on the Nashua River, not far from its confluence with the Nissitissit
River.
The land that now makes up Pepperell was included in the original grant of Groton
Plantation in 1655, which stretched from present-day Harvard all the way into part of
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Nashua. Indian resistance discouraged settlement until after peace was secured in 1713.
During the 1720's farmers had begun to settle along the west bank of the Nashua River,
and the population increased sufficiently to organize the portion of Groton beyond the
Nashua River as the Groton West Parish in 1742. The parish became the District of
Pepperell in 1753 and was incorporated as a town in 1775.
Nearly all residents of Pepperell worked the soil until after 1800. Agriculture,
formed the economic basis of the community, and several grist and sawmills were
established. In the early nineteenth century, a number of enterprises attempted to
harness the abundant waterpower of the rapids of the Nashua and Nissitissit Rivers, the
most successful and enduring being the establishment of a paper mill on the Nashua River
by And Emerson in 1834 or 1835. Through a succession of owners this operation was
continued at this site until 2002. A mill village developed along both sides of the Nashua
River near the paper mill and became known as East Pepperell. A railroad from Worcester
to Nashua was constructed through the village in 1848. Meanwhile, the area around the
Meeting House, a mile to the west, saw the construction of many houses by the town's
most prosperous professionals and businessmen.
After the Civil War a second major industry came to Pepperell with the
construction of a 70-employee shoe factory by Albert Leighton in East Pepperell in 1868.
By 1890 several hundred workers were employed in a much larger factory on the original
site, and shoes had become even more important to the town's economy than paper. The
era of shoes was short-lived. Crippled by a depression after 1893 and by competition from
even larger, better-financed factories elsewhere, the shoe factory closed its doors in 1900.
Two years later it opened under new management, but then burned to the ground a few
months later. The factory was never rebuilt.
The shoe boom had seen Pepperell's population rise from 1,842 in 1870 to 3,701 in
1900. The collapse of that industry left a void in the local economy that would not be filled
until long-distance commuting became feasible in the 1920's. Population plummeted to
2,953 in 1910 and 2,468 in 1920. Not until after 1950 would the town have more
inhabitants than it did in 1900.
In the 1950's and 1960's Pepperell began to shed its heritage as a factory and
farming town when good roads and cheap financing provided by the federal government
led to the building of more than 600 new homes, the first new construction of any
consequence in town since the 1890's. After 1970, the pace of new construction
quickened, with more than 1,000 units of new housing in the 1970's and another 1,000 in
the 1980's. Population rose from 3,460 in 1950 to 11,787 in 2013. Nearly all of these new
inhabitants worked outside of Pepperell, some in distant communities.
Most of the new construction has taken place outside of areas built up before
1900, on land formerly used for agriculture. The town has two adjacent districts of
historical buildings, the first radiating out several blocks in each direction from Town Hall,
the second the old mill village of East Pepperell, on both banks of the Nashua River. The
Pepperell Historical Commission succeeded in having the former area designated as the
“Pepperell Center National Historical Register District” by the Massachusetts Historical
Commission in August 1994. In 1995, following an application by the Historical
Commission, this area was designated the Pepperell Center National Historic Register
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District by the U.S. Department of the Interior. Twice Town Meeting has not approved a
Historic District By-Law to protect these areas.
C.

Population Characteristics
Once a farming and manufacturing town, today Pepperell has become largely a
residential community with a small but diverse industrial park. A braiding factory, a
collection of small businesses and a handful of operating farms are all that remain of
Pepperell’s historic economic base. The Pepperell Paper Company, with its prominent
factory buildings on Main Street closed its doors in 2002 and the buildings were razed in
2010. The dam, which was originally used to produce power for the former paper
company, is now owned and operated by Eagle Creek Renewable Energy.
1.
Population Trends
From 1980 to 2010, Pepperell’s population increased 54% but from 2010 to 2015,
Pepperell witnessed a -4.8% decrease to its population. See Table 3.A.
TABLE 3.A Population Changes for Pepperell
1970
1980
1990
2000
2010
2011
2012
2013
U.S.
5,887 8,061 10,098 11,142 11,497 N/A
N/A
N/A
Census*
Local
N/A
7,970 9,660
11,189 12,300 12,108 11,983 11,787
Census
Source: Pepperell Town Clerk’s Office and MISER Populations Projections 2000-2020
*Note: The U.S. Census is completed every 10 years

2014
N/A

2015
N/A

11,649

11,705

2020 (projected)
13,028

Table 3.B shows the changes in age ranges between 1990 to 2010 and 2000 to
2010. Pepperell’s young adults in the 25 to 34 age range saw a steady population
decrease from the 1990 Census to the 2010 Census. This was also true of middle-aged
residents in the 35 to 44 age range. Those in the age range of 45 to 85+ saw increases
between 1990 and 2010. Pepperell is becoming a community of predominantly older
residents.
According to the 2014-2018 Pepperell Affordable Housing Production Plan
prepared by NMCOG, “Between 2020 and 2035, the 75+ age group is expected to grow
the most – increasing by an additional 137%. Residents aged 60 and above are projected
to increase by 47% from 2020 to 2035.” This statistic highlights why issues and concerns
raised by older residents as part of the 2016 Board of Health Healthy Chapter grant are
given serious consideration by town officials when making decisions about the future of
Pepperell.
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TABLE 3.B U.S. Census Age Comparison 1990, 2000, and 2010
Change 1990 Age Range
1990 Census 2000 Census 2000
0-4
966
867
-99
5-9
853
1,021
168
10-14
824
990
166
15-19
727
810
83
20-24
526
406
-120
25-29
791
550
-241
30-34
1,177
873
-304
35-39
1,119
1,180
61
40-44
931
1,079
148
45-49
606
955
349
50-54
305
812
507
55-59
326
473
147
60-64
230
294
64
65-69
194
260
66
70-74
185
219
34
75-79
184
160
-24
80-85
87
108
21
85+
67
85
18
Total
10,098
11,142
1,044
Source: TOP Finance Team Report 5 Year Budget Projection Plan

2010 Census
594
782
914
916
638
514
439
665
936
1,213
1,086
936
741
404
247
213
135
124
11,497

Change 1990 Change
-2010
2000-2010
-372
-273
-71
-239
90
-76
189
106
112
232
-277
-36
-738
-434
-454
-515
5
-143
607
258
781
274
610
463
511
447
210
144
62
28
29
53
48
27
57
39
1,399
355

Data from the U.S. Census for the years 2000 and 2010 show the change in
population Pepperell has experienced over that ten-year period in comparison with
surrounding towns. Statistics show Pepperell’s overall population is staying consistent but
there is a significant change to specific age groups.
TABLE 3.C Population Change Comparison with Surrounding Towns
Town
Ashby
Ayer
Dunstable
Groton
Lancaster
Littleton
Lunenburg
Pepperell
Shirley
Townsend
Tyngsboro
Source: MA 2010 Census

2000
2,845
7,287
2,829
9,547
7,380
8,184
9,401
11,142
6,373
9,198
11,081

2010
3,074
7.427
3,179
10,646
8,055
8,924
10.086
11,497
7,211
8,926
11,292

% Change
8.05
1.92
12.37
11.51
9.15
9.04
7.29
3.19
13.15
-2.96
1.90

With so many young adults and middle-aged residents leaving Pepperell, the town
is looking at future planning to address this downward movement. This includes
investigating local zoning regulations; construction of a new high school facility; continuing
efforts to maintain our environmental assets; and formation of an Economic Development
16

Committee, which advises the Board of Selectmen and Planning Board on issues impacting
economic growth and the overall quality of life in Pepperell.
The population decrease is reflective in our school census as noted in Table 3.D.
Grades 5 through 8 have 621 children where a similar four grade sampling of K to third
grades have nearly 19% fewer students when comparing these two age ranges.
Table 3.D Current Student Enrollment Grades Kindergarten to 8 th Grade
Nissitissit Middle School Student Enrollment
5th Grade 160
6th Grade 130
7th Grade 166
8th Grade 165
Total: 621

Varnum Brook Elementary School Student Enrollment
Kindergarten 125
1st Grade 126
2nd Grade 127
3rd Grade 128
4th Grade 161
Total: 667
Source: New England School Development Council 4/10/2013

Table 3.E provides a history of enrollment rates, by grade, of students in the North
Middlesex School Regional School District, from 2002 through 2013. Table 3.F below
shows an overall -21.0% decrease in school enrollment during this time period. This
decrease can be attributed to fewer residents in the 25 to 40 age range who would
typically have children in the school system.
TABLE 3.E Pepperell, MA Residents North Middlesex Regional School District
Historical Enrollment by Grade
Birth
Year
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007

Births
150
187
168
149
144
155
171
115
124
118
111

School
Year
2002-03
2003-04
2004-05
2005-06
2006-07
2007-08
2008-09
2009-10
2010-11
2011-12
2012-13

PK

K

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

K-12

PK-12

95
118
124
114
133
0
0
0
0
0
0

143
160
152
166
117
154
152
129
122
124
131

185
158
154
151
176
121
157
157
126
121
130

151
182
176
156
157
173
123
155
160
129
120

183
155
181
178
154
159
170
122
151
161
129

176
183
155
171
180
156
155
170
124
150
161

211
175
174
159
169
172
155
152
170
127
152

182
218
179
168
160
179
165
153
156
165
126

184
183
217
168
169
151
179
155
159
151
159

194
187
182
218
173
175
153
178
161
161
166

188
155
160
155
173
150
125
108
138
128
102

142
169
138
140
144
160
145
119
110
135
113

122
132
165
124
131
139
156
143
125
111
129

120
119
119
156
122
120
133
143
141
120
105

2181
2176
2154
2110
2025
2009
1968
1884
1843
1783
1723

2276
2294
2278
2224
2158
2009
1968
1884
1843
1783
1723

Source: New England School Development Council 4/10/2013

TABLE 3.F
Historical Percentage Changes
Year
2002-03
2003-04
2004-05
2005-06
2006-07
2007-08
2008-09
2009-10
2010-11
2011-12
2012-13
Change

K-12
2181
2176
2154
2110
2025
2009
1968
1884
1843
1783
1723

Diff.
0
-5
-22
-44
-85
-16
-41
-84
-41
-60
-60
-458

%
0.0%
-0.2%
-1.0%
-2.0%
-4.0%
-0.8%
-2.0%
-4.3%
-2.2%
-3.3%
-3.4%
-21.0%

Source: New England School Development Council 4/10/2013
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2.

Population Density
Despite the sizeable increase in Pepperell’s population from 5,887 residents in
1970 to 11,497 residents in 2010, Pepperell has a per square mile population density of
495.6 people. The average population density of Massachusetts in 2010 was 840 people.
Pepperell’s population density is higher than the abutting towns of Groton, Dunstable,
and Townsend, but Pepperell still enjoys the benefits of its rural heritage.
3.

Socio-economic Characteristic
IN 2015, of Pepperell’s population age 25 years and over, 94.4% have obtained a
high school or higher education, 40.2% have obtained a bachelor’s degree or higher,
15.0% have obtained a graduate or professional degree, and 4.8% are unemployed.
The occupations by median earnings during 2015 were as follow: computer and
mathematical occupations 103,259; life, physical, and social science occupations 88,409;
architecture and engineering 87,396; management 70,450; business and financial
operations 69,718; and installation, maintenance, and repair occupations 65,417.
Most residents in Pepperell have two vehicles per household but many have three.
With a lack of public transportation available, 84% of residents drove their own car to
work, 8% carpooled, and 5% were able to avoid the commute altogether by working at
home. The majority of workers commuted between 30 to 50 minutes to work. Pepperell
residents spend a considerable amount of time each day in their vehicles driving to and
from work.
Pepperell is a predominantly white community with .43% black, .12% American
Indian, 1.16% Asian, .17% other, 1.2% two or more races, and 1.7% Hispanic or Latino.
Pepperell’s residential tax rate of $16.53 for FY2016 was relatively low among the
351 towns in the state but comparable to the abutting town of Dunstable ($16.55), but
lower than Groton ($18.78) and Townsend ($19.80). In summary, relative to many towns
in Massachusetts, Pepperell continues to be a community of relatively affordable housing,
strong community tradition, but compromised in the ability to provide municipal services
at a level consistent with today’s standards.
Both median income and property value per capita remain in the medium range
for our region (See Tables 3.G and 3.H). Values of single-family houses have decreased
13.53% since FY09 and house values in Pepperell remain affordable for the region (See
Table 3.I).
TABLE 3.G Income Per Capita
Groton
Dunstable
Littleton
Tyngsboro
Lunenburg
Pepperell
Townsend
Lancaster
Ashby
Ayer
Shirley
Source: Mass DOR Statistics 2013

$57,386.00
$50,766.00
$41,258.00
$36,269.00
$32,825.00
$32,346.00
$29,308.00
$28,363.00
$26,657.00
$26,154.00
$23,421.00
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TABLE 3.H Equalized Valuation Per Capita
Littleton
Dunstable
Groton
Ayer
Tyngsboro
Lunenburg
Pepperell
Lancaster
Ashby
Townsend
Shirley

$177,133.00
$153,025.00
$148,814.00
$138,814.00
$133,622.00
$121,006.00
$104,572.00
$104,543.00
$99,375.00
$94,320.00
$84,600.00

Source: Mass DOR Statistics 2013

TABLE 3.I Average Single-family Values

Average Single Family Values

Pepperell

Groton

Shirley

Dunstable

Townsend

Littleton
(Split)

Tyngsboro

Ayer
(Split)

FY 09

327,903

432,344

301,562

433,298

275,700

384,156

352,139

289,597

FY 10

301,105

403,710

290,234

416,275

248,492

370,111

324,403

275,964

FY 11

296,834

296,318

265,968

408,249

246,194

368,977

318,054

272,354

FY 12

294,386

299,146

264,953

389,622

234,090

370,625

316,442

271,598

FY 13

283,523

396,483

261,235

390,500

220,025

366,412

310,922

267,738

% Change

-13.53

-8.29

-13.37

-9.88

-20.19

-4.62

-11.70

-7.55
10/28/2013

Source: Pepperell Board of Assessor’s Tax Classification Hearing 2014

4.

Business
Pepperell is primarily a residential, commuter community, with pockets of
commercial and industrial development. Table 3.J compares the number of
establishments, average monthly employment, and average weekly wage in Pepperell
with surrounding communities and the State for the fourth quarters of 2010 and 2016.
According to the State Department of Labor and Workforce Development (EOLWD),
Pepperell reported 248 establishments in Q4 of 2010 and 260 establishments in Q4 of
2016, an increase of 4.8%.
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Pepperell also witnessed an increase in average monthly employment and average
weekly wage during that time period. In the fourth quarter of 2016, Pepperell ranked sixth
in average weekly wages, behind Littleton, Shirley, Ayer, Groton, and Tyngsboro.
Pepperell’s average weekly wage was 69% of the State’s average weekly wage
during that same time period.
TABLE 3.J Establishments, Employment, and Wages
Community

Ashby
Ayer
Dunstable
Groton
Lancaster
Littleton
Lunenburg
Pepperell
Shirley
Townsend
Tyngsboro

State

Establishments
2010 (Q4)
82
355
67
269
194
347
225
248
155
184
37
9

2016 (Q4)
78
321
78
277
190
382
269
260
167
200
392

221,723

249,802

Average Monthly
Employment
2010 (Q4)
2016 (Q4)
274
375
8,191
4,670
254
298
3,185
3,686
2,284
2,246
4,824
7,999
2,237
2,497
1,416
1,522
2,497
3,030
1,992
2,045
4,336
4,792

3,191,502

3,537,447

Average Weekly Wage
2010 (Q4)
$696
$1,227
$747
$944
$727
$1,411
$790
$739
$1,107
$672
$866

2016 (Q4)
$754
$1,072
$879
$984
$820
$1,717
$882
$937
$1,306
$856
$945

$1,219

$1,352

Source: ES202- Reports

During the second quarter of 2017, the Town of Pepperell had 268 establishments.
Table 3.K lists the number of establishments, total wages, average monthly employment,
and average weekly wages for the second quarter of 2017. Pepperell experienced an
overall growth of 2.1% in average monthly employment from April 2017 to June 2017. The
industries with the largest increases were Natural Resources and Mining (this includes
agriculture) with 160%, Professional Services with 6.2%, and Construction with 3.1%. Keep
in mind that the statistics for Natural Resources and Mining coincide with the beginning of
the growing season and an influx of seasonal workers. Over the last few years, Pepperell
has seen a significant number of people starting small businesses and working from their
homes, explaining the increase in Professional Services. Like other regions in the state,
Pepperell is currently experiencing increased growth in new residential construction and
maintenance, shown by the 3.1% increase in the number of Construction employees.
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TABLE 3.K Industry Composition for the Town of Pepperell
(Second Quarter of 2017)
No. of
Establishments

Apr 2017
Emp

May 2017
Emp

Jun 2017
Emp

268

1,637

1,673

1,672

$18,935,175

1,661

$877

3

10

15

26

$91,133

17

$412

3

10

15

26

$91,133

17

$412

65

256

260

264

$3,331,837

260

$986

Construction

65

256

260

264

$3,331,837

260

$986

Construction of buildings

23

22

21

20

$274,437

21

$1,005

Residential building construction

23

22

21

20

$274,437

21

$1,005

Specialty trade contractors

41

198

202

216

$2,513,095

205

$943

Building equipment contractors

17

98

104

107

$1,247,344

103

$932

Building finishing contractors

15

59

59

59

$771,411

59

$1,006

6

30

30

32

$418,986

31

$1,040

12

116

113

113

$1,331,937

114

$899

12

116

113

113

$1,331,937

114

$899

Durable Goods Manufacturing

9

96

94

94

$1,077,617

95

$873

Fabricated metal product
manufacturing

4

66

64

65

$786,154

65

$930

Machine shops & threaded product
mfg.

3

44

42

42

$466,555

43

$835

Trade, Transportation and Utilities

34

262

259

269

$2,289,363

263

$670

12

57

56

57

$685,527

57

$925

Merchant wholesalers, durable goods

5

28

28

28

$325,160

28

$893

Electronic markets and agents and
brokers

6

12

12

9

$173,955

11

$1,216

Electronic markets and agents and
brokers

6

12

12

9

$173,955

11

$1,216

15

145

139

140

$952,386

141

$520

Motor vehicle and parts dealers

3

21

19

21

$208,884

20

$803

Food and beverage stores

5

52

50

52

$232,733

51

$351

Beer, wine, and liquor stores

3

7

4

4

$17,868

5

$275

Transportation and Warehousing

7

60

64

72

$651,450

65

$771

General freight trucking

3

3

3

3

$26,550

3

$681

Information

5

35

37

32

$296,187

35

$651

5

35

37

32

$296,187

35

$651

Description

Total, all industries
Natural Resources and Mining
Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing &
Hunting
Construction

Other specialty trade contractors
Manufacturing
Manufacturing

Wholesale Trade

Retail Trade

Information

Total
Wages

Average
Monthly
Employment

Average
Weekly
Wages
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Financial Activities

14

37

37

38

$350,408

37

$728

Finance and Insurance

6

21

22

20

$181,415

21

$665

Credit intermediation & related

3

17

17

15

$150,146

16

$722

Insurance carriers and related

3

4

5

5

$31,269

5

$481

Insurance agencies and brokerages

3

4

5

5

$31,269

5

$481

Real Estate and Rental and Leasing

8

16

15

18

$168,993

16

$812

Real estate

8

16

15

18

$168,993

16

$812

Offices of R.E. agents & brokers

4

8

7

8

$107,281

8

$1,032

Activities related to real estate

3

6

6

8

$52,612

7

$578

Professional and Business Services

47

258

266

274

$4,508,567

266

$1,304

Professional and Technical Services

28

187

186

188

$3,715,586

187

$1,528

Professional and technical services

28

187

186

188

$3,715,586

187

$1,528

Mgmnt & tech. consulting services

10

7

6

6

$143,567

6

$1,841

Administrative and Waste Services

19

71

80

86

$792,981

79

$772

Administrative and support services

19

71

80

86

$792,981

79

$772

Services to buildings and dwellings

13

50

61

65

$557,029

59

$726

Education and Health Services

49

373

387

381

$4,667,804

380

$945

Health Care and Social Assistance

40

155

158

149

$1,293,277

154

$646

Ambulatory health care services

9

79

76

72

$914,698

76

$926

Offices of dentists

3

20

20

20

$180,565

20

$694

Offices of other health practitioners

3

6

6

7

$49,793

6

$638

Social assistance

31

76

82

77

$378,579

78

$373

Individual and family services

28

42

45

43

$158,690

43

$284

3

34

37

34

$219,889

35

$483

Leisure and Hospitality

12

133

139

137

$464,273

136

$263

Accommodation and Food Services

11

129

135

134

$454,580

133

$263

Food services and drinking places

10

128

133

132

$446,580

131

$262

Restaurants and other eating places

9

118

121

121

$418,622

120

$268

Other Services

21

71

72

72

$652,622

72

$697

Other Services, Except Public Admin

21

71

72

72

$652,622

72

$697

Repair and maintenance

14

50

49

48

$528,419

49

$830

Automotive repair and maintenance

10

43

42

41

$441,738

42

$809

Comm. machinery repair & maint.

3

7

7

7

$86,681

7

$953

Personal and laundry services

5

13

15

16

$63,962

15

$328

Child day care services

Source: ES-202 Reports
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D.
1.

Growth and Development Patterns
Patterns and Trends
By the end of the nineteenth century, Pepperell consisted of a mill village along
the banks of the Nashua River (East Pepperell) and a residential district along streets
radiating out from the town's center, a mile to the west. Throughout the nineteenth
century the mill village steadily expanded westward while the residential district pushed
eastward, until the two joined. The rest of the town consisted of farms and some wooded
hills. Before 1957 only a few new subdivisions were built, the largest being the Pines (east
of the mill village and north of Lowell Road) with over 100 homes. Other early
subdivisions were built south of Lowell Road, off of Heald Street (the Plains), off of
Brookline Street, and off of East Street. Most residential development, primarily since
1950, has consisted of frontage lots along existing roads.
The Pepperell Planning Board accepted the Subdivision Control Law on September
1, 1957, and zoning was enacted in 1968. Most of the early subdivisions, listed above,
consisted of quarter-acre lots. One-acre (40,000 square feet) lots became the minimum in
1968, increasing to two acres (80,000 square feet) in the Rural Residence areas in 1974,
and in all parts of the town except in the mill village and east of the Nashua River by 1984.
Developers have adapted to these changing requirements by constructing larger and
more expensive houses to go on larger (and more expensive) lots. Most of Pepperell is
zoned for residential development and no part of town has been left out of the building
boom.
The 2005 Land Use Map, see Map 2, shows that residential growth has continued
to sprawl primarily in the rural parts of the town that are distant from town services.
The number one characteristic that citizens wish to see maintained continues to
be that of a family-oriented community with an abundance of open space and sensitive
natural resources and rural character. Open space and farmlands are encouraged through
Open Space Residential Developments and preservation of agricultural uses in the rural
areas of town and through mixed-use development and multi-family development in the
more urban areas of the town.
The Town of Pepperell has a long history of active protection and preservation of
its natural resources. Since 1969, the Open Space and Recreation Plan has served as a
planning tool when it considers current and future growth. The Master Plan continues to
highlight the ongoing efforts and accomplishments of the Conservation Commission and
further to reiterate the importance of the action plan.
The goals outlined in the Master Plan to aid the town in preserving the rural
character, scenic landscapes, agricultural lands, and natural resources are outlined to
include the following:
 Preserving public and private water supplies,
 Protecting sensitive resources,
 Protecting rural character,
 Protecting agricultural land,
 Providing long-term sustainability of all protection and recreation efforts,
 Increasing access, and
 Adopting cooperative and regional approaches to open space and recreation planning.
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MAP 2

Pepperell Land Use (2005)
Bro ok lin e, N H

Land use classification is based on the
MacConnell twenty-one category classification
system and generalized into ten major
categories. NMCOG updated the MassGIS 1999
land use data based on 2005 orthophotos.
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2.
Infrastructure
Transportation - The most visible aspect of Pepperell's infrastructure is the town road
system, consisting of approximately 80 miles of mostly paved surfaces. A state highway
(Route 119) adds another nearly four miles of roadway within the town. Nearly all of the
town's roads, more than half a mile in length, were already built by 1900, as shown on the
1870’s map (See Map 3). Many of these were formerly farm roads dating from the
eighteenth century. All of Pepperell's roads have officially been designated as scenic, with
the exception of Routes 111, 113, and 119. Alterations along these scenic roads, such as
the removal of trees or stonewalls, require a hearing before the Planning Board under the
Scenic Roads By-Law. This provides some protection for the town’s “streetscape.”
Current zoning, however, requires that new sub-division roads must connect to existing
roads on both ends, if possible, tending to maximize the length of new roads and to
encourage the development of interior open space.
Railroads once provided transportation in this region, but the town's last rail line
was abandoned early in the 1980's. In 2002, the Nashua River Rail Trail, a paved path for
bicycles, horses, and pedestrians, was completed by the Department of Conservation and
Recreation (DCR), formerly the Department of Environmental Management (DEM), along
an abandoned rail line on the east side of the Nashua River. The trail is approximately 12.5
miles long, connecting Ayer, Groton, Pepperell, and Dunstable, to south Nashua. While
the Rail Trail is used by many bicyclists, including many families enjoying the safety of offroad riding with children, the trail is also used by residents for commuting and walking
groups. In addition, the Rail Trail is stimulating visits to Pepperell’s downtown area from
non-residents.
With very limited public transportation options, most residents rely on
automobiles as their primary means of transportation, but Pepperell maintains 11.5 miles
of sidewalks, primarily focused in the downtown section of town. Sidewalks also extend
along portions of Rte. 113 from Pepperell Town Hall almost to Dunstable. Bicyclist are
often seen riding along the roadway, many on their way to the Nashua River Rail Trail but
“teams” of racing bicyclist often chose the backroads of Pepperell for their practice rides
while enjoying the picturesque landscapes.
To provide additional off-road pedestrian options, efforts to connect Pepperell’s
trail system continues, often times extending into neighboring towns or across the state
line into New Hampshire. Creating and updating Pepperell’s Trail Guide, which is available
online or in hardcopy, provides non-motorized vehicle trail opportunities for those
seeking pedestrian and bicycle options. By ensuring “Complete Streets” are incorporated
into future planning efforts by the town, connectivity between neighborhoods and
recreational facilities and conservation properties will be improved. In response to a
request from older residents, additional benches are being added along trails and in the
downtown section of Pepperell, thereby encouraging older residents to walk to their
destinations. An ADA-accessible trail is under construction behind the Lawrence Library on
Main Street, which also provides trail use opportunities to a wider group of users,
especially those confined to wheelchairs or those who are visually impaired. Benches,
provided by an Eagle Scout, have also been included along this trail, which indicates the
town’s commitment to support the requests of our older residents, as well as providing a
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peaceful, quiet place to sit and read, or reflect. A new ADA-accessible walking trail is in
the early stages of planning for the Senior Center property. The proposal includes benches
and workout stations. By creating the trail on the Senior Center property, staff is close by
if someone should require medical attention.
There is no commercial air transport in town. A small airport in the northern part
of town serves only light private airplanes and is used primarily as a skydiving center,
which attracts people from across New England. Currently, no commercial navigation
takes place on either the Nashua or Nissitissit Rivers, although both are popular
recreational destinations. Limited public transportation for seniors or individuals with
disabilities is available through the Lowell Regional Transit Authority/Pepperell Road
Runner service, through which eligible people can schedule transportation for medical
services, shopping, or trips to the Senior Center. There is no other public transportation
available in town.
Water Supply - Pepperell depends on groundwater as a source of water for both private
and public wells. The town's municipal water system dates back to 1908. Five gravelpacked wells provide the potable water for the town, all of which are located within the
town limits. Two wells are located in the northwest section of town, two in the southeast
section, and the newest well, which was brought online in 2012, is in the northeast
section on the New Hampshire border. The Town has three pump and treat facilities, two
booster stations and three storage tanks. Approximately 80% of the residents are served
by the Water Division. Regulatory mandates affect the amount the Town is allowed to
withdraw from the aquifers and future limits on water supplies are unlikely to be imposed
on the Town. The United States Geological Survey (USGS) has identified a high-yield
aquifer in the area of Stewart Brook and several medium-yield aquifers along Sucker
Brook and the Nissitissit River.
Wastewater Treatment - The town's sewer system, which dates back to 1979, was built to
service East Pepperell Village in order to reduce pollution of the Nashua River. It has been
expanded steadily until it approached its effective capacity in 2003, serving 30% of the
town, approximately 1,500 households. The flow is tributary to the 1.1 million gallon per
day Wastewater Treatment Facility via five pumping stations, 35.9 miles of sewer pipe,
and 800 manhole structures. Since 1989, the Pepperell Wastewater Treatment Plant has
contracted through an inter-municipal agreement with the Town of Groton, to provide
sewer service to a portion of Groton households. In 2003, Pepperell began construction of
an expansion to the treatment plant, increasing its capacity from 705,000 gallons per day
to the 1,100,000 gallons per day, with up to 25% of the capacity reserved for Groton. The
Wastewater Treatment Plant also treats about 1.0 million gallons of septage from
surrounding communities.
Sewer service can protect local waterways by allowing for the abandonment of
failing septic systems by connection to the sewer lines. However, in areas prone to new
development within open space, sewering may not be encouraged in order to preserve
ground water levels, since sewering does not recharge ground water as do septic systems.
The wastewater infrastructure allows the densest possible development of parcels of
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land, which otherwise could not support septic systems. In general the convenience of
wastewater, “exports” ground water (withdrawn from the wells) out of the watershed.
The establishment of the sewer district, by the Board of Public Works (BPW) limited
access to sewer to previously developed urban areas. This was deemed essential to
protect water supplies and to discourage maximum development on marginal soils and
can help to redirect growth to infill and redevelopment in the town center, rather than to
open space on the periphery. Although the Board of Public Works adopted a map to
define the limits of a Sewer District in 2005, at the Annual Town Meeting the vote to
designate it as a Zoning Overlay District did not pass. The map does remain the DPW’s
policy about the future location of sewer lines.
3.

Long-term development patterns
Historically, Pepperell was a rural community consisting of a small village
developed around the paper mill with farmlands and vast tracts of open space. The rural
landscape is declining due to housing developments mostly outside the municipal and
business centers of the town. New growth continues to be directed through planning and
zoning with concentrations on village center areas. Open space developments are
encouraged to protect resources, especially in the rural areas outside the Sewer Overlay
District.
Pepperell, in the past, was known as predominantly a factory and farming town. In
recent years it has become mostly a “bedroom community” with very little commercial or
industrial development. The costs of development are best maintained with
encouragement for new businesses that are compatible to Pepperell’s rural nature.
Zoning – Map 4, Pepperell Zoning Districts, shows current zoning. Most of Pepperell is
zoned for single-family residential development, with a minimum lot size of two acres and
a minimum frontage of 150 feet (200 feet in one district). The only exceptions are in the
built-up portions of East Pepperell, known as the Plains, and in the relatively small part of
the town east of the Nashua River where one-acre lots are permitted.
There are two industrial districts and one commercial district. Recent and
projected expansions and changes to both districts will work to expand commercial and
industrial development within the town. These types of changes to the zoning landscape
enhance the economic growth of the town. This, in addition to many existing home based
and agricultural businesses that require little or no permitting should follow along or
surpass the residential development in order to make a more sustainable community.
In addition to the base zoning districts identified on Map 4, Pepperell has the
following overlay districts: (See Map 5, Pepperell Zoning Overlay Districts)
 Water Resources Protection Overlay District (WRPOD)
Pepperell’s WRPOD consists of three sub-districts for protecting the municipal well sites at
Jersey Street (two wells), Bemis Road (two wells), and Nashua Road (one well). The
Aquifer-Watershed Protection Zone (AWPZ) is the DEP required Zone 1 within 400’ of the
wellhead. The Well Protection Zone (WPZ) is Zone 2, which contributes water to the well
under severe pumping and recharge. The Water Source Protection Zone (WPZ) is Zone 3,
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which is the area outside of Zone 2 from which surface water and ground water drain into
Zone 2.
 Mixed Use Overlay District (MUOD)
The Mixed Use Overlay District allows a Special Permit from the Planning Board an
alternative pattern of land development to the pattern normally permitted.
 Sewer Zoning District
The portion of the Town which sewer service is provided or may be planned to be
provided in the future.
 Wireless Communications Overlay District (WCOD)
The Wireless Communications Overlay District applies to all properties in Pepperell. The
WCOD insures for safe and appropriate siting of wireless communications facilities and
minimal visual impacts.
Build Out - Since 1980, the town has permitted Open Space Residential Developments
(OSRD), which reduces lot sizes in exchange for the permanent preservation of open
space. The developer can gain additional lots through this type of development and can
potentially save a considerable amount on the cost for infrastructure. While many
conventional subdivisions have been approved and constructed over the past several
years. The trends seem to be coming back to the open space developments due to the
economic downturns of recent years.
Additionally, the availability of frontage lots along the public ways and by the
provision for reduced-frontage lots of not less than forty feet continues to be an
alternative to conventional subdivisions in Pepperell. These lots, which can be shaped
deep and narrow, must be four acres, but they enable back lands to be developed without
the need to build subdivision roads and enables protection of more open space.
Subdivision roads and the associated infrastructure are costly, both for the developer and
for the town, which eventually must maintain them. The Protective Zoning Bylaws also
provide for permitting construction of a private common driveway which can serve as
access to up to five lots, but cannot become an accepted public way.
The pace of residential development had been slow in Pepperell due to the
economic downturn but by the end of FY2015, several projects for single-family houses
were added to the cue and several projects resurrected. Conventional subdivision Hadley
Estates, which includes Hadley Road, Julia Lane, and Beaver Creek Circle has been
completed and the roadways accepted by the town. The roadways at North Village
Estates, off of Park Street, which includes Village Road and Pond Circle, have been
accepted by the Town and construction of the last four houses on Pond Circle are nearing
completion. The 28-lot subdivision known as Reedy Meadow Estates, which includes 17
houses nearing completion in Pepperell and 11 lots in Groton, where construction is just
beginning, is progressing quickly. Several streets away, Heritage Estates on Bacon Street is
also moving forward, after sitting dormant for several years. Five house lots on Spaulding
Lane, which is off River Road, are also under construction. A previously approved
subdivision, DMA Estates, went from a conventional subdivision to a Comprehensive
Permit subdivision of 56 lots off Nashua Road, which is nearing completion. This project
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will ask for town acceptance of the roadway and provide open space for the town. Other
construction projects for single-family houses are scattered throughout town.
From 2005 through 2014 a total of 166 permits were issued for single-family
homes and ten building permits were issued for homes for two families or more. The
improving economy is evident in the 44 permits for single-family permits issued over the
22 month period from 2015 and October 6, 2016, with 32 of those permits being issued in
the first nine months of 2016.
After 2006, with the Rate of Development Bylaw no longer in effect, no new
conventional subdivisions were presented to the Town for approval. An Open Space
Residential Development (OSRD) of 19 lots on River Road at the site of the former Kemp’s
Horse Trotting Track and an 11-lot OSRD on Hollis Street are the most recent
developments approved. Except for one single-family home building permit issued for
River Road, the remaining 29 lots are in a cue of approved house lots.

4. Environmental Inventory and Analysis
A.
1.

Geology, Soils, and Topography
Geology and Topography
The "Bedrock Geologic Map of Massachusetts" shows that Pepperell is entirely
within the Nashoba Zone of the Merrimack Belt. There are three major bedrock units that
underlay the soils in town. Moving from east to west these are: Oakdale, (a siltstone and
muscovite schist), Worcester (consisting of phyllites and slates), and Paxton (consisting of
granofels and sulfur schists).
A striking geologic feature in Pepperell is Gulf Brook Ravine, the most visible
remnant of a normal prehistoric fault, known as the Wekepeke Fault, which runs from
central Massachusetts to southern New Hampshire. Technically, it is a "resequent fault
scarp". Time, glaciers, and erosion have combined efforts to cause the original fault line to
recede leaving a deep, steep-sided ravine, which provides a cool microclimate more
typical of sites in northern New England.
Low broad ridges with intervening river and stream drainages and wide valleys
characterize the topography of Pepperell. The ridges are the remnants of a former
peneplain, a flat plateau uplifted in the mid to late Cenozoic era (2 to 35 million years ago)
which covered most of southern and central New England. The peneplain was
subsequently dissected by the erosional action of streams and rivers. Through geologic
time, this cycle of uplift, glacial, and fluvial deposition, and erosional processes may have
been repeated numerous times.
Approximately 2 million years ago, in the Pleistocene Ice Age, earth began to
experience a period of alternating cooling and warming (lasting until about 12,000 years
ago) of cooling which led to the formation of continental glaciers and the lowering of sea
levels. The most recent glaciation was the Wisconsin glacial stage, which began between
60,000 and 40,000 years ago and was characterized by many advances and retreats in the
continental ice sheet that covered the New England states and terminated at end
moraines forming Long Island, New York, Block Island, Rhode Island, and Nantucket,
Massachusetts. There is evidence of at least two periods of glaciation in Pepperell 32

distinctive differences in till layers have been identified in the drumlin known as Mt.
Lebanon on the street of that same name.
The Ice Age left its mark on Pepperell in the form of eskers, kettle holes, drumlins,
kame terraces and deltas, and an assortment (from sand sized particles all the way to
boulders) of glacially deposited sediment called till. The Nissitissit Hills are actually two
drumlins, Mt. Lebanon forms another (at 500 feet the highest point in town), and the
small hill between Elm and Shirley Streets known as Scotch Pine Hill is also a drumlin, all
formed from till which the glacier molded during its south-southeastward advance. As the
ice melted (retreated) from Pepperell, evidence of two former ice bound streams that
tunneled through the glacier became apparent. These glacial forms are known as eskers.
There is one located in the northwest corner of town, segments of which wind through
the countryside for about two miles skirting first Stewart Brook and then Gulf Brook. The
Reedy Meadow esker parallels the brook of that same name. Because the particles that
settled out of the streams reflect the velocity of the current (the swifter the water the
larger the rock particle that will be carried), eskers tend to be a present-day source of
sand and gravel.
With warming temperatures, stagnant ice and meltwater deposits closed in two
glacial lakes in Pepperell. Glacial Lake Nashua covered most of East Pepperell with the
exception of an island in the center of town looking south from the present-day dam for
about a mile. The elevation of a delta near Jersey Street was 250' at the time of deposition
giving the shoreline of this ancient lake at one point. The extent of glacial Lake Nashua
steadily diminished as new drainage outlets developed first in Ayer, then in Groton,
Dunstable, Nashua, New Hampshire, and finally into Glacial Lake Merrimack about two
miles east of Pepperell. The shores of the lake are easily recognized today as terraces west
of Nashua Road along the foot of the Nissitissit Hills. In the quiet water of the lake, fine
sand and silt settled to the bottom, creating the flat sandy landscape we see north of
Lowell Road and along River Road. Before vegetation could be established in these areas,
wind-blown sand created two dunes in the area now known as Bacon and Idal Streets.
Glacial Lake Nissitissit would have bordered Brookline Street. Its outlet is shown as
about 1,000 feet north of present-day Pork Barrel Pond. Also a large lake, its
northernmost boundary extended seven miles into Milford, New Hampshire. In general,
the deposits laid down in the meltwaters of this lake are younger in the south and east,
again created by successive meltwater streams as the glacier retreated.
Blocks of ice broken off from the main ice sheet formed kettle holes. The blocks
melted in place, leaving a fine deposit of rock flour and dust that sealed the bottom of
small depressions with no inlet or outlet. These depressions subsequently filled with
water, forming a series of small seasonal ponds east of Hollis Street.
Glacial till covers the largest area of Pepperell's land surface, sometimes in very
thin layers plastered on bedrock. Stonewalls abound in the western section of town, many
built of the rounded-off erratics transported by the glacier and others reflecting the
layering characteristics typical of the underlying siltstone and phyllite bedrock. While
neighboring towns have much granite bedrock, Pepperell has only one small exposure of
granite in the extreme northwest corner of town. When resourceful old-timers needed
granite for construction, they often quarried one of the large boulders delivered by the
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glacier; today’s hikers ponder over these one-rock quarries scattered throughout the
woods.
The surficial geological map indicates that deposits laid down in the Sucker Brook
area probably occurred in marginal lakes restricted by ice on the north and controlled by
an outlet now known as the Varnum Brook. This lake was subsequently filled in with
meltwater sediments. A second outlet formed in the north valley of Twin Valley Farm
located near the intersection of Brookline and Prescott Streets. The precursor to the small
stream that runs through this present-day landscape was a fast flowing river of glacial
meltwaters during the Ice Age.
2.

Soils
In the intervening time since 12,000 to 14,000 years ago, and under the influence
of climate, topography, erosion, and vegetation, Pepperell's soils developed from the
glacial tills and outwash deposits. Most of the weathering processes are evident only in
the top two feet of the well-drained soils. The Middlesex Conservation District lists about
12.7% of the soils of the town as prime agricultural soils. Drumlins and other till deposits
generally have a compact hardpan layer with slow permeability in the sub-stratum. Each
named soil type has an accompanying number identified in the following map. Typical
associations on hills are Bernardston (221)/Paxton (122) on the top, Montauk (222),
Woodbridge (81, 82, 83) on the sides, and Ridgebury (32) in the poorly drained pockets
between uplands. At the end of glaciation the water-deposited sediments in lakes in
Pepperell were typically Hinckley (35) and Windsor (67), sandy soils which are excessively
drained and have rapid permeability. Fine clay particles that usually settle out in quiet
lake waters were mostly washed away because of the rapid movement of waters during
glacial times or the short life of the various stages and substages of marginal ice lakes.
Shallow to bedrock soil complexes such as Charlton-Hollis-rock outcrop (7), HollisRock outcrop-Charlton (8), and Rock outcrop-Hollis complex (9) form another major
component of Pepperell's land surface, and this is particularly evident in the western
portion of the town where bedrock exposures are more common. Hydric soils may
actually have ponding on them or may have groundwater within 1.5 feet of the surface for
a considerable portion of the growing season. Hydric soils abound adjacent to Pepperell's
many waterways - Scarboro (40), Freetown (46, 99), Wareham (139), and Ridgebury (32)
are the most common soil units here. According to the Soil Survey, Pepperell’s wetland
soil types total 2,718 acres or 18% of the land surface.
Those same soils that would be good agricultural land sometimes pose limitations
for on-site septic system design. For instance, Paxton is listed as a prime agricultural soil
but, because of its hardpan layer at 15" to 38" with very slow permeability, a more
extensive leach field would be required for a building site. Also some prime agricultural
lands are in the floodplain where periodic saturation would present obvious problems for
development.
In Soil Potential Ratings for Septic Absorption Fields prepared by the USDA Soil
Conservation Service for Middlesex and Essex Counties, Massachusetts, a numerical rating
has been assigned according to the following standards:
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Soil Potential Rating Classes (Potential for Septic Absorption)
Very high potential - Performance is at or above "standard" because soil
conditions are exceptionally favorable. Installation costs are low and there are no
continuing limitations. (315-311 numerical rating value)
High potential - Performance is at or above the "standard". Cost of measures for
overcoming limitations are judged locally to be favorable in relation to the expected
performance. Continuing limitations do not detract appreciably from environmental
quality. (310-294 numerical rating)
Medium potential - Performance is somewhat below "standard". Costs of
corrective measures are high. Continuing limitations detract from environmental quality.
(293-274 numerical rating value)
Low potential - Performance is significantly below "standard". Corrective
measures are costly. Continuing limitations detract appreciably from environmental
quality. (273-215 numerical rating value)
Very low potential - Performance is much below "standard". Corrective measures
are very costly. Continuing limitations seriously detract from environmental quality. (2150 numerical rating value)
Map 6, Soils and Geologic Features, provides an overview of soil types and
limitations within Pepperell. The white areas on the map are soils that fall in an
intermediate stage - neither favorable nor unfavorable for farming or development. Some
soils, such as Rock outcrop-Hollis complex (9), are not rated at all because of the
prominence of bedrock exposures in that soil type. Much of the prime agricultural land
could also serve as a prime building site, especially in those areas that are already cleared
for farming. Some prime agricultural soils, Bernardston (221), Montauk (222), and
Pittstown (281), pose difficulties for building site development due to wetness.
B.

Landscape Character
Residential development interspersed with farms and forested wetlands and
uplands lend a decidedly rural character to Pepperell. Some of the land that was formerly
cleared for farming has now succeeded to second growth forests. But many of these
agricultural fields have also become the sites of residential development. The gently
rolling hills give way to two major rivers in the town, and this feature has influenced the
pattern of commercial and residential development as noted in the "History of the
Community" section.
The Main Street corridor from the rotary crossing over the Nashua River and
through Railroad Square provides much of the business area of the town. Smaller defined
areas of commerce exist along Tarbell Street and Hollis Street with the majority of the
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MAP 6

manufacturing and industrial areas focused at the Lomar Park area off Nashua Road.
Typical areas of multi-family housing are prominent near the commercial areas of town
and small single-family homes produced during the boom of the mills round out these
areas. Many of the open farming areas and undisturbed forested areas tend to be located
away from the business areas at the outskirts of the town.
The colonial farmer often found that he raised more than crops in the stony soils
for the cycle of freezing and thawing in New England winters tends to produce a new crop
of stones each spring. Stonewalls, however discontinuous, convey a sense of Pepperell’s
farming heritage throughout west and north Pepperell, often winding through densely
forested areas that once were pastures and fields. The landscape surrounding both Heald
and Coon Tree Ponds is unique in that it remains almost completely open, providing broad
vistas of meadow, pond, and forest.
C.

Water Resources
Civilization is a stream with banks. The stream is sometimes filled
with blood from people killing, shouting, and doing things historians
usually record, while on the banks, unnoticed, people building homes,
make love, raise children, sing songs, write poetry and even whittle
statues. The story of civilization is the story of what happened on
the banks. Historians …ignore the banks of the river.
(Will Durant)

1.

Rivers and Brooks
Pepperell lies entirely within the watershed of the north-flowing Nashua River,
with almost eight miles of river frontage. Pepperell's largest water body, Pepperell Pond,
is an impoundment of the Nashua River between the dam where Main Street crosses the
River and South Road (Route 119). The segment of the Nashua River running through
Pepperell is classified by the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Management
as a Category 5 “impaired” water. The classification for all surface waterbodies falls under
the federal Clean Water Act and requires that waterbodies be evaluated for their ability to
support certain uses, including aquatic life support, fish and shellfish consumption, and as
a drinking water supply. When specific pollutants are present within Category 5
waterbodies, a Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) is assigned to the pollutant(s) and a
restriction is placed on future releases of that pollutant into the waterbody. Indicators of
impaired waterbodies include aquatic macroinvertebrate bioassessments, presence of
mercury in fish, total phosphorus (Total), and nutrient/eutrophication biological
indicators.
In 2008 and 2009, a $300,000 grant obtained by the Pepperell Conservation
Commission and managed by the Nashua River Watershed Association was used to begin
removal of 50 acres of the invasive water chestnut (Trapa natans) from Pepperell Pond,
but funds ran out. Today, more than 90 acres of water chestnuts are visible, which is
limiting recreational opportunities on the river and may have other impacts on wildlife
and water quality. The Nashua River has been nominated for designation as a Wild and
Scenic River in 2012 (excluding a segment in Pepperell near the hydroelectric plant on
Main Street). The Nashua River Wild and Scenic River Study Act was signed into law by
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President Obama after being passed by the House and Senate in December 2014. A Study
Committee was formed in 2015 to explore whether a portion of the Nashua River and two
of its tributaries, the Squannacook and Nissitissit Rivers, should receive this federal
protection designation. Conservation efforts along the Nashua River may be eligible for
federal funds once the designation is finalized, if approved.
The north branch of the Nashua arises in Westminster, Ashburnham, and
Fitchburg. Wachusett Reservoir in Clinton is in the headwaters of the south branch.
Joining in Lancaster, the combined branches flow 35 miles northward through a broad,
flat floodplain at low stream velocities, with many oxbow lakes and marshes along the
course, finally discharging into the Merrimack River in Nashua, New Hampshire. The total
watershed drains 538 square miles of Middlesex and Worcester Counties. Two major
tributaries, the cold and fast-flowing Squannacook and Nissitissit Rivers, are protected by
a special sanctuary act of the Massachusetts legislature (MGL Chap. 132A, § 17) which
precludes the development of any further point-source discharges into those rivers, as
well as several named stream tributaries.
Many of Pepperell’s streams have been identified as coldwater fish resources
(CFRs) by DFW. CFRs provide critical habitat for native cold water fish and the properties
along these CFRs are focus areas for protection.
Pepperell has four miles of frontage on the Nissitissit River after it crosses the
Hollis town line in its southeast course from Potanipo Pond in Brookline, New Hampshire.
Its confluence with the Nashua River is approximately one river mile north of the East
Pepperell dam, near the covered bridge. The Nissitissit is classified as a Class B river;
because of its status under the "Squannacook and Nissitissit Rivers Sanctuary Act" noted
above, the River and its tributaries are listed as Outstanding Resource Waters in the state.
The courses of these two rivers superimpose a broad "Y" on the map of Pepperell,
and it is convenient to describe Pepperell's surface water resources in terms of the two
rivers and their tributaries, starting at the southern boundary of town, where the Nashua
River enters from Groton at an elevation of about 200' above sea level.
Robinson Brook and Nutting Brook enter the Nashua River in Pepperell just north
of the Groton-Pepperell town line. Draining the area between Groton's Throne Hill and
South Road (Route 119), Robinson Brook features a small pond and waterfall in its lower
reaches. Its major tributary, Bancroft Brook, arises north of Route 113 near its intersection
with Route 119 in a large marsh (sometimes referred to as “Quosopanagon Meadow”)
between Harbor and Shattuck Streets; beavers have dammed Bancroft Brook at several
points along its course in recent years. Nutting Brook collects from the flanks of Mt.
Lebanon and runs south parallel to Shirley Street, filling several small ponds along its
course.
North of Route 119 the Nashua River broadens into Pepperell Pond, locally called
"The Moat", where oxbows, islands, and a sinuous shoreline create excellent wildlife
habitat and choice scenery. The town line roughly splits the upper (southerly) portion of
Pepperell Pond; on the Groton (east) side is the 300-acre J. Harry Rich State Forest,
purchased in 1982 by the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Management to
demonstrate proper forest management techniques. Much of the westerly shore of the
river is now under the protection of the State DCR and the Town. Approximately 45 acres
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along the river, known as the Walent property, was purchased in 2002 by the DCR as an
addition to the J. Harry Rich State Forest. Another adjacent parcel containing an
abandoned railroad right-of-way was also purchased at that time by the Town as
conservation land. These acquisitions, added to the many small, disconnected parcels
gained over the years through gifts and tax takings help to maintain the quality of the
river biome and provides a connection in a trail system.
About three miles downstream from Route 119, a constriction in the bedrock,
once known as Babbitassit Falls, provided a ready-made location for a dam. During the
early decades of the century, the paper mill enlarged a pre-existing dam here to a height
of 20 feet and span of 250 feet, creating the present pond. In 2016, Eagle Creek
Renewable Energy purchased the hydro dam and powerhouse from Pepperell/Swift River
Hydro Operations Company, which had purchased the dam and powerhouse in 2004. In
late 2012 and early 2013, extensive renovations and repairs, including replacement of the
old wooden penstock with a steel penstock and work on the dam and powerhouse, were
completed. In late 2012, Pepperell/Swift River Hydro applied for their Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC) license which was required due to the increase in power
generated at the hydro plant from the renovations. These renovations changed the
classification of the hydro plant from non-jurisdictional to jurisdictional under FERC’s
regulations. From the Main Street Bridge there is an interesting view of the dam,
penstock, and powerhouse. In the flood of March 1936, the bridge at this location
collapsed as its underpinnings were battered away by blocks of ice charging over the dam.
Green's Brook enters the Nashua River from the mill yard, carrying drainage from
the flood prone area between Main Street and River Road, the north flank of Wooltop,
and from ponds on both sides of Elm Street. Varnum Brook joins Green's Brook behind the
Pepperell Communications Center, having crossed under the traffic rotary to deliver
runoff from both sides of Park Street. The area drained by Green's and Varnum Brooks is
more than 600 acres in size.
Just downstream from the old powerhouse, the U.S.G.S. maintains a gauging
station; average flow at this point is 546 cubic feet per second. Continuing downstream,
the River passes under Groton Street's picturesque Covered Bridge, rebuilt in 1963 and
then most recently in 2010. There has been a covered bridge at this location since about
1725.
Looking downstream from the covered bridge, the left (west) bank is "The Land
between the Rivers”, a finger of flood prone land, under the control of the Selectmen and
currently leased for agricultural use, separating the Nashua and Nissitissit Rivers for more
than one-half mile upstream from their confluence. On the opposite bank of the Nashua,
Reedy Meadow Brook discharges. In the area where these three major watercourses
come together, the complex flood dynamics are inadequately understood. The Jersey
Street town wells are located in the aquifer associated with Reedy Meadow Brook, which
originates in the north central part of Groton.
Downstream the banks of the Nashua are high. The Nashua River Rail Trail,
constructed by Mass DCR in 2001-2002 on an abandoned railroad right-of-way, runs
parallel to the River along its east side. A marshy-swampy basin bounded by East Street
and Lowell Road detains runoff from a watershed of more than 300 acres. A small culvert
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through the railroad embankment meters the flow toward the Nashua River; in flood
stage, the River backs through this culvert, compounding the flood picture. Beaver activity
in this area has caused extensive impoundment of water, flooding buried sewer manholes
and street storm drainage lines. A beaver deceiver was installed in 2012 to address the
flooding issues and there have been no reported incidents of flooding since.
Northward, the Pepperell/Dunstable town line splits the River. On the Pepperell
side, additional drainage enters from the twin Nissitissit Hills. The River exits Pepperell at
168 feet above sea level, having dropped 30 feet since entering at the Groton town line,
just eight river miles south.
The celebrated Nissitissit River is altogether different in character from the
Nashua. Fast flowing and classified as a coldwater fishery, it sustains a population of trout
and avid fishermen, and is cherished by kayakers and canoeists as well. Paralleling the
Nissitissit River and the secret of its successful and relatively pristine shore is the
abandoned railroad, over which, in the days before refrigeration, two daily shipments of
ice were transported from Potanipo Pond in Brookline, New Hampshire to Boston.
Through purchases and donations, much of the land and the abandoned railroad right-ofway abutting the Nissitissit River have come under the control of the Massachusetts
Division of Fisheries and Wildlife, the Pepperell Conservation Commission, the Nissitissit
River Land Trust, and other conservation organizations, assuring fishermen access to the
river banks for a considerable part of its course. In 2016, the DFW purchased the fee
interest on two lots totaling just over two acres that were part of a 13-lot OSRD on Hollis
Street abutting the Nissitissit River, reducing the build out of the OSRD to 11 lots.
Ownership of the 6.39 acres required as part of the OSRD was transferred to DFW, which
owns the abutting 17+/- acre former Millie Turner property at the intersection of Rte. 111
and Hollis Street. Purchase of the Turner property excluded the 110’ dam, which was
owned by David Babin, but with the removal of the dam in 2015, DFW will now take
ownership of the .47 acre dam parcel. In 2013, the dam was selected by the Division of
Ecological Restorations as one of six priority projects and efforts to remove the highhazard dam were completed in September 2015. Land protection efforts along the river
continue and both State and Federal agencies continue to support and encourage efforts
to improve the ecology of the river.
Two large agricultural properties, Kimball Fruit Farm and Twin Valley Farm, are
located in the watershed of the Nissitissit River. Both of these properties were protected
under the Agricultural Preservation Restriction (APR) Program in 2001 from development
when purchased by the State, with participation from the Town. Gardner Farm on River
Road has become the third APR property in Pepperell to participate in the Program.
Although approval of the Gardner Farm APR was given by the Board of Selectmen, this
APR did not receive funding support from the Town due to the Town’s financial situation
at the time the project was proposed.
Gulf Brook and Sucker Brook are important tributaries of the Nissitissit. One of
Pepperell’s municipal drinking water well is located on Gulf Brook, which has a total
watershed of about 2,000 acres and headwaters in Stewart and Blood Brook. Blood Brook
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empties into Heald Pond. A 22-acre enlarged Great Pond, Heald Pond was formed by a
dam across Gulf Brook at its northernmost end. Gulf Brook has historically been dammed
in several other spots along its course. Mention's Pond, between Oak Hill and Lawrence
Streets, which drained in April 1993, was a former millpond created by an enormous
earthen berm. The pond is gone, but its former location is evident today in the remaining
landscape. Also within the Gulf Brook watershed is a
265-acre parcel of protected conservation land known
as Pepperell Springs, formerly a commercial water
bottling operation, which contains several improved
springs along Gulf Brook off of Chestnut Street. Sucker
Brook arises in Coon Tree Pond as well as several
other small pond/wetlands off of Jewett Street and
fills Burkenshaw Pond and Sucker Pond before
emptying into the Nissitissit River.
2.

Ponds
Pepperell is richly endowed with natural and man-made ponds, most of them
replete with local tradition. Many of the larger ponds were mentioned above in
connection with streams. Another type of pond common in Pepperell is the vernal pond
(typically the aforementioned "kettle hole"). These temporary isolated depressions
capture snowmelt and rainwater through the winter and spring seasons, but usually dry
up by midsummer due to evaporation and percolation. They provide important breeding
habitat for salamanders, frogs, and various invertebrates.
3.

Wetlands
Most of our present day wetlands (meadows, marshes, bogs, and swamps) were
left to us in the form of lakes by the retreating ice sheets, only to have become filled in by
siltation and plant growth during the intervening 10,000 or so years. Beavers account for
certain recent wetlands, and along meandering sections of the Nashua and Nissitissit
River, cut-off oxbows have become marshes.
The terms marsh, meadow, swamp, and bog are commonly used interchangeably.
In fact these wetland types often intergrade and overlap, but each is sufficiently distinct
to be defined:
Marsh: frequently or continually inundated wetland with emergent vegetation. Usually
beginning and ending in a flowing stream, marshes have four inches to four feet of water
on the surface. Marsh soil is soft, black, organic muck, formed from vegetation decaying in
the presence of abundant oxygen. In Pepperell marshes expect to see cattails, bulrushes,
blue flag, pickerelweed, smartweed, purple loosestrife, spatterdock, jewelweed, Joe Pye
weed, and buttonbush. Marshes provide abundant food, water, and shelter for wildlife,
and usually are teeming with furred, feathered, and finned tenants and transients.
Swamp: wetland dominated by shrubs or trees. Through the years, an aging marsh grows
up with shrubs, commonly a mixture of alders, swamp azaleas, buttonbush, winterberry,
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sweet pepperbush, elderberry, and willows. In more acid situations overlying sandy
deposits, sweet gale, leatherleaf, highbush blueberry, and mountain holly are found.
Saplings of red maple, ash, elm, and hemlock growing tall in a shrub swamp eventually
shade out the shrubs. Skunk cabbage, false hellebore, marsh marigold, nodding trillium,
royal fern, and sphagnum moss are typical as well. Less acidic shrub swamps have poison
sumac and spice bush. Trees in swamps have very shallow roots and may be blown over in
heavy winds, creating openings with open water where the swamp/marsh cycle may
repeat cyclically. Upland edges are often dense with ferns. Mosquitoes are abundant,
forming a basic element of the food chain.
Wet Meadow: grassland with waters at or near the surface most of year, but usually no
standing water. Farmers value their wet meadows as drought insurance: "In a dry
summer, that's the only hay we get." Look for sedges, rushes, reed canary grass, blue flag,
vervaine, Joe Pye weed, loosestrife, willow herb, smartweed, marsh fern, and sensitive
fern with blue-joint grass at the upland edges.
Bog: a peat-accumulating wetland, lacking inflow or outflow. In the cold, acid, stagnant
water of bogs, vegetation decays slowly, due to lack of oxygen, and settles to the bottom
as peat deposits. Sphagnum moss, leatherleaf, sedges, cranberries, sundews, and
highbush blueberries are typical. In Pepperell, rhodora is mixed with sheep laurel and
other heath species in bog habitats. Bog vegetation is often surrounded by richer open
water that supports shrub swamp vegetation next to upland species.
The Massachusetts Wetlands Protection Act classifies wetlands by the type of
vegetation in the area, noting a close correlation between certain soil types and the
presence of wetland vegetation. Pepperell's wetland soils have been mapped by the USDA
Soil Conservation Service, now Natural Resources Conservation Services (NRCS), as noted
on the soils map; wetlands, as described above, have been mapped in the USGS
topographical sheets for Pepperell and Townsend and the National Wetlands Inventory.
Because of the small scale of these maps (1:25,000 and 1:80,000 respectively) many of the
smaller (<5 acres) wetlands will not appear, although linear wetlands such as rivers and
streams are readily apparent. Further, Massachusetts Geographical Information System
(MassGIS) has generated maps of potential wetlands and vernal pools. This data is made
available online at MassGIS by the state. While these online wetland maps are useful for
planning, it is critical that on-the-ground identification and confirmation be used to
regulate wetlands.
Of the several important functions of wetlands, the easiest to observe is the way in
which they limit flood damage by soaking up stormwater runoff. The stored water is
discharged gradually during dry seasons, maintaining stream flow and groundwater levels.
In addition to filtering sediment out of runoff, wetland vegetation can absorb the nitrates
and phosphates that commonly over-enrich surface water bodies, causing toxic algae
blooms that decrease the oxygen supply for aquatic organisms. Wetland soils provide lowcost water purification by capturing heavy metals and other toxic pollutants, services of
special value in association with water supply aquifers. Especially where connected as
corridors along waterways, wetlands provide habitat for many kinds of wildlife. To
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preserve the ability of wetlands to deliver these benefits, we need to avoid overtaxing
their capacity and to protect them from detrimental uses.
An early Massachusetts statute called for reclaiming "wet, rotten and spongy lands
for better uses". However, enlightened modern legislators recognized that wetlands play
a unique role in maintaining environmental quality and, in 1965 (and periodically
updated), enacted the Wetlands Protection Act (MGL Chapter 131, Section 40) in the
interests of water supply and groundwater protection, flood control, prevention of
pollution and storm damage, and protection of fisheries and wildlife habitat, and most
recently, the "riverfront area", implemented August 7, 1996. Map 7, Surface Waters,
Wetlands, and Potential Vernal Pools, provides a visual overview of Pepperell’s water
resources.
4.

Aquifer Recharge Areas
Pepperell has three municipal well sites, with two of the three well sites each
having two wellheads. The newest municipal well, located in the northeast section of
town abutting Hollis, New Hampshire, came online in 2012. Since 1977, the town has
required that preliminary subdivision plans comply with MassDEP’s Stormwater
Management Policies, to address suspended solids and to require systems that will
recharge groundwater. Additionally, in 1985, Pepperell passed the Water Resource
Protection Overlay District (WRPOD) Bylaw. Maps were created to identify the recharge
areas around each well site (See Map 5, Pepperell Zoning Overlay District). WRPOD Bylaw
regulations include the 400’ area around each wellhead (Zone I), as well as Zone II and
Zone III, which are areas that contribute to recharge. Uses/activities that could have a
negative impact on the wellhead, as well as restricting the amount of impervious surfaces
allowed on each lot within the WRPOD, helps to protect the quality of the drinking water
as well as to ensure recharge of the aquifer. The Town has made a substantial financial
investment by purchasing and protecting land identified in the Zone II and Zone III well
recharge areas, thereby preserving undisturbed forests and wetlands, which capture and
help to purify the Town’s drinking water.
5.

Floodplains
Bordering each stream or river is its floodplain, periodically flooded lowland made
up of sediments carried by the river and deposited during flooding. Floodplains serve to
carry off floodwater harmlessly, so care must be taken not to obstruct the movement of
floodwaters or to diminish the capacity of these emergency channels. Floodplains may
have wide fluctuations of the water table, with standing water periodically, but in late
summer the sandy soils may become droughty.
Since the town's early beginnings, activity has concentrated around east Pepperell
on the banks of the Nashua River, so that portions of the floodplain of the Nashua and its
tributaries have been developed residentially, commercially, and industrially. Low-lying
areas of Pepperell Center are subject to periodic flooding caused by the overflow of the
Nashua and Nissitissit Rivers and Reedy Meadow Brook.
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MAP 7

The most severe flooding in recent years occurred in March 2010. Bridges on
Routes 119 and 225 were closed causing major traffic delays for several days. Prior to
that, the most extensive damage along the Nashua River occurred in March 1936. This
flood resulted from the interaction between separate weather events: above average
snowfall with cold temperatures and frozen ground, followed by a storm that brought
thawing and successive days of rain, resulting in intense runoff and massive flooding.
Roads were awash; bridges collapsed; factories and homes were inundated. The peak
flow during the March, 1936 flood, as recorded by the USGS gaging station, was 20,900
cubic feet per second (cfs) compared with an average flow of 546 cfs. Structural damage
occurred in Nashua River floods of May 1850; December 1878; July 1897; February 1900;
March 1900; March 1936; September 1938; March 1968; and April 1987.
There are no flood control works on the rivers and streams in the town of
Pepperell. The Main Street or Pepperell Pond Dam on the Nashua River offers no flood
protection. In recent years, the state has sought to limit storm and flood damage by
regulating floodplain development under the Wetlands Protection Act. In 1974, Pepperell
entered the National Flood Insurance Program, making residents eligible to buy subsidized
flood insurance. Under that program a comprehensive local flood management ordinance
is being developed.
In June 2010, the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) published
updated flood maps for the town of Pepperell. Though little was changed on these
updated maps, the Town continues to also utilize the 1936 Nashua River flood elevations
as shown by Raytheon Company's mapping of U. S. Army Corps of Engineers flood data.
Wherever applicable, these actual flood records provide the base flood elevation for local
regulatory purposes. Map 8, Pepperell Public Water Supply and Flood Hazard Zones,
outlines the areas of the Nashua River, the Nissitissit River, and the lower sections of the
Reedy Meadow Brook in Pepperell that are prone to flooding. The town of Pepperell does
not currently have a zoning bylaw for controlling construction in floodplain areas but
consideration is being given to establish a bylaw that would address this. FEMA is in the
process of gathering data, as part of a five-year study, to create new flood elevation maps
that would more accurately identify flood levels along the Nashua River.
D.
1.

Vegetation
General Inventory
Pepperell is on the eastern edge of the transition zone between northern and
more southern central hardwood forest, identified by the Society of American Foresters
as the transition hardwoods - white pine - hemlock area. Lowell, just to the east, is in the
Central hardwoods – hemlock - white pine (oak - hickory) area. The southern extent of the
northern hardwoods – hemlock - white pine area is just three towns west of Pepperell.
The proximity of the different forest types is reflected in the mix that occurs in Pepperell.
Within the general forest types, local soils (and the geology that gives rise to them),
topography, and land use history affect what is actually found. Sometimes the difference
can be seen on opposite sides of a single hill: the dry, sunny south exposure supporting a
mixture of hickory, aspen, and oak while the cooler, moister northern exposure may
support sugar maple, hemlock, and paper birch.
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MAP 8

Along some of the Nashua River, and much of the Nissitissit River as well,
floodplain forest-types form a narrow band, probably wider in the past before land
clearance, fill, dams, and building changed the character of the land. Other streams have
streamside vegetation that is also subject to flooding. Some of these have herb and shrub
layers that reflect the flooding, but the dominant trees are less characteristic of the
occasional wet conditions. Native species of disturbance such as poison ivy and nettles
often dominate the understory of floodplains, with marsh species occurring in the less
drastically disturbed areas. Sycamore, silver maple, willow and elm trees are typical of
different types of floodplains. Hemlocks occur in streamside flood areas or headwaters
that receive some seep from surrounding uplands.
The wetland vegetation of Pepperell is described more specifically in the section
on wetlands. Many wetlands are dominated by red maples. As in the uplands, the specific
types of wetlands typically contain a mix of southern and northern species: bogs, which
tend to have a northern type of vegetation, include more southern species of rhodora,
which flowers beautifully in May. Swamp azaleas and high-bush blueberries surround the
small areas of bog vegetation, as they do in shrub swamps.
At the time of settlement the region was covered with a mixed forest in which the
American chestnut was a dominant species. Within a few generations, 75 - 80% of the
forest had been cleared for farmland, and there was a sawmill on every brook but the
unsuitability of shallow, rocky soils for agriculture soon became apparent, and by the mid1800's, many farmers had abandoned their hard-scrabble plots and moved west in search
of better soil. The abandoned farms were quickly reclaimed by forest, often by unmixed
stands of white pine, which invades open sunny sites, or by mixed aspen, black cherry,
scrub oak, and gray birch. Junipers (grazers tend to stay away from their prickly stems)
often invaded pastures first. Many second growth hardwoods have been cut over
repeatedly, soon to grow up again from stump sprouts. Only the ubiquitous stone walls
and scattered foundation holes throughout the woods testify that our town was mostly
cleared and farmed a few generations back. The abundance of white pine in the woods
continues to reflect the historical land clearing. The hurricane of 1938 flattened much
mature second growth forest in Pepperell. More recently our woodlots came under
pressure to produce firewood, and many trees suitable for lumber went up in smoke. The
most recent impact to our forests was from the Halloween storm of 2011 that caused
extensive damage to oak species and ornamental trees when heavy, wet snow weighed
down branches that had not yet dropped their leaves.
Home construction was responsible for the loss of many of our forested areas.
Even areas left wooded near homes reflect the past and current levels of human
disturbance with a large number of exotic species becoming established in the woods and
swamps of the area, often changing the character and habitat of the forest as they
become a part of it. Wetlands seem to be particularly susceptible to invasion by nonnative species such as purple loosestrife, bush honeysuckles, and European buckthorn
which may dominate the shrub layers, gill-over-ground or creeping Charlie which forms
large patches in many floodplains, or European yew which is increasingly common in
woods. Some of the species of disturbance are native successional species that provide
enjoyment for human and wildlife alike: blueberries, raspberries, and blackberries are
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abundant in some areas of town where trees have been removed such as along power
lines and in old fields on sand. As Pepperell continues to experience the invasion of many
non-native plant species, it has been able to avoid the introduction of invasive insects
such as Asian long-horned beetles and emerald ash borers but the hemlock woolly adelgid
is present in town and threatens the beautiful hemlock that shade many of our streams
and wetlands. The NRWA is working with local communities by providing leaf-feeding
(Galerucella pusilla) beetles to control purple loosestrife. Wetlands where the beetles
have been released have been successful in controlling the loosestrife.
On the sandy soils of East Pepperell, species of the pitch pine/scrub oak plant
community are mixed with the predominant white pine/tree oak community and
dominate in small sandy areas. Plants of openings in the pitch pine/scrub oak community,
such as goat's rue, wild indigo, New Jersey tea, and little blue stem grass, occur in both
natural and manmade dry, sandy areas along the east side of the Nashua River. West
Pepperell has some areas of rich mesic forest on less acidic soils; these forests, dominated
by sugar maple, basswood, yellow birch, and white ash, are characterized by a diversity of
spring flowers that bloom before the overstory trees leaf out and disappear quickly as
summer progresses. Most of the town is not so distinct, and white pine dominates most
upland forests. The acidic soils help maintain the pine and some areas have succeeded to
a mix of pine and oak, with mountain laurel or other species of dry, acidic conditions in
the understory.
2.

Forest Land
BioMap2 (See Appendix D) has identified two large, intact forested areas in
Pepperell that are core forest habitat. They are critical habitat for species, especially bird
species, which are sensitive to roads and development and that require these large,
intact, unfragmented forested areas.
One of Pepperell’s largest tracts of forestland begins along Blood Brook ravine on
Town of Pepperell conservation land and continues to land owned by the Nashoba
Conservation Trust and then through the Pepperell Springs property along Gulf Brook to
Hollis, NH. This tract of forest, together with protected land in Hollis, NH accounts for
more than 2,000 contiguous acres. A Sugar Maple – Oak – Hickory Forest (formerly
classified as Circumneutral Talus Forest) is located within this forested tract.
Pepperell’s Town Forest is approximately 100 acres. Pepperell’s Town Forest
includes 82.8 acres between River Road and Elm Street and 9.3 acres between Heald and
Jewett Streets. This is a small Town Forest when compared to Townsend and Groton, who
own hundreds and hundreds of acres of protected forested property. Pepperell’s Town
Forest on River Road and Elm Street is predominately white pine with equal portions of
red and black oak and a scattering of hardwood species. This area was once agriculture
land until 1925 when the State offered 5,000 white pine seedlings to any city or town who
purchased at least 100 acres to create a Town Forest. The trees were not harvested until
2012, and the selective harvest has been favorably received. Funds from the harvest have
been used to purchase three ADA-accessible picnic tables for the Town Picnic Area on
River Road and to create a fire road, which has become a favorite for hikers and mountain
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bikers, as well as access gates, to prevent motorized vehicles and illegal dumping. See
General Inventory for additional information.
3.

Public Shade Trees
In 1980, a Scenic Roads Bylaw was adopted to preserve the “qualities and
character” of Pepperell’s town ways. Roads other than Rte. 111, Rte. 113, and Rte. 119,
have been designated as scenic roads. Any work on scenic roads requiring the cutting or
removal of trees or the removal or destruction of stone walls, requires Planning Board
approval. Tree work along public ways requires the review of Pepperell’s Tree Warden.
4.

Agricultural Land
Pepperell has many farms in addition to three large Agricultural Preservation
Restriction (APR) properties. Kimball Fruit Farm produces crops for sale at their local farm
stand, a farmer’s market in Boston, and Boston restaurants. Twin Valley Farm produces
hay for the beef they raise and crops that are sold at the local Farmer’s Market and their
roadside farm stand. Gardner Farm is a dairy farm. Pepperell’s Board of Selectmen lease
36 acres of town-owned property to a local farmer, who sells organic produce. There are
two local farms that sell beef products and a dairy farm. Coon Tree Farm, now known as
Clover Luck Farm, is once again an active farm, where pigs are bred, raised, and sold.
Milking cows support the availability of raw milk, sold on the farm. In addition, with over
400 horses, there are many horse farms in Pepperell. Our agricultural lands are
appreciated by those driving through town who enjoy the scenic views of rolling
meadows, farm animals grazing, and many opportunities for pick your own fruits.
5.

Wetland vegetation
The wetland vegetation in Pepperell was discussed in General Inventory above.

6.

Rare species
Pepperell has one vascular plant, the Fogg’s Goosefoot (Chenopodium foggii) listed
as endangered. This extremely rare plant which inhabits open, dry habitats was last seen
in 1966. This type of habitat has declined and has been replaced by forests.
A herbaceous species of special concern, the Showy Lady's Slipper (Cypripedium
reginae Walter), which was previously known to exist in Pepperell, has not been seen for
many years, according to the Massachusetts Natural Heritage Program.
7.

Unique Natural Resources
Pepperell’s wetlands include 45 certified vernal pools and 132 potential vernal
pools. Several locations include vernal pools that are clustered, which improves the
habitat the pool offers by insuring if something happens to one pool, there are other
pools available. BioMap2 has identified a cluster of vernal pools with state-wide
significance that extend into Groton near Robinson’s Brook. In addition, there are two
additional clusters of vernal pools that were not selected as BioMap2 cores but are still
significant to the species that rely on them.
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8.

Vegetation Mapping Projects
BioMap2 was designed to identify the most critical areas that should be the focus
of land protection and stewardship in Massachusetts over the next ten years. BioMap2
identifies the 2.1 million acres of core habitat and critical natural landscapes of which 1.2
million areas are unprotected. These 1.2 million acres should be the focus of every
community in Massachusetts to conserve biodiversity.
E.
1.

Fisheries and Wildlife
Inventory
Because of its diverse landscapes, Pepperell enjoys a relatively rich variety of
animal species. Contiguous forested areas provide breeding habitat for such normally
secretive species as the northern goshawk and pileated woodpecker. The Massachusetts
Division of Fisheries and Wildlife advises humans not to eat fish from the Nashua River
due to elevated mercury levels, but osprey, great blue herons, and belted kingfishers
ignore the warning. Nesting boxes have been placed on several conservation area parcels
as well as private parcels, in an effort to reestablish viable populations of bluebirds and
wood ducks. The lack of nesting cavities in standing dead trees has been a limiting factor
for these species in the past. Nesting is also interrupted for the eastern meadowlark,
grasshopper sparrow, and bobolinks when fields are hayed early (June) in the season.
Efforts by the Conservation Commission to delay haying on town-owned conservation
properties until after August 1 and removing 18 acres of apple trees to create a meadow
at the Heald Street Orchard has been beneficial to nesting birds. Habitat alteration,
destruction, and fragmentation remain the greatest threats to wildlife in Pepperell.
Of the fur-bearing mammals, raccoon, striped skunk, and opossum are not very
selective about their living requirements and find food, cover, and water easily; all three
species are commonly sighted near human habitation. In recent years, increased reports
of coyotes, bear, and bobcat in backyards have left some people uncomfortable.
Education is key and information about living with these large mammals is available on
the MassWildlife website. Pepperell's legacy of poultry farming probably accounts for
today's thriving red and gray fox populations. Fisher, too, have staged a comeback,
perhaps due to less trapping of the species and increasing forested areas which provide
ample habitat for their favored prey - squirrels and porcupines. Beavers, extirpated during
colonial times, have made the most dramatic impact on the environment in recent years.
An active and prolific population has found suitable habitat in many of Pepperell's existing
waterways. When food supplies have been exhausted in one area, the beaver develops,
through its engineering talents, a new wetland where it can readily access new food
sources. These traits have not endeared the beaver to homeowners near floodplains nor
to the Pepperell Highway Department, which has devoted many man-hours to unplugging
roadway culverts.
On a state-wide basis, the Division of Fisheries and Wildlife generally notes that
the fisher, coyote, beaver, and river otter populations tend to be increasing while the
mink, weasel, fox, and bobcat populations remain stable. The Division does not document
the occurrence of the different species, but does note the existence of habitats that are
suitable to a given species. Bear are often sighted within Pepperell and an occasional
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moose as well. Attracted by bird feeders, bear are becoming regular visitors to many
backyards. If the number of deer shot by hunters or killed by automobiles within town
limits is any indication, the deer population is on the increase. The deer population has
also contributed to the rise in tick-infected diseases.
Pepperell’s population of bats, including the northern long-eared bat (Myotis
septentrionalis), which is a species listed as threatened by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service and endangered under the Massachusetts Endangered Species Act (MESA) has
plummeted due to white-nose syndrome. This fungal infection has killed millions of bats
in North America and can be spread easily to other bats sharing a hibernaculum.
Pepperell has a large hibernaculum on one of the Town’s conservation properties, which
is monitored to prevent further disturbance to the already compromised population of
bats present.
Hunting is currently allowed in Pepperell, in accordance with state hunting
regulations. The Conservation Commission has enacted rules governing hunting on
conservation areas in town, which are posted on the Town’s website.
The Nissitissit River is considered one of the best trout streams in the eastern part
of the state. The Nashua River, Unkety Brook, Gulf Brook, Sucker Brook, and Heald Pond
are other favored fishing spots. The Division of Fisheries and Wildlife stocks brook trout in
the Nissitissit River, Unkety Brook, and Sucker Brook. The Nashua River is a popular
destination for bass fishermen, many of whom practice a catch and release policy.
2.

Vernal Pools
There are 45 certified vernal pools and 132 potential vernal pools in Pepperell.
Vernal pools, also called vernal ponds or ephemeral pools, are temporary pools of water
that provide habitat for specific plants and animals. Many species of invertebrates and
amphibians use vernal pools for part of their life cycle. Wood frogs, mole salamanders,
and fairy shrimp are examples of fauna that rely on vernal pools. Most vernal pools are
dry during the summer months but some may have water all year. The pools fill with
water during late fall and winter. During both the wet and dry seasons, these pools
support various flora and fauna. In Massachusetts, the chorus of wood frogs and spring
peepers in vernal pools is a welcome sound in early Spring, though those collecting syrup
from maple trees know this means the syrup will soon stop running.
3.

Corridors for Wildlife Migration
MassDEP has created a document Mass Wildlife Habitat Protection Guidance for
Inland Wetlands, which emphasizes the importance of wildlife migration corridors for
wildlife migration routes, whether from wetland to upland, or corridors which connect
multiple parcels. Wildlife corridors include riparian corridors of which the Nissitissit River
is an important one. As a coldwater fishery and a focus area of so many land protection
organizations, many properties along the Nissitissit River are protected, thereby creating
the unfragmented corridor necessary for wildlife to migrate.
With the help of the NRWA, MA DFW, Nissitissit River Land Trust, Nashoba
Conservation Trust, and other land protection organizations, the Town of Pepperell has
identified corridors that are critical and focus on properties within these corridors,
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especially properties along the Nashua River, Nissitissit River, and our streams and brooks.
These contiguous parcels are valuable for biodiversity and the species that use them.
Habitat fragmentation negatively impacts many species. Often times, wildlife corridors are
used by people who enjoy walking wildlife trails.
In northwest Pepperell, there is a large tract of forested land, which follows Gulf
Brook that has been protected. Many properties along the Nissitissit and the Nashua River
have also been protected.
4.

Rare Species and Significant Natural Communities
Pepperell has 17 rare species that are endangered, threatened, or of special
concern (See Appendix D, Species List). Two of the species are mussels, two birds, one
amphibian, one vascular plant, two reptiles, two mammals, three reptiles, and four
dragonfly/damselflies.
Some of the rarer members of Pepperell’s flora and fauna include the endangered
Brook Floater or Swollen Wedge Mussel (Alasmidonta varicosa), endangered Showy
Lady’s Slipper (Cypripedium reginae), threatened Marbled Salamander (Ambystoma
opacum), threatened Grasshopper Sparrow (Ammodramus savannarum), and threatened
Blanding’s Turtle (Emydoidea Blandingii). Pepperell’s BioMap2, also included in Appendix
D, is a summary of the most critical wildlife habitat in Town. Appendix D contains
correspondence from the Division of Fisheries and Wildlife’s Natural Heritage &
Endangered Species Program with further information about habitats deserving special
consideration and fact sheets about the individual endangered, threatened, and species of
concern in Pepperell.
Priority Types of Natural Communities are communities which are uncommon and
considered to be a priority for conservation. Pepperell’s has a Sugar Maple – Oak –
Hickory Forest community, which is a priority type of Natural Community, along Gulf
Brook. This community is considered to be in very good condition because there are no
exotic invasive species and a variety of species. The forest in Pepperell is on conservation
land, which further protects this sensitive community.
F.
Scenic Resources and Unique Environments
Scenic landscapes include notable areas such as hilltops, stream corridors, open
meadows, agriculture landscapes, scenic views, and scenic roads. Visit
www.mass.gov/dcr/stewardship/histland/landSureys.htm
The Department of Environmental Management (DEM), now known as
Department of Conservation and Recreation (DCR), completed the Massachusetts
Landscape Inventory in 1982 to identify, locate, and help preserve the state’s important
scenic features. Three classes of scenic quality were used: Distinctive, highest visual
quality, making up about 4% of the Commonwealth’s land; Noteworthy, important visual
quality, about 5% and; Common, the remaining 91%. Pepperell, which is included in the
Inventory in the Lower Nashua Valley Unit, has many Distinctive and Noteworthy areas, as
described below and shown on Map 9, Scenic, Historic, and Cultural Features. In previous
Open Space and Recreation Plan surveys, when respondents were asked to name their
favorite scenic view in town, most of these areas were frequently named. The Landscape
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MAP 9

Inventory in 1982 warned that “a large area in Pepperell which, a few years ago, would
have merited inclusion in this unit has been lost to suburban development.” This warning
should alert us to the need to protect Pepperell’s remaining scenic resources for future
generations.
In 2002, the Secretary of Energy and Environmental Affairs designated over 8,000
acres in Pepperell to be included in the Petapawag and Squannassit ACECs. These ACECs,
with over 63,000 acres, receive special recognition because of the significance of their
natural and cultural resources.
The Natural Heritage and Endangered Species Program (NHESP) BioMap2 project
provides guidance to communities by identifying critical areas for conservation that
should be the focus of land protection efforts.
1.

Gulf Brook Watershed
Heald Pond, Heald Street Apple Orchard, Blood’s Brook Ravine, and Gulf Brook
Ravine are considered by most residents as some of Pepperell’s most scenic features, and
these areas were rated as Distinctive in Massachusetts Landscape Inventory. Heald Pond,
a large pond surrounded by woodlands with striking ravines both to the north and south,
is also a recreational asset for canoeing, fishing, swimming, ice-skating, and snowshoeing.
The Orchard, most of the shore of the Pond, and a majority of the land along Gulf Brook
has been protected through acquisition (with Town funds and matching state Self-Help
(LANDS) grants) and private donations. There are many scenic trails throughout the area
that allow exploration and enjoyment of the unique scenery, wildlife habitats, and plant
life.
For 15 years, the Heald Street
Apple Orchard was managed for the
Town by a private orchardist under
contract. Because of low apple prices,
the orchardist stopped renewing the
contract after the 1999 growing
season, and since that time the
Orchard has not been managed for
apple production. Over time, this will
mean a change in the views. In 2008, a
Wildlife Habitat Improvement
Program (WHIP) grant was received to create and implement a Management Plan for the
Orchard. In 2009, 18 of the 80 acres of apple trees at the Orchard were removed, creating
a meadow for grassland birds and other wildlife.
In 2012, a savannah was created on four acres, leaving a few select trees and
shrubs within an area of grasslands, to attract other species of wildlife.
Beginning in 2002, a limited number of bow hunting permits were issued, in a trial
season, for deer hunting within the Orchard, providing recreation and wildlife
management. Today 12 permits are issued annually. Hunters who have been issued
permits are allowed to bow hunt for the entire deer season.
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The “Jeff Smith Trail” begins on dirt Jewett Street and terminates in Hollis, New
Hampshire, following the course of the Gulf Brook watershed. Described in the
Appalachian Mountain Club Trail Guide, this Trail follows Blood’s Brook, circles the west
shore of Heald Pond, and follows the course of Gulf Brook after it exits the Pond to the
north. The trail passes through the Gulf Brook
Ravine area, a unique geological feature, listed as
“Outstanding” in the DEM Inventory.
Approximately 265 acres of open land, known as
Pepperell Springs, containing most of this ravine
and surrounding forests, were protected in 2005.
The Pepperell Springs Preservation Coalition,
which included representatives from the Trust
for Public Land, the Town of Pepperell, the
Nashoba Conservation Trust, the Nissitissit River
Land Trust, and the Nashua River Watershed
Association, worked countless hours to raise the funds necessary to protect this unique
property, which preserved wildlife habitat, protected a municipal water supply, expanded
a 3,000 acre contiguous protected forest landscape, provided expanded recreational
opportunities, and saved a site of historical significance to the town. With numerous
trails, including the Jeff Smith Trail, the Pepperell Springs property offers various
recreational opportunities in addition to bird watching and wildlife viewing.
2.

Sucker Brook Watershed
Sucker Brook, which has its headwaters in Coon Tree Pond on Jewett Street, is a
Noteworthy feature according to the Landscape Inventory. As seen in the “Water
Resources” section, there is a medium yield aquifer that follows the course of Sucker
Brook as it flows north into the Nissitissit River. The Keyes Conservation Area on Oak Hill
Street, which was renamed Keyes and Parker Conservation Areas in 2014 after Richard
Parker donated approximately 20 acres to the Town of Pepperell Conservation
Commission, provides public access to this scenic resource. These two parcels of almost
70 acres encompasses a mosaic of pastoral scenes interspersed with the brook and its
associated wetlands, a pond, upland conifer and hardwood forests, stone walls, and
hayed fields.
3.

The Nashua River
The Nashua River, Nashua River Islands, and Pepperell Pond are all rated as
Distinctive, providing excellent river scenery that is particularly enjoyed by boat or canoe.
The 11 mile Nashua River Rail Trail, which runs along the eastern side of the Nashua River
(approximately two miles in Pepperell) allows bikers, rollerbladers, horseback riders,
hikers, cross-country skiers, and snowshoers the opportunity to enjoy this area of the
river. Two parcels of land along the west side of the river including the Walent property,
purchased by DEM, and an adjoining railroad corridor, purchased by the Town of
Pepperell, have increased availability of scenic areas along the opposite side of Nashua
River. In addition, several islands and a number of small lots in the vicinity are protected.
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The J. Harry Rich State Forest is located directly across the river from the Walent property
in Groton.
4.

The Nissitissit River
The Nissitissit River is designated as an Outstanding Resource Water (ORW) under
the Massachusetts Surface Water Quality Standards of 1995. More than 450 acres of land
have been permanently protected along the Nissitissit River through the joint efforts of
the Massachusetts Division of Fisheries and Wildlife, the Nissitissit River Land Trust, and
the Pepperell Conservation Commission. This is an area of Noteworthy scenic quality.
Trails on North Street wind through the woodlands to the clean, fast-moving Nissitissit
River. Fly-fishing only is the rule for a section of the River approached from Brookline
Street.
In addition to their aesthetic values, both the Nashua and Nissitissit offer excellent
recreational opportunities and wildlife habitat. With the removal of the Turner Dam in
2014, categorized as a high-hazard dam due to years of continued deterioration, the DFW
purchased the property, thereby allowing public access to this historic site. The historic
Millie Turner house and barn were dismantled in 2011 with plans to reconstruct it
elsewhere at a later date. The former Turner property to this day contains reminders of
the historic Blake Brothers Machine Shop that operated during the mid 1800’s. The
historic sluiceway remains but now serves as a pathway to the river. A short distance from
the former Turner Dam location and just below the confluence of the Nissitissit and
Nashua Rivers is Pepperell’s Covered Bridge, a scenic, historic attraction that many
tourists photograph each year. The Covered Bridge has been rebuilt multiple times since
about 1740, when it was first constructed. The Covered Bridge, in desperate need of
repair, was closed in 2008, demolished, rebuilt, and reopened in 2010. The Covered
Bridge is one of only three covered bridges on public roadways in Massachusetts that
allow vehicular traffic.
5.

Agricultural Landscapes
The combination of winding country lanes, massive trees, and stonewalls, as well
as the proximity of many of Pepperell’s wetland resources, offers a glimpse of a bygone
era in many areas of Pepperell. Noteworthy views of barns, ponds, tree-lined pastures,
and fields can be appreciated by driving along Lawrence Street, Shirley/Mason Streets,
Jewett/Shattuck Streets, Hollis Street, and the Brookline and Prescott Street area of North
Pepperell. Prescott Street also has several historic structures, including the Colonel
William Prescott home and “the old schoolhouse”. The “Land between the Rivers” on
Groton and Nashua Roads is an area of farmland, rich in soil and history. With
development replacing many farms in this area, Pepperell is fortunate to have three farms
who have participated in the State’s Agricultural Preservation Restriction program.
Together Kimball’s Fruit Farm on Hollis Street, Twin Valley Farm on Brookline and Prescott
Streets, and Gardner Farms have protected almost 400 acres of agricultural land through
this program. In addition, the Town has signed an agreement to place an APR on the
Town-owned agricultural land formerly known as the Adamowitch property or “Land
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Between the Rivers’, which was purchased in 2000. In all, more than 36 acres of Townowned land is leased out for agriculture.
6.

Open Meadows
Pepperell’s open meadows add to the rural character and agrarian past of the
Town. While some open meadows are hayed early to provide crops necessary for local
farms, the haying of others is delayed to allow Bobolinks and Eastern Meadowlarks the
opportunity for their offspring to fledge. The open meadows provide excellent habitat for
wildlife. The beauty of these open, rolling meadows can be seen while traveling on North
Street, Prescott Street, Mason Street, South Road, Oak Hill Street, Shattuck and Jewett
Streets, and at the Pepperell Airport.
7.

Forests
Since its purchase in 1925, Pepperell’s 90-acre Town Forest on River Road and Elm
Street remained largely undisturbed. Ninety acres of predominantly white pine have
provided habitat for various species of wildlife and trails for recreation. The 90-acres were
once fields for agriculture but communities were encourage to reforest farmlands and the
Commonwealth provided free white pine seedlings for this purpose. In 2012, the Town
Forest Committee received a grant from the Department of Conservation and Recreation
to prepare of a ten-year Forest Management Plan. The Town Forest Committee, working
with local Consulting Forester Gary Gouldrup, identified goals for the Plan and pursued a
selective cut of the Town Forest. The funds raised from the cutting project are managed
by the Town Forest Committee and a portion of the funds were recently used to construct
a fire road and to install access gates. The fire road connects to a trail system at the
former Walent property on River Road, now owned by DCR, and continues to a trail
system on Elm Street through the former Scotch Pine Farm, which continues to Shirley
Street. Previously, three ADA-accessible picnic tables were purchased for the Town Picnic
Area at the Town Forest with proceeds from the harvest.
8.

Hilltops
Pepperell has noteworthy drumlins, or hilltops formed during the last period of
glaciation. The two Nissitissit Hills form one of Pepperell’s highest areas, but can only be
viewed from the road as they are in private ownership, zoned for Recreation Residence.
Privately owned pastoral views and vistas occur along Mt. Lebanon Street, leading up the
Mt. Lebanon, the highest point in Pepperell. There are trails at the base of Mt. Lebanon,
on land owned by the Nashoba Conservation Trust, where the public can enjoy the scenic
beauty.
9.

Cultural, archeological, and historic areas
In 1994, the Pepperell Center Historic District was added to the National Register
of Historic Places by the U.S. Department of Interior. The area around Town Hall including
many of the historic homes, the Lawrence Library, the Community Church, the Prescott
Grange, the Town’s oldest cemetery, and the war memorials are all included in the
Historic District.
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G.
1.

Environmental Challenges
Hazardous waste and brownfield sites
Since 1987, there have been 37 reported incidents involving waste releases in
Pepperell (See Appendix E, Hazardous Waste Sites and Spills). All of the reported incidents
have been remediated or are in the review process. DEP provides a 24-hour emergency
response notification line to report releases of hazardous waste.
A major spill discovered in March 2015, included the release of over 9,000 gallons
of diesel fuel from Shattuck Oil Company. Aggressive efforts by the owners of Shattuck
Oil, under the direction of a Licensed Site Professional and MA DEP, prevented the spill
from reaching the Nissitissit River. Large quantities of contaminated soil were removed
from the site and a new containment structure was engineered and installed to prevent
any similar reoccurrence.
During demolition of the former privately-owned Pepperell Paper Mill in 2011, a
petroleum product was released from the 10.4 acre site into the Nashua River. The
Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection (Mass DEP) was contacted, a
Release Tracking Number assigned, and remedial activities were started. GZA
GeoEnvironmental of Norwood was hired by the privately-owned paper mill and GZA
submitted a Release Abatement Measure (RAM) plan to continue the maintenance
activities and to monitor the surface water in the Nashua River. As a result of testing on
site, which determined a small areal extent of the oil, it was determined, the residual
contamination will be reduced to background conditions within five years so a Class C-1
RAO (Temporary Solution) has been implemented for this site and will be revisited within
five years.
Historically, the area between the North Nissitissit Hill and the Nissitissit Hill Peaks
was used for farming. In 1965, plans for a ski hill were developed. The former Indian Head
Ski Area was located on Nashua Road by Dow Street. In 1977, the town gave a zoning
variance to expand the ski area using construction demolition materials to fill the valley.
As the landfill was being constructed, the Department of Environmental Quality
Engineering (now the Department of Environmental Protection or DEP) issued an order to
the owner to stop the operation due to reports of leachate running from the landfill as
well as erosion problems. In 1978, the landfill was capped and trenches were created to
handle surface water runoff that is directed into intermittent streams. In 1981, DEP
inspected the site in response to reports of continued leachate seepage from the northern
slope of the landfill. Tests conducted at this site in 1981 found elevated levels of some
organic compounds and some metals were present. In 1984, some metals were detected
in groundwater monitoring wells on Dow Street. All tests to date have found these
elements to be well below EPA’s regulatory limit. As of February 1992, the site has been
recommended for continued EPA investigation and possible evaluation in the Superfund
Site Assessment process.
2.

Landfill
Until June 1996, Pepperell operated a sanitary landfill off Boynton Street on
approximately 66 acres to dispose of the town’s trash. Twelve and a half acres were site58

assigned and used as an unlined sanitary landfill since June 1975. According to the town’s
records and town officials, the sources of refuse over the years include only household
and business refuse generated in Pepperell. The major industries located in town, which
used the sanitary landfill, are the Pepperell Paper Co. (formerly James River) and Bemis
Bag Co. There are no known hazardous wastes stored or buried on site.
At the same time that the “dump” closed, a new Transfer Station came on line on
the Boynton Street property. The former landfill is now capped and monitored. Recycling
is carried out nearby on the same parcel. The landfill continues to be monitored through a
third party consulting firm, which requires testing be completed until 2027.
For the past twelve years, the Town of Pepperell Board of Health has conducted a
well-received hazardous waste collection day, with the intent of keeping hazardous
material out of the landfill/transfer station. A subcontractor collects the hazardous waste
and disposes of it properly. As of September of 2016, Pepperell joined the Devens
Regional Household Hazardous Waste Products Collection Center, which will provide
multiple opportunities each year for residents, and qualified businesses, to dispose of
their hazardous waste products.
To the northwest of the landfill site is the Bemis Road municipal well field, which
supplies drinking water to between 50 and 55% of those currently on the Pepperell water
supply system. The distance between the landfill and the well is .6 miles. The well field is
located hydrologically upgradient from the landfill, and there is a large natural deposit of
clay material between the well field and the landfill. To date there has been no impact on
the well field from the landfill. The Bemis Road well has a 400’ radial protection zone
surround the actual well site. In addition, Pepperell’s Water Division post signs to alert
neighbors near our public water supply wells asking for their support in protecting our
drinking water and posts information on their webpage cautioning of the improper use of
lawn chemicals and other negative impacts to our drinking water wells.
3.

Erosion
There are no significant erosion issues in Pepperell. Projects that take place near
wetland resource areas are reviewed by the Conservation Commission and erosion
control devices are required while work is being completed and left in place until the work
area has been satisfactorily re-vegetated. Pepperell passed a Soil Removal Bylaw in 2000,
which was revised in April 2003. The Building Inspector is responsible for insuring
construction on site does not exceed the amount displaced by the building foundation
and subsurface sewerage system. Soil removal greater than 1000 cubic yards requires a
Special Permit from the Board of Selectmen. In addition, to controlling erosion,
Pepperell’s zoning regulations require site design, materials, and construction processes
be designed to avoid erosion damage, sedimentation, or uncontrolled surface water
runoff. Forestry projects can increase erosion if Best Management Practices are not
implemented.
4.

Septic System Failures
The Massachusetts Environmental Code, Title 310 CMR 15.000, has undergone
some revisions in 2006 and more recently in January 2014. The majority of septic system
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failures are caught when a dwelling is being sold, which requires an inspection under the
revised Title V regulations. With the final implementation of the Town of Pepperell sewer
district in 2010, failed systems can tie directly into town sewer, or if they are located out
of the sewer district, a repair is required. Newer technology for failed septic systems has
emerged with more products on the market. Some make claims that the effluent is
almost as clear as tap water, thus less of an impact to ground (source) pollution.
The most frequently cited reasons for failure of a system tend to be improper
siting, installation, or maintenance. Much of Pepperell’s housing stock is aging, and many
of the septic systems for houses built in the 1970’s are now reaching the end of their lives.
There is currently no mechanism in place for dealing with septic failures, since many of
them go undetected unless the property is on the market. Systems can operate in
groundwater allowing contaminants, pathogens, and excessive nitrogen and phosphorous
to leach freely into the water table, eventually entering wetlands, lakes, ponds, or
streams. In some situations, the homeowner is aware of a problem, such as when
breakout or septic effluent horizontally leaches out or ponds on the surface. There is no
requirement that a septic failure be reported to the Board of Health. Under state law,
septic systems need only be located 50 feet from a wetland area. This measure generally
protects human health, but does not prevent high nutrient loads from entering wetland
areas, impacting both wildlife habitat and water quality.
5.

Flood Problems and Flood Protection Measures
In June 2010, the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) updated the
1993 flood maps for the Town of Pepperell. These maps improve the accuracy of the
delineation of the floodplain in areas such as the Varnum and Greens Brooks and the
confluence of the Nissitissit and Nashua Rivers with Reedy Meadow Brook. At the June
1993 Town Meeting, Warrant Article 32 was passed, establishing a flood control district
for any new construction in Pepperell. The Building Inspector oversees building in this
district.
A number of other potential flooding problems remain. There continues to be a
proliferation of auto body-type industries within the floodplain of the Nashua River on
Rte. 119 at its intersection with Rte. 111 (River Road). A cluster of small private roads, in a
densely populated area using septic systems, is within the floodplain. These include
Dartmouth Lane, Princeton Lane, Yale Road, Brown Lane, Harvard Lane, and 168 to 184
River Road. In addition, two of Pepperell’s industrially zoned areas abuts the Nashua
River. In 2010, heavy rains caused extensive flooding which required the closing of many
major roadways leading into and out of Pepperell. Sections of Rte. 119, when entering
Pepperell from Groton, are in a floodplain and this stretch of roadway is often closed
when the Nashua River tops its banks and floods Rte. 119.
Pepperell has seen an increase in the number of beavers present due to a change
in State regulations regarding trapping. With so many wetland resource areas in
Pepperell, flooding of roadways, septic systems, and private wells, are concerns. The
Board of Health offers beaver and muskrat permits to alleviate the potential impacts of
flooding. The Conservation Commission is part of the permitting process by insuring any
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work completed under the Board of Health permit will conform to the Massachusetts
Wetlands Protection Act regulations.
6.

Sedimentation
Stormwater Management is a critical component of any development projects.
Disturbance of soils can increase runoff, which can lead to sedimentation and erosion. The
Massachusetts Association of Conservation Commissioners offers a handbook, Erosion
and Sedimentation Control. This handbook assists Conservation Commissions by insuring
Best Management Practices are followed to reduce the negative impacts of erosion and
sediment from reaching natural resources and degrading habitat when soils are disturbed.
In 1996, MA DEP issued its Stormwater Management Policy. Projects near wetlands or
even projects near catch basins that empty into wetlands, must include sedimentation
and erosion control devices to prevent sediment from the site from being transported
into our wetland resource areas. When erosion and sedimentation control devices are not
properly used, the runoff from a construction site can carry with it contaminants.
Sediment is often a primary reason for surface water quality issues. Sediment is
recognized as a nonpoint source pollutant and preventing sediment from reaching
wetland resource areas is critical. Check dams with rip rap or sediment barriers are two
methods used frequently to address sedimentation. The Town of Pepperell follows best
management practices by sweeping streets and cleaning catch basins as part of their
annual maintenance responsibilities. This helps to reduce the amount of the
sedimentation that collects along our roadways in Pepperell from reaching our water
resource areas. Bottom-feeding aquatic wildlife species are negatively impacted especially
if sediment is contaminated.
A newly-revised Forestry Best Management Practices Manual was published in
2013, which not only brings awareness of the spread of exotic-invasive plants and insects
but advises on the use of new sediment-control structures to prevent erosion during
forest cutting projects. Forestry cutting projects use heavy equipment that can disturb
soils and result in overland flow that can carry sediment. The intent of these sedimentcontrol structures is to reduce the overland speed and volume of water from reaching
wetland resource areas.
Sediment from runoff of agricultural fields can severely impact wetlands.
Agriculture fields near wetland resource areas are often tilled and fertilized and these
open fields, especially fields along riverfront corridors that are prone to flooding, deposit
significant amounts of sediment into surrounding wetlands. By working with farmers that
insure best management practices are followed, some of the contaminated sediment that
is deposited into our wetlands can be eliminated. Suggesting that a buffer be maintained
between agriculture fields and riverfront areas is critical but not always possible when
farmers who have been farming for centuries are not willing to change their methods of
farming. Livestock grazing in close proximity to wetlands can destroy stream banks and
vegetation which can increase the risk of unfiltered runoff. This sediment often contains
manure.
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7.
Ground and surface water pollution, including both point and Non-Point Source
Pollution
The process of construction and continuing development and urbanization of the
town of Pepperell can have an impact on water quality throughout the community.
Contamination of private wells can occur along major roadways from road treatments.
This often results in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts’ involvement that includes
drilling a new well for the homeowner. To prevent pollution, the Highway Department has
had in place, for years, a program of regular maintenance that includes annual cleaning of
catch basin sumps as well as annual street sweeping. These preventive measures help
reduce the pollution loads to Pepperell waterways. An example of the results of improper
maintenance occurred at “Shattuck Estates” where the developer had not properly
maintained the drainage systems on these three roads. Before accepting the roads in
2001, the Town observed that accumulated silt had filled drainage outfalls. This allowed
pollutants to enter the adjacent wetlands and required a significant cleanup.
Our rivers and streams are impacted by stormwater runoff when it is discharged,
without treatment, to our municipal separate storm sewer systems (MS4s). The impacts
of stormwater runoff are the leading cause of water quality impairments in the
Commonwealth. While many communities in Massachusetts have been required to
comply with the 2003 National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Permit,
Pepperell had been operating under a waiver. Pepperell is now required to file a Notice of
Intent (NOI) for coverage under the April 2016 NPDES Phase II MS4 Permit, for the
discharge of point source discharges. Compliance with the permit includes public
education and outreach, illicit discharge detection and elimination, pollution prevention
and good housekeeping practices, and construction site Stormwater best management
practices.
8.

New development
Since 1997, the Town Engineer has required subdivision preliminary plans to
comply with the requirements of the Department of Environmental Protection’s (DEP)
Stormwater Management Policies, which emphasize both the removal of suspended
solids and systems that recharge groundwater. In WRPOD areas, additional water quality
structures are required to be included in the drainage systems. These multi-compartment
structures serve not only to reduce suspended solids, but also prevent oils and grease that
accumulate on paved surfaces from entering the groundwater. These structures have
been installed at Cranberry Woods, Walgreens Pharmacy, and Primrose Park, and will be
required at Hampshire Estates and Reedy Meadow Subdivisions, all in WRPOD Zones.
Additional structures have been installed where it is deemed necessary to prevent
clogging of infiltration systems.
A plan for the use of salt in sensitive areas has not been formally adopted, but
such a policy is in place. The Highway Department consciously minimizes the use of salt
near the Bemis and Jersey well sites using only sand when winter conditions allow, and a
light salt/sand mix when needed. The use of magnesium chloride, which is known by the
brand name Ice-Be-Gone, has shown to be “environmentally friendly” and also reduces
the use of salt. The effect of the use of winter sand is minimized by the annual street
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sweeping in early Spring. The need to dump removed snow has also been lessened with
the use of a snow blower.
The pending upgrade and expansion of the wastewater treatment plant from
705,000 GPD to 1,100,000 GPD will allow more properties within the Sewer District to
connect to the sewer system thereby reducing the impact on waterways from poorly
designed or maintained septic systems.
Proposed Composting Facility Adjacent to the Pepperell Airport - A composting
facility had been proposed for an area adjacent to the Pepperell Airport near the Nashua
River. The proposed facility had been designed to compost organic waste material in
compliance with the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection Bureau of
Waste Prevention. Local permitting for the project was in effect until February 2016, at
which time the Planning Board denied extending the permit.
9.

Impaired Water Bodies
The Federal Clean Water Act requires the State to evaluate the quality of all
surface waterbodies. Water bodies classified as Category 5, are the most serious. The
2012 waterbody report for the Nissitissit River lists the section of the Nissitissit River from
the New Hampshire state line to the confluence of the Nashua River in Pepperell as
impaired for lack of coldwater fish assemblage. While there are no reasons provided in
the report for these findings, many agree that removing the Turner Dam on the Nissitissit
River will improve coldwater fish assemblage on the River. The impoundment of the dam
has creates warmer water temperatures and sediment is trapped behind the dam.
10.

Environmental Equity
Pepperell’s Community Center, located near the center of town, includes
Pepperell’s Town Field. The Town Field includes a bandstand, playing fields, and a
playground. Activities such as the Farmer’s Market (held during Summer and Fall),
carnivals, an Easter egg hunt, a car show, a Fall Festival, and a variety of other community
organizations use this centrally-located venue for many community events. The
Community Center is a meeting location for local scout troops and nonprofits as well as
the many classes offered by the Recreation Commission. Additional playing fields are
located at the elementary and middle schools, just outside the center of town, with the
exception of Bartelson Fields, which is located on the outskirts of town near the abutting
town of Groton. Protected open spaces are scattered throughout the town, especially in
areas near municipal wellheads to protect aquifers or along the two major rivers in town,
the Nashua and Nissitissit Rivers. Aquifer protection is always the top priority for
protecting open spaces but wildlife habitat, specifically protecting corridors for wildlife,
which often provides trail opportunities for people, is critical. Protecting our coldwater
fish resources and land abutting both the Nashua and Nissitissit Rivers is strongly
supported at Town Meeting. While there are no Environmental Justice populations
identified in Pepperell, the proximity of protected open spaces and recreational facilities
to most neighborhoods, provides opportunities for many residents to enjoy open spaces
within walking distance to where they live.
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11.

Invasive Species
The Town’s most visible occurrence of invasive species in the 90 plus acres of
water chestnuts on the Nashua River. The expansive coverage of these plants on the
surface of the river has become an impedance for boaters, including those in kayaks and
canoes. Yearly “pulls” by volunteers organized by the Nashua River Watershed Association
have kept the invasives from spreading in some of the inlets and oxbows. A regional
aquatic invasives committee has formed under the direction of the Nashua River
Watershed Association with representatives from Pepperell, Groton, and Nashua, NH.
With funding provided by Pepperell Hydro, an Invasives Species Management Plan is
being created to address not only the water chestnuts but the other aquatic invasives
present in the river. In 2008 and 2009, a $300,000 grant, which was received by the Town
of Pepperell and managed by the Nashua River Watershed Association, was used to
harvest the water chestnuts. The 60 plus acres of water chestnuts at that time have now
grown to over 90 acres. Representatives from several organizations viewed the river
recently by boat and discussions involving grants and even consideration for requesting a
legislative earmark were discussed.
Pepperell has no record to date of the invasive Asian long-horned beetle and
Emerald ash borer but the hemlock woolly adelgid has been found in our forests and has
killed some trees along Heald Pond. Invasive insects are always a threat as they often
hitchhike on birds or can be found in firewood that people carelessly transport.

5. Inventory of Lands of Conservation and Recreation Interest
The following listing of lands of conservation and recreation interest in
Pepperell includes several categories of ownership and levels of protection. Some parcels
are under the ownership of the Town and managed by the Pepperell Conservation
Commission or the Pepperell Water Division. These lands are protected in perpetuity for
conservation or water protection values but it is important to note that some municipallyowned lands are not protected and could be sold in the future and/or developed for other
uses.
Lands owned and managed by private, non-profit land trusts such as the
Nissitissit River Land Trust (NRLT) and Nashoba Conservation Trust (NCT) are protected in
perpetuity if they include a conservation restriction. In addition, lands owned by the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, under management by either the Division of Fisheries
& Wildlife (DFW) or the Department of Conservation and Recreation (DCR), are protected
in perpetuity. Parcels identified under “Conservation Restrictions” are protected from
development in perpetuity. Map 10, Open Space Ownership Categories, provides a clear
snapshot of Pepperell’s protected open spaces and ownership of each parcel. Table 5.A
identifies ownership, management, and public access status for each protected parcel.
Pepperell’s Open Space Inventory Map 11 adds Chapter 61 properties and
highlights these large open, unprotected parcels and their proximity to protected land.
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Many of these properties are of interest for future land protection consideration. Table
5.B is a list of each protected parcel and includes ownership, manager responsible for
each property, condition, whether the property has recreation potential, the degree of
protection, and other details about each parcels. Table 5.C includes a list of unprotected
parcels while Table 5.D includes ownership data and other details for all Chapter 61
properties.
Privately owned land is not considered protected unless it is covered by a
conservation restriction. Some privately owned land may have temporary protection
under Massachusetts Chapter 61 for the period of time the land is kept in forestry,
agricultural use, or recreational use. They are of interest as open land, but they are
eminently developable.
There are over 2,800 acres of land protected in Pepperell. Since 2005, a total of
47 parcels of over 775 acres have been protected. Several larger properties including
Pepperell Springs and Keyes Farm are now
permanently protected. The DFW has added
to their inventory by purchasing property
from Patenaude on Hollis Street, Babin on
Hollis Street, Darling on Cranberry Street,
Levi on Wheeler Street, and Griffis on
Prescott Street. In addition, the Nashoba
Conservation Trust purchased 16.11 acres
that is contiguous to the Town Forest and Keyes Farm. The town received a generous
donation by Richard Parker of 19.8 acres between Keyes and Parker Conservation Areas
and other protected areas in 2010.
TABLE 5.A Summary of Protected Land
Owner
Town of Pepperell Conservation Commission
Town of Pepperell Water Division
Town of Pepperell Board of Selectmen
Town of Pepperell Town Forest Committee
Massachusetts Division of Fisheries and Wildlife
Massachusetts Department of Conservation and
Recreation
Nashoba Conservation Trust, Inc.
Dunstable Rural Land Trust
Nissitissit River Land Trust
Agriculture Preservation Restrictions
Private
TOTAL ACRES OF PROTECTED LAND

Acreage
965.362
205.750
68.297
92.1
477.354
63.547
402.952
31.990
21.0
381.018
167.236
2,876.606
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Table 5.B Pepperell Open Space Inventory - Protected Parcels
MapBlockLot
Site Name

Owner

Manager

2-8-0

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

2-9-0, Gulf Brook - Stewart
2-10-0 Brook (Day Woods)

NCT

NCT

15.000 RUR

2-16-0 Stewart Brook

Gulf Brook - Stewart
2-19-0 Brook

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

13.900 RUR

NCT

NCT

2.800 RUR

2-20-0 Mention's Pond

Gulf Brook - Stewart
2-21-0 Brook

Pepperell Town Of

Water

1.600 RUR

NCT

NCT

11.900 RUR

2-22-0 Stewart Brook

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

28.900 RUR

3-1-0

Bemis Road Well

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

11.100 RUR

3-2-0

Bemis Road Well

Pepperell Town Of

Water

3-3-0,
3-27-0 Bemis Road Well

Pepperell Town Of

3-4-0
3-6-0
3-7-0
3-8-0

Bemis Road Well

Bemis Road Sand Pit

Nissitissit River Land
Trust
Nissitissit River Land
Trust
Burnham Lot

3-13-0 Nissitissit River
Nissitissit River Land
3-14-0 Trust

Acres

Zoning Current Use
Wildlife habitat,
recreation, wetlands,
WRPOD
19.900 RUR
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD
Wildlifehabitat, recreation,
wetlands, vernalpool
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD
Wildlifehabitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD, vernalpool
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD

3.000 RUR

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD

PCC

41.200 RUR

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

30.920 RUR

NRLT

NRLT

4.200 RUR

NRLT

NRLT
NCT

1.100 RUR

11.000 RUR

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

11.700 RUR

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD

NRLT

NRLT

4.400 RUR

NCT

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD

Wildlife habitat, recreation

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands

Public
Access

Condit ADA
Protection
ion
Access Type

Recreation
Potential
Grant Source

Yes

Good

No

Article 97

Passive

Yes

No

Land Trust

Passive

Yes

Good No

Article 97

Passive

Yes

No

Land Trust

Passive

Yes

Good No

Article 97

Passive

Yes

No

Land Trust

Passive

Yes

Good No

Article 97

Passive

Yes

Good No

Article 97

Passive

Limited Good No

Article 97

None

Yes

Good No

Article 97

Passive

Yes

Good No

Article 97

Passive

Yes

No

Land Trust

Passive

Yes

No

Land Trust

Passive

Yes

Good No

Article 97

Passive

Yes

No

Land Trust

Passive

Yes

No

Land Trust

Self-Help # 4

Self-Help #11

ALA

Self-Help #11

Self-Help #5

Passive
Purchase
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Table 5.B Pepperell Open Space Inventory - Protected Parcels
MapBlockLot
Site Name

Owner

Manager

3-15-0 DF & W

MA

DF & W

15.500 RUR

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD

Yes

No

Article 97

Passive

3-20-0 DF & W

MA

DF & W

52.200 RUR

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD

No

Article 97

Passive

3-24-0 Bemis Road Sand Pit

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

5.300 RUR

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands

Yes
Yes

Good No

Article 97

Passive

Gulf Brook - Stewart
3-28-0 Brook (Day Woods)

NCT

NCT

17.900 RUR

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD

Yes

No

Land Trust

Passive

3-39-0 DF & W

MA

DF & W

7.100 RUR

Yes

No

Article 97

Passive

3-42-0 Mention's Pond

Pepperell Town Of

Water

1.880 RUR

Yes

Good No

Article 97

Passive

Yes

No

Article 97

Passive

Agriculture - APR
Agriculture - APR

Yes
No
No

No
No
No

Land Trust
Article 97
Article 97

Passive
None
None

Agriculture - APR

No

No

Article 97

None

4-1-0

Zoning Current Use

MA

DF & W

22.600 RUR

4-25-0 DF & W
Nissitissit River Land
4-33-0 Trust
5-1-0 Kimball Fruit Farm
5-2-0 Kimball Fruit Farm

MA

DF & W

12.300 RUR

NRLT
Hill Carl B
Hills Carl B

NRLT
APR
APR

11.300 RUR
50.597 RUR
20.797 RCR

5-11-0 Kimball Fruit Farm

Hills Carl B

APR

6-4-0

6-1157

DF & W

Acres

102.500 RCR

Shattuck Estates
Donation

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

19.350 RCR

Emerson Village

Pepperell Town Of

Water

27.470 RCR

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

0.846 RCR

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

0.672 RUR

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

6.810 RCR

Shattuck Estates
6-37-0 Donation
Shattuck Estates
6-38-0 Donation
Shattuck Estates
6-60-0 Donation

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD

Public
Access

Yes

Condit ADA
Protection
ion
Access Type

No

Article 97

Recreation
Potential
Grant Source

Passive

Yes

Fair

No

Article 97

Open
Space

Yes

Good No

Article 97

Passive

Yes

Fair

No

Article 97

Yes

Fair

No

Article 97

Yes

Fair

No

Article 97

Open
Space
Open
Space
Open
Space

Self-Help #5
1977

ALA

Gift 2001 Deed
33043-592 for
5 parcels

Gift
Gift
Gift
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Table 5.B Pepperell Open Space Inventory - Protected Parcels
MapBlockLot
Site Name

Owner

Manager

7-1-1

South

MA

DF & W

14.340 RUR

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, vernal pool

Yes

No

Article 97

Passive

7-1-2

South

MA

DF & W

6.391 RUR

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, vernal pool

Yes

No

Article 97

Passive

7-5-1 Levi Backland
7-9-A Cranberry St.

MA
(Private)

DF & W
(Private)

13.380 RUR
2.03 RUR

Yes
Yes

No
No

Article 97
CR - PCC

Passive
None

7-11-0 Cranberry Woods

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

Yes

Good No

Article 97

Passive

Gift, DeCarolis

Pepperell Town Of

Water

10.300 RUR

Yes

Good No

Article 97

Passive

ALA

Pepperell Town Of

Water

15.400 RUR

Yes

Good No

Article 97

Passive

ALA

7-14-0 Gulf Brook

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

6.300 RUR

Yes

Good No

Article 97

Passive

Self-Help #7

7-25-0 Levi Lot

NCT

NCT

3.500 RUR

Yes

No

Land Trust

Passive

7-33-0 Pepperell Springs

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

14.600 RUR

Yes

Good No

Article 97

Passive

Self-Help #17

7-34-0 Pepperell Springs

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

15.200 RUR

Yes

Good No

Article 97

Passive

Self-Help #17

7-43-0 Darling

MA

DF & W

0.880 RUR

Yes

No

Article 97

Passive

7-63-0 Cranberry Woods

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

4.760 RUR

8-1-0

Mention's Pond

Pepperell Town Of

Water

8-2-0

Babin/Abele

(Private)

(Private)

Gulf Brook/Steward
7-12-0 Brook Watershed
Gulf Brook/Steward
7-13-0 Brook Watershed

Acres

Zoning Current Use

0.997 RUR

23.400 RUR

8 RUR

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, vernalpool
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
WRPOD
Wildlife habitat, wetlands,
recreation

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD

Public
Access

Condit ADA
Protection
ion
Access Type

Recreation
Potential
Grant Source

Yes

Fair

No

Article 97

Passive

Gift, DeCarolis

Yes

Fair

No

Article 97

Passive

ALA

No

Article 97

None

Yes
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Table 5.B Pepperell Open Space Inventory - Protected Parcels
MapBlockLot
Site Name

Owner

8-2-A Homoleski

Pepperell Town Of

Selectmen
(Ag)

8-2-F

Pepperell Town Of

Water

20.000 RUR

8-10-0 DF & W

MA

DF & W

28.750 RUR

8-11-0 Burnham Lot

NCT

NCT

14.500 RUR

8-18-0 Gulf Brook area

Pepperell Town Of

Water

19.490 RUR

8-20-0 Gulf Brook

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

43.900 RUR

8-40-0 Merrill Lot

NCT

NCT

7.200 TNR

8-45-0 Pepperell Springs

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

31.300 RUR

8-46-0 Pepperell Springs

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

4.100 RUR

8-47-0 Pepperell Springs

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

26.900 RUR

8-48-0 Pepperell Springs

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

7.600 RUR

8-91-0 Babin/Abele

(Private)

(Private)

See 8-2-0

8-92-0 Babin/Abele

(Private)

(Private)

See 8-2-0

Gulf Brook/Steward
Brook Watershed

Manager

Acres

Public
Access

Condit ADA
Protection
ion
Access Type

Recreation
Potential
Grant Source

No

Good No

Article 97

None

Yes

Good No

Article 97

Passive

Yes

No

Article 97

Passive

Yes

No

Land Trust

Passive

Yes

Good No

Article 97

Passive

Yes

Good No

Article 97

Passive

Yes

No

Land Trust

Passive

Yes

Good No

Article 97

Passive

Self-Help #17

Yes

Good No

Article 97

Passive

Self-Help #17

Yes

Good No

Article 97

Passive

Self-Help #17

Yes

Good No

Article 97

Passive

Self-Help #17

RUR

Yes

No

CR - PCC

None

RUR

Yes

No

CR - PCC

None

Zoning Current Use

11.797 RUR

Agriculture
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands
Wildlife habitat, wetlands,
recreation

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD
Wildlife habitat, wetlands,
recreation

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD

ALA

Self-Help #7
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Table 5.B Pepperell Open Space Inventory - Protected Parcels
MapBlockLot
Site Name

Owner

Manager

Acres

9-7-0,
4-5-0,
4-6-0,
4-140, 415-0,
4-160, 423-0,
4-24-0 DF & W

MA

DF & W

175.672 RUR

9-48-0 Twin Valley Farm

(Private)

APR

58.567 TNR

9-52-0 Sucker Brook

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

4.430 RUR

9-53-0 Eaton Lot

NCT

NCT

3.000 RUR

9-82-0
9-1190
9-1200
9-1310

Nissitissit Meadows

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

62.000 RUR

Griffis

MA

DF & W

0.900 RUR

Griffis

MA

DF & W

0.550 RUR

Keyes Parker

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

19.800 RUR

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

11.960 RUR

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

0.480 RUR

Wildlifehabitat, recreation,
wetlands

Kaiser Jon E

APR

1.305 TNR

Agriculture - APR

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

50.200 RUR

Wildlifehabitat, recreation,
wetlands, vernalpool

Kaiser Jon E

APR

77.322 RUR

Agriculture - APR

9-1521
Twohig
9-1530
Nissitissit Meadows
9-1540
Twin Valley Farm
9-1630
Sucker Brook
9-1790
Twin Valley Farm

Zoning Current Use

Public
Access

Condit ADA
Protection
ion
Access Type

Recreation
Potential
Grant Source

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands

Yes

No

Article 97

Passive

Agriculture - APR

No

No

Article 97

None

Yes

Good No

Article 97

Passive

Yes

No

Land Trust

Passive

Yes

Good No

Article 97

Passive

Yes

No

Article 97

Passive

Yes

No

Article 97

Passive

Yes

Good No

Article 97

Passive

Yes

Good No

Article 97

Passive

Yes

Good No

Article 97

Passive

No

No

Article 97

None

Yes

Good No

Article 97

Passive

No

No

Article 97

None

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands
Wildlife habitat, wetlands,
recreation, WRPOD
Wildlifehabitat, recreation,
wetlands, vernalpool

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD

Gift, Eaton

Gift, Parker

Self-Help #10
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Table 5.B Pepperell Open Space Inventory - Protected Parcels
MapBlockLot
Site Name

Owner

Manager

(Private)

(Private)

MA

DF & W

NCT

NCT

3.917 RCR

Holmes Donation

NCT

NCT

3.117 RCR

DF & W

MA

DF & W

1.840 RUR

DF & W

MA

DF & W

5.700 RUR

DF & W

MA

DF & W

12.300 RUR

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands

11-4-0 Shattuck

NCT

NCT

1.840 RCR

Wildlife habitat, recreation

11-150
Merrimac

Pepperell Town Of

Selectmen

Merrimac

Pepperell Selectmen

NRWA

Merrimac

(Private)

Merrimac

10-1626
Beaver Creek
10-240
DF & W

10-370
Holmes Donation
10-380
10-430
10-440
10-450

Acres

Zoning Current Use

10.4 RCR
12.000 RUR

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, vernalpool
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, vernalpool
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands

Public
Access

Condit ADA
Protection
ion
Access Type

Recreation
Potential
Grant Source

No

No

CR - PCC

CR - PCC

Yes

No

Article 97

Passive

Yes

No

Land Trust

Yes

No

Land Trust

Open
Space

Yes

No

Article 97

Passive

Yes

No

Article 97

Passive

Yes

No

Article 97

Yes

No

Land Trust

Passive
Open
Space

Open
Space

Yes

Good No

CR

Passive &
Active

7.1 RCR

Yes

Good No

CR

Passive &
Active

(Private)

2.3 RCR

No

No

CR - PCC

CR - PCC

(Private)

(Private)

7.1 RCR

No

No

CR - PCC

CR - PCC

Nursery

(Private)

(Private)

3.2 RCR

No

No

CR - PCC

CR - PCC

Nursery

(Private)

(Private)

3.8 RCR

No

No

CR - PCC

CR - PCC

11157-0 Merrimac

(Private)

(Private)

7.61 RCR

Recreation - foot and horseback

Yes

No

CR

Passive

11158-0 Merrimac

(Private)

(Private)

See 11-157-0RCR

Recreation - foot and horseback

Yes

No

CR

Passive

11-150
11-260
11-270
11-540
11-600

49.4 RCR

Recreation
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Table 5.B Pepperell Open Space Inventory - Protected Parcels
MapBlockLot
Site Name

Owner

Manager

11159-0 Merrimac

(Private)

(Private)

See 11-157-0RCR

Recreation - foot and horseback

Yes

No

CR

Passive

11160-0 Merrimac

(Private)

(Private)

See 11-157-0RCR

Recreation - foot and horseback

Yes

No

CR

Passive

11161-0 Merrimac

(Private)

(Private)

See 11-157-0RCR

Recreation - foot and horseback

Yes

No

CR

Passive

11162-0 Merrimac

(Private)

(Private)

See 11-157-0RCR

Recreation - foot and horseback

Yes

No

CR

Passive

11163-0 Merrimac

(Private)

(Private)

See 11-157-0RCR

Recreation - foot and horseback

Yes

No

CR

Passive

11164-0 Merrimac

(Private)

(Private)

See 11-157-0RCR

Recreation - foot and horseback

Yes

No

CR

Unknown

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

30.800 RUR

Yes

Good No

Article 97

Passive

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

8.297 RUR

Yes

Good No

Article 97

Passive

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

8.300 RUR

Yes

Good No

Article 97

Passive

NCT

NCT

7.500 RUR

Yes

No

Land Trust

Passive

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

26.320 RUR

Yes

Good No

Article 97

Passive

Self-Help #6

13-1-0 Pepperell Springs

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

6.300 RUR

Yes

Good No

Article 97

Passive

Self-Help #17

13-2-0 Pepperell Springs

Pepperell Town Of

Water

10.700 RUR

Limited Good No

CR - NCT

Passive

Self-Help #17

13-3-0 Pepperell Springs

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

43.700 RUR

Yes

Article 97

Passive

Self-Help #17

12-100
Pepperell Springs
12-240
Heald Pond
12-250
Heald Pond

12-31- Gulf Brook - Stewart
0
Brook
12-360
Heald Pond

Acres

Zoning Current Use

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, vernalpool, WRPOD

Public
Access

Condit ADA
Protection
ion
Access Type

Good No

Recreation
Potential
Grant Source

Self-Help #17

Self-Help #6
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Table 5.B Pepperell Open Space Inventory - Protected Parcels
MapBlockLot
Site Name

13-120
Pepperell Springs

Owner

Manager

Acres

Zoning Current Use

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

10.600 RUR

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, vernalpool

Public
Access

Condit ADA
Protection
ion
Access Type

Recreation
Potential
Grant Source

Yes

Good No

Article 97

Passive

Self-Help #17

Yes

Good No

Article 97

Passive

Self-Help #17

Yes

No

Land Trust

Passive

13-170
Pepperell Springs
13106-1 Bisson

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

63.700 RUR

NCT

NCT

0.090 RUR

14-230
Countryside

(Private)

(Private)

18.22 TNR

No

No

CR - PCC

None

14-240
Countryside

(Private)

(Private)

3.05 TNR

No

No

CR - PCC

None

Countryside

(Private)

(Private)

0.63 TNR

No

No

CR - PCC

None

Egan Lot

NCT

NCT

11.550 TNR

Wildlife habitat, recreation

No

No

Land Trust

Passive

Seminatore Lot

NCT

NCT

18.800 TNR

Wildlife habitat, recreation

Yes

No

Land Trust

Passive

Village Rd.

NCT

NCT

22.030 TNR

Wildlife habitat, recreation

Yes

No

Land Trust

Passive

Village Rd.

NCT

NCT

2.160 TNR

Wildlife habitat, recreation

Yes

No

Land Trust

Passive

Susan Smith Lot

NCT

NCT

4.320 TNR

Wildlife habitat, recreation

Yes

No

Land Trust

Passive

15-330

MA

DF & W

6.391 RUR

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands,

Yes

No

Article 97

Passive

n/a

15-3312

MA

DF & W

1.150 RUR

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands

Yes

No

Article 97

Passive

n/a

MA

DF & W

0.890 RUR

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands

Yes

No

Article 97

Passive

n/a

MA

DF & W

17.290 RUR

Yes

No

Article 97

Passive

14-250
14-990
14106-0
14124-0
1413033
14300-3

15-3313
15-400
Babin

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
WRPOD

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands
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Site Name

16-8-0 DF & W
16-110
Rail Trail
16-120
Boy Scout Parcels
16-140
Tully
16-150
Boy Scout Parcels
16113-0 Merrimac
17-2-0
17-450
17119-0

Tully
Unkety Brook
Watershed
Unkety Brook
Watershed

Owner

Manager

Acres

Zoning Current Use

MA

DF & W

44.200 SUR

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands

MA

DCR

30.110 Multi

Recreation

PCC
Dunstable
Dunstable Rural Land Rural Land
Trust
Trust

9.510 SUR

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands

21.590 SUR

Wildlife Habitat, recreation,
wetlands

Pepperell Town Of

16.100 SUR

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

(Private)

(Private)
Dunstable
Dunstable Rural Land Rural Land
Trust
Trust

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands

10 RCR
10.400 SUR

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands

Public
Access

Condit ADA
Protection
ion
Access Type

Recreation
Potential
Grant Source

Yes

No

Article 97

Passive

Yes

No

Article 97

Passive

Yes

Good No

Article 97

Passive

Yes

No

Land Trust

Passive

Yes

Good No

Article 97

Passive

No

No

CR - PCC

None

Yes

No

Land Trust

Passive

Yes

Good No

Article 97

Passive

Gift, McKenna

Yes

Good No

Article 97

Passive

Gift, Lambert

Yes

Good No

Article 97

Passive

Gift, Bryanos

Yes

Good No

Article 97

Passive

Self-Help #8

Yes

Good No

Article 97

Passive

Self-Help #8

Yes

Good No

Article 97

Passive

Self-Help #8

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

2.580 SUR

18-100
Heald Pond

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

4.300 SUR

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

10.260 RUR

19-1-0 Heald Pond

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

24.000 RUR

19-2-0 Heald Street Orchard Pepperell Town Of

PCC

29.300 RUR

19-3-0 Heald Street Orchard Pepperell Town Of

PCC

49.700 RUR

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD

19-160
Town Forest
19-440
Storage Tanks

Pepperell Town Of

Town Forest
Committee

9.300 TNR

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands

Yes

Good No

Article 97

Passive

Pepperell Town Of

Water

1.000 RUR

Water Storage

No

Fair

Article 97

None

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD

No

Purchase

Purchase
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MapBlockLot
Site Name

20-810
Storage Tanks
20-990
Storage Tanks
20128-0 Wooltop
20146-0
21-770
22-340
22-460
24-450
24-630
24-750
24-760
24-780
24-830
25-540

Owner

Manager

Acres

Pepperell Town Of

Water

7.750 TNR

Pepperell Town Of
Wooltop
Conservation Trust

Water
Pepperell
Town Of

1.300 TNR

Public
Access

Condit ADA
Protection
ion
Access Type

Recreation
Potential
Grant Source

Water Storage

No

Fair

No

Article 97

None

Water Storage

No

Fair

No

Article 97

None

Yes

No

Article 97

Zoning Current Use

17.24 TNR

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands

4.016 TNR

Access restricted to residents
on Independence Rd.

No

No

Article 97

Passive
None
(residents
only)

Wildlife habitat, recreation

Yes

No

Land Trust

Passive

Yes

No

Article 97

Passive

Yes

No

Article 97

Passive

No

Article 97

Passive

No

Land Trust

Passive

Independence Road
Independence Rd. TrustTrust

Pepperell
Town Of

Susan Smith Lot

NCT

NCT

4.000 TNR

DF & W

MA

DF & W

2.100 UR

DF & W
Pepperell Pond;
Nashua River

MA

DF & W

1.000 UR

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

0.196 TNR

Keyes Farm
Pepperell Pond;
Nashua River
Pepperell Pond;
Nashua River
Pepperell Pond;
Nashua River

NCT

NCT

85.460 TNR

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

1.090 TNR

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

0.044 TNR

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

0.247 TNR

Keyes Farm

NCT

NCT

10.760 TNR

MA

DF & W

7.700 IND

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

3.377 IND

26-3-0 DF & W
26208-0 Rail Trail

MA

DF & W

3.600 UR

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands

MA

DCR

2.200 Multi

27-1-0 Rail Trail

MA

DCR

7.900 Multi

DF & W
Land beside Covered
26-1-0 Bridge

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands

Yes

Fair

Yes
Yes

Fair

No

Article 97

Passive

Yes

Fair

No

Article 97

Passive

Yes

Fair

No

Article 97

Passive

Yes

No

Article 97

Passive

Yes

No

Article 97

Passive

Yes

Good No

Article 97

Passive

Yes

No

Article 97

Passive

Recreation

Yes

No

Article 97

Passive

Recreation

Yes

No

Article 97

Passive

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands

Gift, Waterous
Gift, James
River
Gift, James
River
Gift, James
River

Gift, James
River
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Site Name

31-14A, 3144-A Jersey Street Well
31-230
Off Jersey
31-240
Lorden

31-440
Lorden
32-710
Foley Lot
33-8-0 Storage Tanks
Multip
le: 3422-0,
34-22B
Keyes Farm
34-310
Mount Lebanon

34-34-0
34-351
Linkel
34-441
Bon

Acres

Zoning Current Use

Public
Access

Condit ADA
Protection
ion
Access Type

Recreation
Potential
Grant Source

Yes

Fair

No

Article 97

Passive

Yes

Good No

Article 97

Passive

Yes

Good No

Article 97

Passive

Yes

Good No

Article 97

Passive

Yes

No

Land Trust

Passive

No

Article 97

None

Yes

Good No

Article 97

Passive

Yes

No

Land Trust

Passive

Yes

No

Article 97

Passive

Yes

No

Land Trust

Passive

Yes

No

Land Trust

Passive

Owner

Manager

Pepperell Town Of

Water

17.240 SUR

Pepperell Town Of

Water

44.220 SUR

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

2.000 SUR

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

0.250 SUR

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD

NCT

NCT

1.680 RUR

Wildlife habitat, wetlands,
recreation

Pepperell Town Of

Water

1.000 TNR

Water Storage

Yes

Fair

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

40.190 TNR

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands

NCT

NCT

7.900 TNR

(Private)

NCT

TNR

NCT

NCT

8.057 TNR

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands

NCT

NCT

3.850 TNR

Wildlife habitat, recreation

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands

Recreation
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MapBlockLot
Site Name

Recreation
Potential
Grant Source

Mount Lebanon

NCT

NCT

17.500 TNR

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, vernal pool

Yes

No

Land Trust

Passive

Stromsted

NCT

NCT

1.310 TNR

Wildlife habitat, recreation

Yes

No

Land Trust

Passive

Mount Lebanon

NCT

NCT

2.300 TNR

No

Land Trust

Passive

Mount Lebanon

NCT

NCT

11.600 TNR

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands

Yes
Yes

No

Land Trust

Passive

Anderson Lot

NCT

NCT

7.900 TNR

Wildlife habitat, recreation

Yes

No

Land Trust

Passive

Anderson Lot

NCT

NCT

5.600 TNR

Wildlife habitat, recreation

Yes

No

Land Trust

Passive

35-1-0 Keyes

NCT

NCT

2.100 TNR

Wildlife habitat, recreation

Yes

No

Land Trust

Passive

35-2-0 DF & W

MA

DF & W

0.530 SUR

Yes

No

Article 97

Passive

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

12.900 SUR

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

18.000 SUR

NCT

NCT

3.960 TNR

NCT

NCT

16.117 TNR

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands

Gardner Marlene A

APR

69.930 TNR

Agriculture - APR

36-150
Friends' Land

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

SUR

NCT

NCT

30.080 RUR

37-6-0 Mount Lebanon

NCT

NCT

7.355 TNR

Nashua River
35-4-0 shoreline
35-5-0 Anderson
35-120
Keyes Farm
35-140
Keyes Farm Ext.

35-200
Gardner Farm
35-31- Nashua River
0
shoreline

Zoning Current Use

Condit ADA
Protection
ion
Access Type

Manager

34-490
34-50B
34-590
34-680
34351-0
34352-0

Acres

Public
Access

Owner

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, vernalpool
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands

Yes

Fair

No

Article 97

Passive

Yes

Good No

Article 97

Passive

Yes

No

Article 97

Passive

Yes

No

Land Trust

Passive

No

No

Article 97

None

No

Article 97

Passive

Yes

No

Land Trust

Passive

Yes

No

Land Trust

Passive

Yes

Fair

Gift, James
River

Gift, James
River
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MapBlockLot
Site Name

Owner

Manager

NCT

NCT

(Private)

(Private)

(Private)

(Private)

Town Forest

Pepperell Town Of

Town Forest
Committee

82.800 TNR

Pepperell Pond;
Nashua River

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

30.800 TNR

VCR (Visniewski)

NCT

NCT

0.920 TNR

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands

40-8-0 Parker Lot
Pepperell Pond;
40-9-0 Nashua River
40-200
Kemp Donation
40-290
9 Harvard Lane
40-300
Kemp Donation
40-35- Pepperell Pond;
0
Nashua River
40-37- Pepperell Pond;
0
Nashua River
40-380
Yapp
40-39- Pepperell Pond;
0
Nashua River
40-44- Pepperell Pond;
0
Nashua River

NCT

NCT

0.253 TNR

Wildlife habitat, recreation

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

0.086 TNR

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands

NCT

NCT

0.551 TNR

Wildlife habitat, recreation

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

0.087 TNR

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands

NCT

NCT

0.196 TNR

Wildlife habitat, recreation

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

0.367 TNR

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

0.364 TNR

(Private)

(Private)

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

4.100 TNR

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

0.783 TNR

37-6-2 Stromsted
37-630
Ferrero
37-930
Ferrero

38-8-0
Multip
le: 3833-0,
38-340
38-680

Acres

Zoning Current Use

5.082 TNR

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, vernalpool

Public
Access

Condit ADA
Protection
ion
Access Type

Recreation
Potential
Grant Source

Yes

No

Land Trust

Passive

15.2 RUR

No

No

Article 97

None

2.2 RUR

No

No

Article 97

None

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands

Yes

Good No

Article 97

Passive

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands

Yes

Fair

No

Article 97

Passive

Yes

No

Land Trust

Passive

Yes

No

Land Trust

Passive

No

Article 97

Passive

No

Land Trust

Passive

No

Article 97

Passive

No

Land Trust

Passive

33.800 TNR

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands
Agriculture

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands

Yes

Fair

Yes
Yes

Fair

Yes
Yes

Fair

No

Article 97

Passive

Yes

Fair

No

Article 97

Passive

No

CR - NCT

Passive

Yes
Yes

Fair

No

Article 97

Passive

Yes

Fair

No

Article 97

Passive

Tax taking,
Coleman

Gift, Faris

Tax taking,
Coleman
Purchase,
Amari
Tax taking,
Coleman
Gift, James
River
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MapBlockLot
Site Name

40-450
40-460
40-540
40-570
40-580

Owner

Manager

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

DF & W

MA

DF & W

Hopkins Donation

NCT

NCT

4.297 TNR

B & M R.O.W.

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

7.900 TNR

Old Rail Corridor

NCT

NCT

2.000 TNR

Pepperell Pond;
Nashua River

41-1-0 Kemp Race Track CR

(Private)

PCC

Acres

Zoning Current Use

0.624 TNR
10.100 TNR

1.000 TNR

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands
Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands

Access

Public
Access

Condit ADA
Protection
ion
Access Type

Recreation
Potential
Grant Source

Yes

Fair

No

Article 97

Passive

Yes

No

Article 97

Passive

Yes

No

Land Trust

Passive

Yes

Good No

Article 97

Passive

Yes

No

Land Trust

Passive

Limited
to 15'
access
ROW

No

CR - PCC

Passive

Gift, James
River

Self-Help #14
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MapBlockLot
Site Name

Owner

Manager

Acres

Public
Access

Condit ADA
Protection
ion
Access Type

Recreation
Potential
Grant Source

Private

No

Unkn
own No

CR

None

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, vernalpool

Yes

No

Article 97

Passive

Yes

Good No

Article 97

Passive

Zoning Current Use

Kemp Race Track
41-1-0 OSRD

Albert Patenaude

(Private)

J. Harry Rich State
41-2-0 Forest

MA

DCR

23.337 TNR

41-2-B Walent

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

0.810 TNR

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands

Pepperell Pond;
41-4-0 Nashua River

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

1.020 TNR

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands

Yes

Fair

No

Article 97

Passive

Gift, Kemp
&Self-Help #8

(Map
6
paper Shattuck Estates
street) Donation

Pepperell Town Of

PCC

0.235 RUR

Wildlife habitat, recreation,
wetlands, WRPOD

Yes

Fair

No

Article 97

None

Gift

18.34 TNR

n/a
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MapBlock-Lot Site Name

Owner

Manager

Location

Current Use/Condition
for Those Properties
Used for Recreation

3-21-0

Landfill

Pepperell Town Of

BOH

Off Boynton Street

Transfer station

3-22-0

Landfill

Pepperell Town Of

BOH

Off Boynton Street

Transfer station

3-23-0

Cole Property

Pepperell Town Of

BOH

Corner of Boynton and BemisVacant
Streets; abuts landfill

3-35-0

Landfill

Pepperell Town Of

BOH

65 Boynton Street

Transfer station

3-361-0

Pepperell Town Of

BOH

64 Boynton Street

Vacant

4-38-0

Pepperell Town Of

n/a

Off North St

6-8-0

Pepperell Town Of

n/a

Public
Access

Recreation
Potential

4.4 RUR

Yes

No

2.4 RUR

Yes

No

32 RUR

Yes

No

66.05 RUR

Yes

No

2.2 RUR

Yes

No

Tax Title

0.1446 RCR

No

No

0 Nashua Rd

Tax Title

1.88 RCR

No

No

69.15 IND

No

No

6.55 IND

No

No

Acres Zoning

6-16-0

Tully

Tully

n/a

175 Nashua Rd.

Agriculture/Private

6-16-1

Tully

Tully

n/a

3 Chapman St

Solar/Private

6-79-0

Shattuck

Shattuck

n/a

165 Nashua Rd.

Airport

35.909 IND

No

No

Pepperell Town Of

n/a

42 Ridge Rd

Tax Title

0.8926 RCR

Yes

No

5.117 TNR

No

No

2.700 RCR

No

No

0.121 TNR

No

No

1.456 TNR

Yes

No

6-102-0
9-135-0

Miscellaneous Town Owned

Pepperell Town Of

Pepperell Town Of 90 Park Street

Vacant, Tax Title

11-23-0

Nissitissit Hill

Pepperell Town Of

Water

Off Nashua Road

Tax Title

Pepperell Town of

Sewer Div.

18 Sheffield Rd

Pepperell Town Of

Fire Dept.

38 Park Street

14-240-A Miscellaneous Town Owned

Pepperell Town Of

Condition
Pepperell Town Of Abuts Varnum Brook Middle Athletic
School Field/Good
playing fields

0.253 TNR

Yes

Yes

14-241-0

Miscellaneous Town Owned

Pepperell Town Of

Condition
Pepperell Town Of Abuts Varnum Brook Middle Athletic
School Field/Good
playing fields

10.8 TNR

Yes

Yes

16-10-0

The Land Between the Rivers

Pepperell Town Of

Agriculture
Pepperell Town Of Nashua Road and Groton Street

2.8 IND

Yes

No

B&M Railroad

n/a

off June St

8 SUR

No

No

Pepperell Town Of

Sewer Dept.

Off Nashua Road

Wastewater Treatment Plant

8.16 IND

No

No

17-59-0

Pepperell Town Of

n/a

163 Lowell Rd

Tax Title

0.2426 SUR

No

No

17-120-0

Pepperell Town of

Sewer Div.

4 Adam St

0.064 SUR

No

No

13-97-0
14-159-0

Fire Station

16-11-1
16-17-0

Wastewater Treatment Plant

Fire Station
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Owner

Manager

Location

Current Use/Condition
for Those Properties
Used for Recreation

18-23-B

Pepperell Town Of

n/a

40 West St

Tax Title

Public
Access

Recreation
Potential

0.85 RUR

No

No

Acres Zoning

20-26-0

Woodlawn Cemetery

Pepperell Town Of

DPW

40 - 42 Heald Street

Cemetery

4.3 TNR

Yes

No

20-27-0

Woodlawn Cemetery

Pepperell Town Of

DPW

Heald Street

Cemetery

10.3 TNR

Yes

No

20-48-0

Fitzpatrick School

Pepperell Town Of

NMRSD

Main Street

School

12.9 TNR

Yes

Yes

20-106-0

Dog Pound

Pepperell Town of

Dog Pound

0 Heald St

0.019 TNR

Yes

No

Pepperell Cemetery
Association c/o Eric
Smith

n/a

Park Street

Cemetery

4.3 TNR

Yes

No

Pepperell Town Of

DPW

Park Street

Cemetery

8.6 TNR

Yes

No

0.468 TNR

Yes

No

21-5-0
Pepperell Cemetery Assoc.
Multiple:
21-16-0,
21-17-0
Walton Cemetery
21-37-0

Monument

Pepperell Town of

n/a

0 Main

21-47-0

Town Hall

Pepperell Town Of

Selectmen

Main Street

Town Hall

0.477 TNR

Yes

No

21-48-0

Town Hall

Pepperell Town Of

Selectmen

Elm Street

Town Hall

1 TNR

Yes

No

21-51-0

Lawrence Library

Pepperell Town Of

Library

Main Street

Library

1.6 TNR

Yes

21-52-0

Lawrence Library

Pepperell Town Of

Library

Main Street

Library

4.5 TNR

Yes

No
Passive
Recreation ADA
Trail

21-75-0

Varnum Brook Elementary School

Pepperell Town Of

NMRSD

Hollis Street

School

28.9 TNR

Yes

Yes

21-75-A

Varnum Brook Middle School

Pepperell Town Of

NMRSD

Hollis Street

School

1.24 TNR

Yes

Yes

22-4-0

Nissitissit Middle School

Pepperell Town of

NMRSD

33 Chace Av

77.907 TNR

Yes

Yes

22-93-0

B & M R.O.W.

B&M Railroad

Guilford Transport. Hollis Street to Brookline Street

1.5 TNR

No

Yes

22-94-0

B & M R.O.W.

B&M Railroad

Guilford Transport. Tucker Street to Hollis Street

0.962 TNR

No

Yes

23-47-0

Town Field

Pepperell Town Of

DPW

4 Hollis Street

9.01 TNR

Yes

Yes

23-49-0

Sis McGrath Community Ctr.

Pepperell Town of

n/a

1 Hollis St

1 TNR

Yes

Yes

23-147-0

Fitzpatrick School

Pepperell Town Of

NMRSD

Main Street

2.6 TNR

Yes

Yes

Athletic Field/Good Condition
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23-150-0

Fitzpatrick School

Pepperell Town Of

NMRSD

Main Street

School

23-157-0

Public Safety Complex

Pepperell Town Of

Police

Police
Station
Main Street; formerly Shattuck
School

23-162-0

Kennedy Field

Pepperell Town Of

DPW

23-163-0

Kennedy Field

Pepperell Town Of

23-175-0

B & M R.O.W.

23-214-0

Public
Access

Recreation
Potential

Yes

Yes

0.935 COM

Yes

No

Athletic
Field/Good
Condition
off River Road and Main Street;
Behind
Public Safety
Complex

0.239 URR

Yes

Yes

DPW

Athletic
Field/Good
Condition
off River Road and Main Street;
Behind
Public Safety
Complex

2.2 URR

Yes

Yes

Tzitzenikos

Tzitzenikos

Main Street

0.744 URR

Yes

No

B & M R.O.W.

B&M Railroad

Guilford Transport. Main Street to Mill Street

3.5 SUR

No

No

23-219-0

Comisky Field

Pepperell Town Of

DPW

3.06 TNR

Yes

Yes

23-220-0

Miscellaneous Town Owned

Pepperell Town Of

Pepperell Town Of Tucker Street

0.868 URR

No

No

24-77-0

B & M R.O.W.

MASS Electric

MASS Electric

4.3 TNR

No

No

25-22-1

Senior Center

Pepperell Town Of

Pepperell Town Of 37 Nashua Rd.

25.157 RCR

Yes

Yes

25-43-0

The Land Between the Rivers

Pepperell Town Of

MT
Pepperell Town Of Nashua Road and Groton Street

7 IND

Yes

Yes

25-44-0

Adamovich

Pepperell Town Of

Selectmen (Ag)

20 Groton

Agriculture

36.86 IND

Yes

Yes

Pepperell Town Of

n/a

31 Groton St

Tax Title

0.091 IND

No

No

No

Yes

0.021 URR

No

No

0.3032 SUR

No

No

25-46-0

Hollis Street

Athletic Field/Good Condition
Garage Site

MASS Electric
Senior Center

26-209-0

Miscellaneous Town Owned

Pepperell Town Of

Pepperell Town Of 56 Groton Street

26-212-0

Civil Defense Bldg

Pepperell Town of

n/a

off Groton St

Pepperell Town Of

n/a

53 Leighton St

Tax Title

29-179-0

MT

Acres Zoning
3.4 TNR

0.26 COM

31-14-0

Bartelson Fields

Pepperell Town Of

DPW

9 Jersey Street

Athletic Field/Good Condition

6.57 SUR

Yes

Yes

31-15-0

St. Joseph's Cemetery

Church

n/a

Jersey Street

Cemetery

14.6 SUR

Yes

No

31-16-0

Fire Station

Pepperell Town Of

Fire Dept.

47 Lowell Road

Fire Station

1.8 SUR

Yes

No

31-17-0

Highway Department

Pepperell Town Of

Highway

Lowell Road

Garage

Limited

No
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31-73-0

Bartelson Fields

Pepperell Town Of

DPW

Off Jersey Street

Athletic Field/Good Condition

32-20-0

North Middlesex Reg. High School

Pepperell Town Of

NMRSD

Rt. 119

School

33-33-0

D.A.R Prudence Wright Chapter

Prudence Wright
NSDAR Chapter 430

DAR

Townsend Street

35-3-0

English

English, Gail

n/a

0 Groton Street

37-32-0

Town Hall

Pepperell Town of

Selectmen

1 Main St

37-73-0

Pepperell Town Of

n/a

137 South Rd

37-74-0

Pepperell Town Of

n/a

40-3-0

Pepperell Town Of

40-4-0
40-15-0

Public
Access

Recreation
Potential

Limited

Yes

0.243 RUR

Yes

Yes

0.554 RUR

Yes

No

12 SUR

Yes

Yes

0.156 TNR

Yes

No

Tax Title

4.8266 RUR

No

No

139 South Rd

Tax Title

3.3266 RUR

No

No

n/a

168 River Rd

Tax Title

0.2772 TNR

No

No

Pepperell Town Of

n/a

9 Dartmouth Ln

Tax Title

0.1559 TNR

No

No

Pepperell Town Of

n/a

174 River Rd

Tax Title

0.1148 TNR

No

No
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2-11-10

Morris

12.02655 RUR

Private

No

Chap 61B - Recreation

4-7-0

McGovern

74.42655 RUR

Private

No

Chap 61A - Ag. & Chap 61B Rec.

4-10-0

Murphy

40.99655 RUR

Private

No

Chap 61A - Agriculture

4-11-0

Graves

13.19655 RUR

Private

No

Chap 61 - Forestry

4-20-0

Cryan

61.89655 RUR

Private

No

Chap 61 - Forestry

4-21-0

Graves

9.69655 RUR

Private

No

Chap 61 - Forestry

4-32-0
5-1-0
5-2-0

Wright
Hills/Kimball
Hills/Kimball

Private
Private

No
Yes
Yes

Chap 61 - Forestry
Chap 61A - Agriculture/APR
Chap 61A - Agriculture/APR

5-9-0

Nichols

16.49655 RCR

Private

No

Chap 61A - Agriculture

5-10-0
5-11-0

Hauff
Hills/Kimball

10.21655 RCR
102.4 RUR

Private

No
Yes

Chap 61A - Agriculture
Chap 61A - Agriculture/APR

5-12-0

Graves

15.27 RUR

Private

No

Chap 61A - Agriculture

5-12-1

Graves

1.8368 RUR

Private

No

Chap 61A - Agriculture

5-21-0

Graves

54.24655 RUR

Private

No

Chap 61A - Agriculture

5-22-0

Lavender

41.49655 RCR

Private

No

Chap 61A - Ag. & Chap 61B Rec.

5-25-0

Holmes

31.83655 RCR

Private

No

Chap 61A - Agriculture

6-3-0

Friend

23.05655 RCR

Private

No

Chap 61A - Agriculture

6-18-0

Shattuck

59.99655 RCR

Private

No

Chap 61B - Recreation

6-18-2

Shattuck

9.54 RCR

Private

No

Chap 61B - Recreation

8-14-0

Ganem

11.41655 RUR

Private

No

Chap 61A - Agriculture

8-16-0

Ganem

4.39655 RUR

Private

No

Chap 61A - Agriculture

8-73-0
9-48-0

Beattie
Twin Valley

6.96655 RUR
58.567 RUR

Private

No
No

Chap 61A - Agriculture
Chap 61A - Agriculture/APR

9-127-0

West

21.79655 RUR

Private

No

Chap 61B - Recreation

9-144-0

West

7.49655 TNR

Private

No

17.2 RUR
50.597 RUR
20.797 RUR

Private

Private

Private

Protection Type
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9-152-0
9-154-0
9-179-0

Beattie
Twin Valley
Twin Valley

20.4565 TNR
1.305 RUR
77.322 RUR

10-1-0

Malouin

10-2-0

Dejonge

10-3-0

Protection Type

Private
Private

No
No
No

Chap 61A - Agriculture
Chap 61A - Agriculture
Chap 61A - Agriculture

28.39655 RUR

Private

No

Chap 61A - Agriculture

17.79655 RCR

Private

No

Chap 61 - Forestry

Smith

5.67655 RCR

Private

No

Chap 61B - Recreation

10-3-10

Red Tail LLC

5.67655 RCR

Private

No

Chap 61B - Recreation

10-10-0

Malouin

18.19655 RUR

Private

No

Chap 61A - Agriculture

10-11-0

Malouin

14.99655 RUR

Private

No

Chap 61A - Agriculture

10-17-0

Solka

9.99655 RUR

Private

No

Chap 61A - Agriculture

10-19-0

Solka

10.99655 RUR

Private

No

Chap 61A - Agriculture

10-25-0

Malouin

4.49655 RUR

Private

No

Chap 61A - Agriculture

10-39-0

Holmes
HapgoodWhite

3.47655 RCR

Private

No

Chap 61A - Agriculture

8.59655 RCR

Private

No

Chap 61A - Agriculture

12-114-0 Buxton

14.24655 RUR

Private

No

Chap 61B - Recreation

13-9-0

Sartelle

29.89655 TNR

Private

No

Chap 61 - Forestry

13-62-0

McIntire

35.01655 TNR

Private

No

Chap 61 - Forestry

19.65655 TNR

Private

No

Chap 61A - Agriculture

14-111-0 Sartelle

68.6 TNR

Private

No

Chap 61 - Forestry

14-113-0 Sartelle

2.99655 TNR

Private

No

Chap 61 - Forestry

14-136-0 Sartelle

10.29655 TNR

Private

No

Chap 61 - Forestry

9.73655 RCR

Private

No

Chap 61B - Recreation

22.99655 RUR

Private

No

Chap 61A - Agriculture
Chap 61 - Forestry

11-12-0

13-112-0 Hague

Private

15-24-0

Beede

15-73-0

Boettcher

17-1-0

Sartelle

53.5 SUR

Private

No

18-16-0

Tolman

34.50655 RUR

Private

No
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Owner

18-30-0

Tolman

20.7 RUR

Private

No

Chap 61 - Forestry

19-22-0

Russell

13.32955 RUR

Private

No

Chap 61A - Agriculture

19-24-0

Carroll

22.69655 RUR

Private

No

Chap 61 - Forestry

19-29-0

Duke

97.0531 RUR

Private

No

Chap 61A - Agriculture

19-63-0

Duke

23.93 RUR

Private

No

Chap 61 - Forestry

20-98-0

Oak Hill Farm N.E. 17.59655 TNR

Private

No

Chap 61B - Recreation

27-50-0

Russell

14.39655 SUR

Private

No

Chap 61B - Recreation

32-11-0

Tolman

5.19655 RUR

Private

No

Chap 61 - Forestry

32-39-0

Delker

12.89655 RUR

Private

No

Chap 61 - Forestry

32-42-0

Tolman

15.89655 RUR

Private

No

Chap 61A - Agriculture

32-49-0

Ritchie

22.06655 RUR

Private

No

Chap 61A - Agriculture

32-50-0

Delker

30.87 RUR

Private

No

Chap 61 - Forestry

32-54-0

Delker

15.29655 RUR

Private

No

Chap 61 - Forestry & Chap 61A Ag.

33-4-0

Duke

6.63655 RUR

Private

No

Chap 61A - Agriculture

33-5-0

Ratta

18.41655 RUR

Private

No

Chap 61B - Recreation

33-6-0

Duke

123.15655 RUR

Private

No

Chap 61A - Agriculture

34-13-0

Blood

51.207 TNR

Private

No

Chap 61A - Agriculture

34-14-0

Blood

1.4 TNR

Private

No

Chap 61A - Agriculture

34-19-0

McGee

8.44655 TNR

Private

No

Chap 61A - Agriculture

34-22-A McGee

9.48355 TNR

Private

No

Chap 61A - Agriculture

Acres

Current Public
Zoning Use
Access

Protection Type

34-23-0

Blood

21.79655 TNR

Private

No

Chap 61A - Agriculture

34-24-0

Blood

12.49655 TNR

Private

No

Chap 61A - Agriculture

34-25-0

Blood

17.99655 TNR

Private

No

Chap 61A - Agriculture

34-32-0

Blood

31.917 TNR

Private

No
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34-35-3

Quintal

1.85655 TNR

Private

No

Chap 61A - Agriculture

34-35-10 Quintal

1.05856 TNR

Private

No

Chap 61A - Agriculture

34-45-0

Blood

3.59655 TNR

Private

No

Chap 61A - Agriculture

35-13-0

Gardner

19.19655 TNR

Private

No

Chap 61A - Agriculture

Private

No

Chap 61A - Agriculture

Private

No
No

Chap 61A - Agriculture
Chap 61A - Agriculture APR

35-14-A Gardner

Current Public
Zoning Use
Access

See 35-13-0

Protection Type

35-15-0
35-20-0

Gardner
Gardner

2.49655 TNR
69.93 TNR

36-18-0

McBee

6.48655 RUR

Private

No

Chap 61B - Recreation

36-25-0

McBee

26.58655 RUR

Private

No

Chap 61B - Recreation

37-3-0

Egan

22.17455 TNR

Private

No

Chap 61 - Forestry

37-8-0

Hayes

58.99655 TNR

Private

No

Chap 61 - Forestry

37-23-0

Hayes

30.59655 TNR

Private

No

Chap 61 - Forestry

37-76-0

McAvoy

7.49655 RUR

Private

No

Chap 61B - Recreation

38-23-0

Sartelle

4.99655 TNR

Private

No

Chap 61 - Forestry

38-24-0

Ratta

11.99655 TNR

Private

No

Chap 61A - Agriculture

38-31-0

Sartelle

29.89655 TNR

Private

No

Chap 61 - Forestry

38-32-0

Sartelle

8.09655 TNR

Private

No

Chap 61 - Forestry

38-60-0

Ofenstein

9.74355 TNR

Private

No

Chap 61A - Agriculture

39-6-0

Carr

28.26355 RUR

Private

No

Chap 61A - Agriculture

39-9-0

Hayes

39.36655 RUR

Private

No

Chap 61A - Agriculture

39-11-0

Hayes

4.19655 TNR

Private

No

Chap 61A - Agriculture

39-30-0

Carr

28.05655 RUR

Private

No

Chap 61A - Agriculture

40-49-0

Wilkins

34.39655 TNR

Private

No

Chap 61A - Agriculture

Private
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A.
1.

Private Parcels
Chapter 61, 61A, and 61B
Chapter 61, 61A, and 61B are tax-incentive programs to encourage property
owners to keep their properties in forestry, agriculture, or open recreation by providing
landowners with a reduction to their real estate taxes. See Table 5.D for additional details
on each Chapter 61 property. The tax savings are determined by the classification Chapter
61 (forestry), 61A (agricultural), or 61B (open or recreational). The Assessor’s office
maintains records of lands in Chapter and advises landowners about the potential for
placing their property in Chapter. Yearly applications must be submitted to the Assessor’s
office to continue inclusion in the program. There are minimum acreage requirements for
these programs but in exchange for lower real estate taxes, the community is given the
right of first refusal to purchase the property if the landowner withdraws from the
program. In addition, there can be real estate tax consequences if the property is
converted to residential, commercial, or industrial use. While land in Chapter 61 is not
permanently protected and does not require public access, this incentive for landowners
often makes paying real estate taxes on larger parcels affordable, which often means
landowners can afford to keep these larger parcels without selling them for development.
Pepperell has over 1,990 acres of land in Chapter 61.
2.

Agricultural properties
Pepperell has many properties in Chapter 61A, agriculture. This includes three APR
farms, which have been permanently protected, totaling 381.018 acres. Public access is
not a required component to be included in the APR program but one of the three APR
farms, Kimball’s Fruit Farm, which was protected in 2001, is a farm stand that is open for
berry, pumpkin, and apple picking and visitors to the stand are often seen strolling the
paths through the fruit trees and enjoying the beautiful distant mountain views. This farm
also provides fresh fruits and vegetables to restaurants in Boston and the Farmer’s Market
in Boston as well. The second APR is Twin Valley Farm, which was also protected in 2001.
Hay and vegetable crops are grown on this property. Hay is provided to the horses and
cows and the vegetable crops are sold at a roadside stand and at the Pepperell Farmer’s
Market. The third APR is Gardner Farm. A portion of Gardner Farm was protected in 2015
and the owner of the farm continues to work with the MA APR Program to protect
additional farmland under this program. Gardner Farm is a dairy operation and that has
been in operation for many years.
3.

Forested land
Many of Pepperell’s Chapter 61 properties are managed for wood production.
With over 60% of Massachusetts being forested and 75% of these forests owned by
families and individuals, helping landowners by working with them to encourage they
place their properties in Chapter 61 is critical. We encourage landowners to protect their
woodlands by allowing them to pay a reduced tax rate. Large forested tracts help to
protect our water supply and wildlife habitat.
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4.

Areas significant for water resource protection
Pepperell recognizes the importance of protecting the municipal well sites. In
addition to protecting the 400’ Zone 1 for aquifer protection, additional properties around
Pepperell’s well sites have been purchased to add further protection. Pepperell also
focuses on protecting the land around the streams and rivers that recharge their well
sites. The passing of the Water Protection Resource Overlay District (WRPOD) in 1985
helps to further protect Pepperell’s public water supply wells by imposing stricter
regulations for work completed in the district that may otherwise negatively impact public
wells (See Map 5, Pepperell Zoning Overlay Districts). Pepperell has worked in
cooperation with other land protection organizations to protect properties along our
riparian corridors and continues to focus on these properties when funds become
available, either from local or state sources. Under Pepperell’s Wetlands Protection
Bylaw, which was passed in 2002, a 50’ wide undisturbed vegetated strip of naturally
occurring vegetation must be maintained between wetland resource areas and most
proposed activities. This 50’ buffer applies to most wetland resource areas for projects on
lots created after 2002. Lots created prior to 2002, must meet this requirement to the
fullest extent practicable.
5.

Priority areas for protection
The Pepperell Conservation Commission has consulted with other land protection
organizations, including the Nashua River Watershed Association, the Nashoba
Conservation Trust, and the Nissitissit River Land Trust to identify priority areas for
protection. This includes areas identified in BioMap2, lands abutting our rivers and their
tributaries, and the expansion of corridors which have previously been protected. By
protecting Chapter 61 properties and the larger unprotected parcels abutting them, we
provide corridors for critical habitat and expanded trail systems. In addition, the Open
Space Inventory Map identifies for protection parcels that connect with protected parcels
in abutting towns, to maximize the corridor and protected areas.
6.

Less-than-fee interests
Pepperell has several larger developments including Riverside Development off of
Nashua Road and Countryside Development off of Park Street where open space was
protected as part of these projects. A conservation restriction was drafted to preserve the
open space for habitat and riverfront protection and natural conditions.
7.

Private recreation land
Pepperell has 17 landowners who have placed their property in Chapter 61B.
These landowners have classified their Chapter 61B properties under nature watching,
which does not require public access be allowed. There are a large number of private
horse facilities in Pepperell. These include opportunities for riding lessons, boarding, and
multiple disciplines such as dressage, hunter jumper, and Western riding.
8.
Estates and major institutional holdings
There are no estates and major institutional holdings in Pepperell.
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B.
Public and Nonprofit Parcels
1.
Public conservation and recreation resources
Municipal and State-owned Conservation Properties
Pepperell’s inventory of publicly owned properties includes municipal and
state-owned lands. Pepperell’s permanently protected open space properties are
managed by various entities. The Pepperell Conservation Commission manages 965.362
acres, the 92.1 acre Town Forest is managed by the Town Forest Committee, and
Pepperell’s Water Division manages 205.750 acres. Pepperell’s municipal conservation
properties are open for passive recreation for the enjoyment of all. The trail systems have
been GPS’d and trails maps are available on the Town of Pepperell and Nashoba
Conservation Trust websites. Pepperell residents travel to surrounding towns for skatingrelated activities as well as public swimming facilities, though residents often take
advantage of Heald Pond for swimming, water-related activities, and skating. There are
many opportunities within Pepperell for hiking, bicycling, and other trail-related activities.
The Pepperell Horse Owner’s Association uses both public and private trails for their
annual trail ride and horses are often encountered on conservation property trails.
Geocaching has seen an increase in popularity and there are opportunities to participate
in this hide and seek “game” on several conservation properties. Excellent fishing and
boating can be found in Pepperell’s rivers and streams as well as at Heald Pond. There are
currently three canoe/kayak launch sites in Pepperell but there is an interest in additional
launch sites. As a requirement of their Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC)
license, Pepperell Hydro Company proposed additional launch sites. The DFW property on
Hollis Street, purchased in 2010, provides another launch site, but on the Nissitissit River.
Hunting is also popular and a list of parcels open to hunting are available on the
Conservation Commission webpage. Pepperell’s residents are known for their love of
horses and Pepperell is at the top of the list in the Commonwealth for the number of
horses in a town. Many horse facilities include indoor arenas but horses are often
encountered along the many trails in town. Use of off-road vehicles and snowmobiles are
not allowed on public land, but continue to be widely used anyway, indicating local
interest in the activity. Trails are used for walking, biking, cross-country skiing, horseback
riding, and other passive recreational activities. There are several locations in Town where
water-related activities attract people from near and far to enjoy fishing, including fly
fishing, boating, kayaking and canoeing. Many properties, especially all DFW properties,
are open to hunting. The DFW also permits trapping on their properties. There are
477.354 acres owned and managed by the DFW. These properties are protected under
Article 97 of the Article of Amendment to the Constitution of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts and protected in perpetuity. The Executive Office of Energy and
Environmental Affairs has a responsibility to protect, preserve, and enhance all open
space areas. These permanently protected properties provide recreational opportunities,
wildlife habitat protection, and water resource protection. Protected Water Division
properties add to insure clean drinking water for the residents of Pepperell.
Conservation properties provide many passive recreational opportunities but
Pepperell also offers many additional recreational opportunities to its residents.
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Pepperell’s Recreation Commission, which consists of three Commissioners and one parttime paid staff member, oversees the scheduling of use at the Community Center, Town
Field, Sean Wellington Basketball courts, and the surrounding fields.
Municipal Recreational Resources
To provide the recreational offerings desirable to residents within the town and to
support future growth, the Recreation Commission is creating an “Athletic Field and Hard
Court Facilities Plan”. The Plan will include an inventory of the recreational facilities
currently available and using future growth considerations, identify what the Town’s
future focus should be and how to get there. Recreational opportunities, such as tennis
courts and swimming areas, which were identified in the Open Space and Recreation Plan
survey as deficient, can be evaluated.
The Sis McGrath Community Center is a public, affordable source for the residents
of Pepperell and surrounding communities to hold meetings, rent space for private
parties, and host a wide variety of community events. The center also provides the
location for recreation sponsored programs such as fitness programs, babysitting and
home alone preparation courses, dance classes for kids, children’s playgroups and
quilting. Many non-profit groups, such as scouts and folk dancing use the space for
fundraisers or regular gatherings.
The Recreation Commission is also responsible for the following:
TABLE 5.E Recreation Fields
Field Name
Location
Hollis Street
Town Field

Kennedy Field
Comiskey Field

Main Street behind Public
Safety Complex
Along drive to Varnum Brook
Elementary School
End of Tucker St

Glow Field
Behind Varnum Brook
Elementary School on top of
hill
Bartelson Fields Jersey St
Nissitissit Middle 33 Chace Ave
School
Behind Varnum Brook
Varnum Brook
Elementary School before hill
Leao Field

Includes
Playground, Shawn Kinsley Skate
Park, two softball fields, gazebo
and two lighted basketball courts
One multipurpose field
Multipurpose fields that are
configured into two 6v6 and one
8v8 soccer fields
Multipurpose fields that are
configured into two 8v8 and one
11v11 soccer fields
Multipurpose fields that are
configured into two 11v11 soccer
fields
Four 60’ baseball diamonds
One 90’ baseball diamond and
multipurpose field
Two softball fields
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Pepperell Senior Center
The Pepperell Senior Center offers many exercise and fitness opportunities for
adults including Zumba, Bone Builders, yoga, Zengevity, line dancing, folk dancing, and offsite walking groups. While the youth of Pepperell have many recreational opportunities,
our seniors also have many, many programs designed for their needs.
State Conservation Properties
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts owns more than 500 acres in Pepperell.
Most of these properties are owned by the DFW, and these properties are open for
hunting, fishing, and trapping in addition to other passive recreation uses.
Trails
Pepperell has an extensive network of trails through all of its protected
properties. This includes several longer trail systems, one of which is the eight-mile Jeff
Smith Trail, which runs from Pepperell to Hollis, NH. The Jeff Smith Trail is included in
AMC’s Trail Guide. Pepperell’s trails on Town of Pepperell Conservation Commission
properties and Nashoba Conservation Trust properties are monitored and maintained
through a monitoring program available on the Town of Pepperell website. The
Conservation Commission maintains these properties with the help of many volunteers.
Properties owned by other entities take responsibility for their own maintenance.
In addition, the 12 mile DCR-owned Nashua River Rail Trail provides a paved
trail for in-line roller skating, biking, walking, and other activities from Ayer to Nashua,
NH.
2.

Nonprofit lands
Pepperell has several non-profit land trusts that own land in town. These
organizations often work with the Town or other land protection organizations to protect
open space. The Nashoba Conservation Trust owns 402.952 acres, the Dunstable Rural
Land Trust owns 31.99 acres, and the Nissitissit River Land Trust owns 21.0 acres.
Nashoba Conservation Trust (NCT)
The Nashoba Conservation Trust was founded in 1969 to help protect rapidly disappearing
open spaces in town. Today, NCT owns 46 parcels of over 400 acres and has conservation
restrictions on an additional three parcels totally 80 acres.
Dunstable Rural Land Trust (DRLT)
The Dunstable Rural Land Trust was founded in 1974 with the intent of “preserving,
conserving, and educating people about the rural landscape that is Dunstable,
Massachusetts”. The Dunstable Rural Land Trust owns two parcels in Pepperell totaling
31.99 acres.
Nissitissit River Land Trust (NRLT)
The Nissitissit River Land Trust was founded to preserve the Nissitissit River and the lands
along it in Massachusetts and New Hampshire. The NRLT has two parcels totaling 21.0
acres but the Trust has been instrumental in working with other land protection
organizations to preserve hundreds more acres in Pepperell.
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3.

Other public, unprotected lands
Pepperell is part of the North Middlesex Regional School District and there are
three public schools in Pepperell for students in grades K to eight. The Peter Fitzpatrick
School was previously Pepperell’s elementary school. When populations dipped for
school-aged children, Varnum Brook Middle School was renamed Varnum Brook
Elementary for students in grades K to 4. Pepperell’s Planning Board has had numerous
discussions and meetings about changing the zoning for the Peter Fitzpatrick School but
the townspeople have been divided and the school is currently used by PACH, the school
district offices, and Merrimack Education Collaborative. The Nissitissit Middle School
houses students in grades 5 through 8 on a 75 acre property.

6. Community Vision
A.

Description of Process
The Open Space and Recreation Plan was updated in 2005. In 2010, a Public Forum
was held at the Lawrence Library to update Section 8 and 9 of the original five-year action
plan. Twenty-seven people attended the Public Forum. In addition, comments were
solicited from Town department heads, the Planning Board, and the Board of Selectmen.
Taking stock of all comments, the accomplishments of the previous five years, and ongoing or as-yet-unmet objectives, an Action Plan for the next two years was adopted by
both the Pepperell Conservation and Recreation Commissions.
In 2013, the Conservation Commission joined with the Recreation Commission to
form the Open Space and Recreation Planning Committee. Additional members of the
committee were solicited from other Town Boards and Commissions as well as members
of the public. A list of committee members can be found in Section 2.
As a first step, the Conservation Commission updated the list of protected parcels
since the 2005 Plan was created. Working with the Town’s GIS consultant and later the
Northern Middlesex Council of Government’s GIS staff, the Open Space Inventory and
Open Space Map were updated. Committee Members updated Section 2. Introduction,
Section 3. Community Setting, Section 4. Environmental Inventory and Analysis, and
Section 5. Inventory of Lands of Conservation and Recreation Interest.
A draft community survey was created by the Conservation and Recreation
Commissions. The draft community survey was distributed to town boards for comments.
The approved Community Survey was made available to residents on March 19, 2014. A
Press Release in the Pepperell Free Press requested residents provide input to the Open
Space and Recreation Plan by completing the survey. A link to the survey was placed on
the Town of Pepperell and the Nashoba Conservation Trust website. The Recreation
Commission forwarded the survey to their email contacts for the various athletic leagues
and to anyone who had previously reserved the Community Center. Each town
department head was asked to forward the survey to their departments/commissions.
Copies of the survey were made available at the Conservation Commission office in Town
Hall, at the Lawrence Library at the public computer terminals, and at the Senior Center.
At the town election for Town Clerk on August 28, 2014, the Conservation Commission
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handed a copy of the survey to residents who had not completed one previously. Surveys
which were completed and dropped off at the Senior Center, Town Hall, and at the town
election, were entered into Survey Monkey. A total of 185 surveys were completed.
Results of the survey were tabulated by Survey Monkey. In addition, in 2016, the Board of
Health, under a mini grant, requested input from town officials and older residents about
issues they would like identified and acted upon. The information gathered during this
process has been included as an appendix to the Open Space and Recreation Plan.
Input received from the Open Space and Recreation Plan Survey; town officials
including department heads, commissions, and boards; and outreach as a result of the
Board of Health grant, provided the Open Space and Recreation Plan Committee with the
necessary data to complete Section 6. Community Vision, Section 7. Analysis of Needs,
Section 8. Goals and Objectives, and Section 9. Seven-Year Action Plan.
Although funding cuts in FY2015 reduced staff hours and eliminated GIS support,
which delayed the publication of the Open Space and Recreation Plan. Pepperell’s
Regional Planning Agency NMCOG, in response to a request for assistance in creating the
required maps, generously provided their time and expertise to create the many maps
required for this Plan.
B.

Statement of Open Space and Recreation Goals
The Open Space and Recreation Planning Committee considered Pepperell’s
Community Setting and Environmental Inventory and Analysis (Sections 3 and 4 of this
plan), the goals listed in the 2005 Open Space Plan and 2010 update, and the results of
our Open Space and Recreation Planning community survey and agree that the goals
identified in the 2005 Open Space and Recreation Plan are still in line with what residents
want for the future of Pepperell. The following Vision Statement sums up the broad goals
that the committee agreed upon and that this plan is being created to meet.
In the future the Town of Pepperell will…






continue to provide its citizens a healthy place to live,
preserve and protect its natural resources and its rural, small town character,
continue efforts to expand its protected open space and recreational opportunities to
keep pace with population growth,
provide access to existing community lands and programs to all citizens, and
foster a cooperative approach between community groups and with neighboring
towns and other organizations in planning and working for open space and recreation
needs.

7. Analysis of Needs
This section details the Open Space and Recreation Planning Committee’s thoughts
on how Pepperell can meet the broad goals stated in the Vision Statement. The
highlighted phrases below are the key elements of the Vision Statement.
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A. Summary of Resource Protection Needs
If Pepperell is to continue to be a healthy place to live and to retain its natural
resources and rural character, the town must preserve its most important open spaces.
The open spaces provide vital protection for the town’s environment, especially its water
supply, and are the framework of aesthetics and activities that make up its rural
character. To help in evaluating which open spaces are most important, various maps
have been created to identify areas critical for protection.
Pepperell’s Open Space Categories Map 10 shows the outline of a network of open
space, mostly following the two major rivers, the Nashua and the Nissitissit, and their
larger tributaries. The largest sizes and numbers of protected parcels cluster in the
northwest and north central part of town, largely coinciding with the Water Resources
Protection Overlay District (WRPOD). There is another smaller cluster on the Nashua River
in the southeastern corner. Scattered throughout the rest of town are a number of
smaller isolated protected parcels. To solidify resource protection in Pepperell, the
highest need is for connections between existing protected parcels. Connections would
enlarge the protected acreage, but more importantly, connections would increase the
value of all the parcels by providing larger core areas, vital for water quality, biodiversity,
and wildlife habitat protection.
Efforts to expand protected open space must be on going. Pepperell’s Open Space
Inventory Map 11 shows important connections that remain unprotected. Most
prominent are the protection of farmland including the three largest remaining
unprotected farms, extension of the protected corridors along the Nissitissit River, Sucker
Brook, and Mine Brook, additions to the west bank of the Nashua River greenway from
the Nissitissit confluence to the NH line, connections between protected areas on
Lawrence Street and Boynton Street and between Hollis Street and Brookline Street, and
connections to other protected parcels in neighboring towns, including The Throne, Reedy
Meadow Brook, and Unkety Brook. Communicating with the property owners of these
parcels, which have been identified as a priority for protection, is ongoing and
communicating with other land protection organizations to help with protecting these
parcels when they become available, is critical.
Due to the Town’s past financial situation, which involved cuts to many
departments, the Commission has been sensitive and made no requests at Town Meeting
to appropriate funds for open space protection. There are other avenues available for
land protection and the Open Space and Recreation Plan Oversight Committee, which will
be formed to follow through on action items identified in this Plan, should investigate all
opportunities available.
B. Summary of Community’s Needs
The Open Space and Recreation Planning Survey results show a broad
commitment among Pepperell residents to expand protected open space. Of the 185
respondents to the Community Survey, 74% of residents stated acquiring more land for
conservation was very important and 68% of residents stated acquiring more land for
recreation needs was very important. Open, protected lands provide important
recreational opportunities for our residents. In order to do so most effectively, Pepperell
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needs to further organize its land protection strategy for both open space and future
recreational needs. Although the town has a history of rallying together to protect open
space, as evident with the Pepperell Springs and Keyes Farm properties, planning for
future land protection efforts can be challenging.
For recreation, Pepperell residents, generally a community of mobile, reasonably
affluent people, choose from a broad range of options available within the region.
Neither urban resources such as museums, theaters, or professional sporting arenas nor
major rural attractions such as mountains, large lakes, or the ocean exist in town, but they
are available to Pepperell residents nearby. An evaluation of Pepperell’s recreation needs
takes place within this context, emphasizing those facilities which must be close to home
or which Pepperell is uniquely able to provide. The Recreation Commission’s present
efforts to have an Athletic Field and Hard Court Facilities Master Plan prepared is timely
and should help to keep recreational offerings in line with future growth.
Every weekend during spring, summer, and fall, vehicles with canoes and kayaks
can be seen driving into Pepperell. Canoes and kayaks and even small boats, are often
seen on Heald Pond, as well as the Nashua and Nissitissit Rivers. Families and individuals
can be seen enjoying our waterways for paddling as well as fishing. In addition, the
Nashua River Rail Trail is widely used, especially during evenings and weekends. Bicyclist
can be found riding along Pepperell’s back roads when temperatures permit. The concept
of introducing “Complete Streets”, which considers pedestrian use and bicycle lanes safely
using public ways, has been the topic of several meetings. These are valuable
opportunities created by the Town’s long-term commitment to protecting open space and
insuring these activities are available to all.
Massachusetts’ draft Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP),
Massachusetts Outdoors 2012!, reports that its statewide survey showed a demand for
“trail based activities at the top of all regional lists.” 1 Pepperell residents agree. When
respondents to the Open Space and Recreation Planning Survey were asked what
activities they participated in over the past two years 93.44% walk, 80.87% hike, and
73.77% bike. This is evident when visiting the Nashua River Rail Trail and when visiting
many of Pepperell’s conservation properties.
These results are remarkably consistent with a similar survey conducted in
Pepperell’s previous Open Space and Recreation Plans. In the 2005 survey, the three
choices above were also in the top five of all responses. The most recent survey lists
tennis courts, swimming areas, boating areas, and additional conservation lands as the
top four items they would like to see more of.
In recent years the Recreation Commission has worked with citizen interest groups
to expand recreational opportunities. The preparation of the Athletic Field and Hard
Court Facilities Master Plan will help to identify the current recreational facilities and
offerings and evaluate how the town can continue to provide recreational opportunities
to keep up with the continued growth Pepperell has been experiencing. Citizen groups
initiated, organized, and raised funds for proposed new activities while the Town provided
land and took the responsibility to maintain the new facilities. The various youth sports
leagues are examples of this type of partnership. The leagues are private, self-funding
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organizations, which run their own programs in cooperation with the town on townowned sports fields. It is a model that works, even during times of tight town budgets
when, as now, the Recreation Department has limited staffing. Since publication of the
2005 Open Space and Recreation Plan, several items on Nissitissit Middle School student’s
wish list became a reality including a skateboard park in 2007 and an ice-skating rink in
2011/2012 and 2012/2013, both located on the Town Field. The skateboard park was the
effort of a group of Pepperell residents who planned and fundraised for several years and
the ice-skating rink was the result of planning and fundraising coordinated by The Friends
of Pepperell (FOP). The FOP also spent four years fundraising for the Pepperell
Playground, which was constructed in 2010. The FOP continues to discuss the possibility
of a walking track at Town Field with the Recreation Commission. The FOP’s donation of a
soon-to-be installed “Bike Fix It” station at the Nashua River Rail Trail in Pepperell will
provide air to pump up tires and other tools for minor bike repair to those using the Rail
Trail.
If groups of citizens would like to see other opportunities made available, they
should approach the Recreation Commission; it is possible that other new ventures can be
developed.
The ongoing process of evaluating each town-owned property for accessibility will
help to determine the appropriate properties to provide access to existing community
lands to all citizens and to identify goals for working to ensure all people, of all abilities
and ages, are able to enjoy the community lands we have available. A project to create an
accessible trail in the wooded area behind the Lawrence Library is currently underway, led
by the Nashoba Conservation Trust, together with library staff, Friends of the Lawrence
Library, the Conservation Commission, DPW employees, a local Eagle Scout candidate,
and volunteers. This project will include an ADA-accessible trail, as well as a Braille trail;
seating for those using the trail to rest, reflect, or read; and an opportunity for young and
old to learn about forest habitats for wildlife and the values of choosing native plants
from the informational kiosks greeting those entering the trail. All conservation properties
are being evaluated to identify if ADA-accessible trails are possible and where benches,
which were specifically requested by our seniors, would be appropriate for making trails
more welcoming.
The Senior Center, Lawrence Library, Recreation Commission, and Conservation
Commission continue to offer programs to all citizens. The Recreation Commission
organizes a diverse series of self-funded classes, festivals, and activities throughout the
year. These programs are often held at the Community Center or nearby on the Town
Field. Some of the programs offered by the Recreation Commission, and included at the
Community Center, are exercise classes, quilting, archery, CPR training and babysitting
classes, a car show, 4th of July festivities, a Fall festival, and an Easter egg hunt with a
breakfast. The Center is also available for scout troops and other organizations to meet
and the Center can be rented by those hosting baby or bridal showers, birthday parties, or
other celebrations. Town Field is also used as a practice field for several youth sport’s
groups. The Recreation Commission offers a six-week ski program at Wachusett Mountain
for grades 5 through 12. The Center also offers middle school dances several times each
year. The 2005 Plan recommended improvements to the Town Field to allow programs to
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continue to thrive and grow and this has happened with the introduction of the
skateboard park, ice-skating rink, and the introduction of a Farmer’s Market held every
fall since 2007. The Farmer’s Market offers fresh fruits and vegetables and a variety of
other products including locally produced wine, honey, and homemade items. Combined
with the Summer Concerts Series held on the Town Field at the bandstand, the Town Field
is a focal point gathering.
In 2003, the Pepperell Senior Center officially opened its doors on Nashua Road.
There is an endless list of opportunities that are now available to our seniors by a
dedicated team of high-energy staff members and volunteers. A monthly newsletter,
mailed to over 1,300 seniors, provides a full calendar of daily events and activities from
mental health wellness to keeping physically strong and active to healthy eating to
support groups to bus trips and concerts. Encouraging town employees to communicate
activities their departments are offering to the Senior Center staff will ensure our seniors
are aware of all activities occurring within town, so seniors can participate in trail walks,
recreational offerings, and the many events sponsored by town staff.
The Lawrence Library offers a host of programs for babies through adults.
Storytime for toddlers, a Teen Advisory Board that works with library staff to provide a
Tween Club with pizza and a movie, a Teens-only movie night, a Teen Zone Café for teens
to meet and enjoy refreshments, as well as concerts, art shows, a reading club, wine
tasting, and more have made the library a hot spot for many locals.
Activities for teens and those who do not drive are sometimes hampered by the
town’s lack of public transportation. Transportation options are limited to family
members who drive or carpooling. There is no bus service, except for Pepperell seniors,
and no taxi service or train service available.
Appendix F: Section 504: Handicapped Accessibility Self Evaluation, shows that
there are a number of practical steps that could be taken to provide better access to
conservation and recreation lands and programs for people with disabilities. Efforts to
provide better access should include evaluating all trails to determine if they can be
modified to comply with ADA accessibility regulations.
C. Management Needs, Potential Change of Use
The protection of natural resources involves careful and continuous management
and maintenance of lands that are already classified as protected open space. Since the
2005 Open Space and Recreation Plan was completed, several management plans have
been updated or prepared. The highest priority parcel on the list of lands requiring
updated management plans, the Heald Street Orchard, was updated in 2008 using a
Wildlife Habitat Improvement Program (WHIP) grant. In 1999, the orchard manager who
had maintained the trees and harvested the fruit for nearly 20 years, did not renew his
agreement with the town. The Conservation Commission advertised for an orchard
manager but was unsuccessful. The trees are now past their prime for producing apples
for production but the apple trees provide excellent cover for wildlife and the occasional
apples produced delight the diverse wildlife and those walking the many trails. The WHIP
grant provided funding to create managed habitats to attract a wider variety of wildlife to
the 80-acre orchard. In 2008-2009, an 18 acre meadow was created when apple trees
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were removed, which quickly introduced bobolink to the orchard. In 2012, a savannah
was created by removing many trees and shrubs in a section of the orchard, thereby
inviting other wildlife who favor these habitats. The WHIP grant also helped with
maintenance costs for the orchard, including the cost of replacing both the east and west
gates and surveying the property line at the west gate to prevent encroachment on a
neighbor’s property by those using the orchard.
In 2012, a Forest Management Plan was prepared for the Town Forest and a Forest
Cutting Plan was approved for a selective cutting of the Town Forest, which took place in
2013. Funds from the selective cut will be used for future maintenance activities at the
Town Forest.
The managers of Pepperell’s public lands must insure that all users are fully aware
of the rules and regulations. Prevention of problems through education is easier than
eliminating abuses that are already taking place. Littering and vandalism are discouraged,
for example, when public places are kept clean. Use of motorized vehicles, such as allterrain vehicles, dirt bikes, and snowmobiles, on Pepperell conservation land is against the
regulations, but it happens frequently. When education is not enough, land managers
must attend to enforcement of the rules and seek the help of the police when necessary.
The Open Space and Recreation Plan survey results imply that access to existing
community lands and programs could be improved by promotion and education. Public
guided walks are now advertised on both the Town of Pepperell and Nashoba
Conservation Trust websites. A new trail guide was recently published and continues to be
updated. Trail maps are available at most kiosks as well as on the Conservation
Commission webpage and Nashoba Conservation Trust website. Eagle Scouts have
contributed by creating signs and kiosks as well as helping to improve habitats by
constructing bat houses, bluebird boxes, and wood duck boxes.
Cooperation between the town and regional groups would benefit the town’s
natural resource protection efforts. Pepperell continues to work with the Nashua River
Watershed Association and other land protection organizations to protect our natural
resources.

8. Goals and Objectives
The primary purpose of the 2016 Open Space and Recreation Plan is to provide a
framework within which the Conservation and Recreation Commissions, as well as other
Pepperell boards and commissions can act to protect and preserve the important qualities
and opportunities found in the open spaces of our town. Some potential commission
activities can serve to protect and promote these lands for some human uses. These types
of activities include building parking lots, offering sports programs, marking and
maintaining trails, and purchasing additional land to meet the recreational needs of
citizens. Conversely, other activities, which the two commissions may also undertake, are
to protect and preserve open space from some human uses. Purchase of sensitive open
space to protect it from being developed or damaged, managing protected land to
improve wildlife habitat, and enforcing rules and regulations about the use of Pepperell’s
open space are examples of this. The following goals and objectives are an attempt to
balance these two types of activities.
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A considerable number of surveys were returned with comments such as, “Please
keep our town small and rural.” Objectively, this plan cannot do that. The committee
interpreted such comments as expressions of some level of satisfaction with the Pepperell
of today and uneasiness about the future Pepperell that will be shaped by additional
growth. It seems inevitable that Pepperell will continue to grow and impossible for any
Town commission, no matter how committed, to prevent that growth. Future growth is
the result of Pepperell’s location, the economy, and a demand for housing that outstrips
the supply. What this plan does attempt to do is to outline a list of activities for the Town,
primarily through the Conservation and Recreation Commissions, to do over the next
seven years to retain, as much as possible, and even to improve the precious qualities of
the town that Pepperell’s citizens enjoy today.
These Goals were directly derived from input from Pepperell’s citizens, both from
present and past members of town boards and commissions and from the general public,
existing plans (The 2005 Open Space Plan and The 2007-2016 Comprehensive Plan), the
Open Space and Recreation Planning Survey, and comments based on reviews of drafts of
this plan.
Goal 1: Preserve Pepperell’s public and private water supplies.
The protection of the town’s water supply was the first goal of the previous Open
Space and Recreation Plan and was identified once again as Pepperell’s citizens’ highest
priority in the recent survey. Water security cannot be taken for granted. It is a matter of
public health, quality of life, and financial concern. Several eastern Massachusetts towns
have already “run out” of water from ground or surface sources and are forced to limit
supply and pay dearly for importation and/or treatment of drinking water. Pepperell’s
water supply is adequate in quantity and exceptional in quality largely because its
recharge areas (the land which gathers and stores rainwater that replenishes the
underground sources) are able to capture, purify, and store enough water for the Town’s
needs. Open space containing undisturbed forests, streams, swamps, and marshes within
the recharge areas provide this priceless service. On the other hand, developed land
containing buildings, pavement, and lawns interferes with groundwater recharge. The
following objectives will help to preserve present and future drinking water sources.
Objectives identified in the 2005 Plan, which have been completed to protect Pepperell’s
public and private water supplies, include preservation of the 265-acre Pepperell Springs
property in 2006 and the approval of the sewer overlay district Zoning By-Law at Annual
Town Meeting in May of 2005, indicate the importance Pepperell residents have placed
on protecting our drinking water.
Objectives
Permanently protect additional open space in the Water Resources Protection
Overlay District (WRPOD). Prioritize WRPOD protection efforts in the following
order: Well Protection (Zone II) land, surface water and wetland resources, other
open land in the watersheds of Blood, Gulf, Sucker, Stewart, and Reedy Meadow
Brooks & Heald and Coon Tree Ponds.
Goal 2: Protect sensitive natural resources and the rural character of the Town.
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“Rural character” is a phrase with many meanings. It is used in the Town’s Vision
Statement in the Comprehensive Plan and was cited repeatedly in the results of the 2016
Open Space and Recreation Planning Survey. The Open Space and Recreation Planning
Committee noted the inescapable connection between Pepperell’s rural character and its
open spaces and natural resources. Rural character is a combination of aesthetic qualities
and an atmosphere created by the presence of activities such as farming along with the
landscapes it creates, the presence of forests and other “wild land” with wildlife for
observation, hunting, and fishing, and an awareness of local history and traditions.
Objectives in support of this goal aim to protect vulnerable qualities both for and from
human uses. Sensitive natural resources can be of a general nature such as land suitable
for agriculture or specific places, including local habitat for rare plants or animals, geologic
features such as the Gulf Brook ravine, and waterways such as the Nashua and Nissitissit
Rivers. Taking a broader view, a truly functioning natural system includes large tracts of
open space, combining land controlled by many owners, with all parcels functioning
together in support of the larger landscape and its individual special features. Pepperell
conservation organizations and the MA DAR continue to work together to inform
residents who own larger farms of the opportunities available to them under the
Agricultural Preservation Restriction Program. Objectives identified in the 2005 Plan which
have been completed to protect sensitive natural resources and the rural character of the
Town, including preservation of the 265-acre Pepperell Springs property in 2006 and
approval of an Open Space and Residential Subdivision By-Law, indicate Pepperell’s
commitment to protect our natural resources and rural character.
Objectives
a. Permanently protect additional open space that include or abuts wetlands and
waterbodies, vulnerable wildlife habitat (focusing on corridors, large forested
tracts, greenways along our rivers, open fields, & vernal pools, especially BioMap
core areas and Estimated Habitat for Rare Wildlife, and local landmarks (such as
the bandstand, animal pound, covered bridge, and other historical sites or
buildings).
b. Encourage the MA DAR purchase of Agricultural Preservation Restrictions on
eligible farmland.
Goal 3: Provide for long-term sustainability of open space protection and recreation
efforts.
If the Town is to continue to have adequate open space for the protection of its
natural resources and to meet the recreational needs of Pepperell’s citizens, we will need
to make a continuous effort for the foreseeable future. At the current pace of
development, opportunities to purchase land for protected open space or recreation arise
frequently, but unexpectedly, and the Town must be prepared to act if it is to take
advantage of those opportunities. For example, land under any of the Chapter 61
provisions, if it is to be sold, is offered to the Town for first refusal, but the Town has a
limited amount of time in which to react. That means that methods for evaluating and
then funding a project, if justified, must be in place.
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Beyond an ability to react to opportunities to purchase land being offered for sale,
the Town would be able to take a proactive approach if a specific, parcel-by-parcel
priority list of the most important open space is maintained and a steady source of
funding is established. That is, landowners could be approached informally to donate or
sell conservation restrictions, provide trail easements, or consider bequests of land to the
Town or a land trust. Significantly, these methods are generally less expensive ways to
preserve open space than outright purchase of land.
Objectives
a. Form an oversight group to implement the goals, objectives and actions in this
plan.
b. Study open space “build out” possibilities and update the list of priority parcels
for permanent protection.
c. Determine the need and evaluate future recreational facilities (i.e., tennis
courts, community swimming pool, additional fields, sport complex, etc.) and
identify lands suitable for consideration.
c. Examine financing and evaluate Community Preservation Act adoption.
d. Identify funding mechanisms for land protection for both recreational facilities
and open space protection.
Goal 4: Increase access for people of all demographic groups to Pepperell’s Open Space
and Recreation lands and programs.
Town-owned land and town-sponsored programs may be unavailable to all citizens
for several reasons. Perhaps the easiest-to-correct reason is a lack of information. It is
important to constantly provide information and even to promote existing assets and
programs, including education about why they are important. A second reason that land
and programs may be unavailable is a lack of transportation, especially for young people.
Pepperell has no public transportation and is, therefore, largely dependent on car-travel.
Since conservation land and recreational facilities are not evenly distributed throughout
town, which leaves some people no way to get to lands or programs they might enjoy.
Trails for bicycles and pedestrians could help to fill this gap as well as being assets in their
own right. Encouraging “Complete Streets” in the future could also help to increase
access. Finally, it is possible that physical barriers, especially for people with disabilities,
could be denying access.
Objectives
a. Provide information and widely publicize lands and programs, including adding
maps at all trailheads or kiosks.
b. Sponsor programs for all ages to educate about natural history and the
relationship between people and the environment.
c. Promote inter-connected trail system on open lands and increase connectivity
between recreational activity centers and neighborhoods. Encourage “Complete
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Streets” to promote bicycle lanes on public ways to promote connections
throughout town.
d. Evaluate recreational offerings to see if they meet community needs of all age
groups by insuring an open line of communication between the Recreation
Commission and Council on Aging to discuss programs both groups are offering.
e. Improve access to conservation and recreation lands and programs for people
with disabilities by first completing an evaluation of all town-owned trails to
determine if they meet the Department of Justice’s guidelines for accessibility.
Goal 5: Promote a cooperative and regional approach to open space and recreation
planning.
Several local boards or commissions and several state agencies, as well as a
number of private organizations share the responsibility for managing existing open land
and recreation programs in Pepperell. Each of these organizations can also contribute to
future projects. The largest expanses of protected open space in town are a mosaic of
ownership including Massachusetts Division of Fisheries & Wildlife, town-owned
conservation land, town-owned Water Department land, Nashoba Conservation Trust
land, and privately owned agricultural preservation restriction land. It only makes sense
for all groups to work together toward our common goals. In the same way, significant
open spaces do not stop at town boundaries. Participation in regional coalitions working
to protect open space is to the benefit of all.
Objectives
a. Encourage communication and cooperation between Town boards and
commissions on open space and recreation issues.
b. Routinely include local land trusts and other non-profit organizations, such as
the Nashoba Conservation Trust and the Nashua River Watershed Association, in
the Town’s planning and implementation of the goals, objectives, and actions in
this plan.

9. Seven-Year Action Plan
This seven-year action plan lists Actions, Priority Level, Responsible Party, and
Funding Source for completing each of the objectives noted in Section 8. See Map 12,
Open Space Action Plan Map. We realize that all of this plan’s goals, objectives, and
actions are subject to funding and appropriation as well as finding staff or volunteer time
to implement them. As the seven-year term that this plan covers moves along, changes
will undoubtedly occur in the order of implementation as well as the Town’s priorities.
This seven-year action plan describes, however, many important tasks that could
contribute to the vision summarized in Section 6 and sets a pace at which they could be
accomplished.
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The Open Space and Recreation Planning Committee wrote this plan in
coordination with the Conservation and Recreation Commissions. Realistically, neither
commissions have the time nor the jurisdiction to manage the long-term oversight of all
the actions listed below. It is the strong recommendation of the Open Space and
Recreation Planning Committee that Objective 3-a, “Form an oversight group to
implement the goals, objectives and actions in this plan,” be undertaken as soon as
possible.
SEVEN-YEAR ACTION PLAN









Goal 1: Preserve Pepperell’s public and private water supplies.
Objective 1-a. Permanently protect additional open space in the Water Resources
Protection Overlay District (WRPOD). Prioritize WRPOD protection efforts in the following
order: Well Protection (Zone II) land, surface water and wetland resources, open land in
the watersheds of Blood, Gulf, Sucker, Stewart, and Reedy Meadow Brooks & Heald and
Coon Tree Ponds.
Action
Priority
Responsible
Funding Source
Level
Party
CC
N/A
Study & prioritize for protection High – Year One
(Conservation
all privately owned open space through Year
Three
Commission),
parcels in the Water Resource
Evaluate all
DPW (Dept.
Protection Overlay District
WRPOD parcels.
Public Works)
(WRPOD).
High – Year One
CC, DPW
Town Meeting,
Develop protection plans
through Year
CC, Division of
including acquisition and
Three Fish & Game
conservation restrictions to be
Determine
which
(DFG),
held by the town or a land trust
properties are
Department of
for WRPOD parcels.
available for
Conservation &
protection and
Recreation (DCR),
identify funding
Grants, Donors
sources.
High – Ongoing. As CC, DPW, Tax N/A
Investigate eligibility of townowned lands, including tax title properties become Collector, BOS
(Board of
properties, to be added to open available.
Selectmen)
space and/or recreation
inventory.
High – Year One
CC, DPW
Town Meeting,
Implement protection plans
through Year
CC, DFG, DCR,
Seven (as the
Grants, Donors
properties become
available by willing
property owners
and funding is
available).
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Goal 2: Protect sensitive natural resources and the rural character of the Town.
Objective 2-a. Permanently protect additional open space that includes or abuts wetlands
and water bodies, vulnerable wildlife habitat (focusing on corridors, large forested tracts,
riverfront areas, open fields, & vernal pools, especially BioMap core areas and Estimated
Habitat for Rare Wildlife), and local landmarks (such as the bandstand, animal pound,
covered bridge, and other historical sites or buildings).
Action
Priority
Responsible
Funding Source
Level
Party
CC
N/A
Study & prioritize for protection Medium to High –
Year One through
all non-WRPOD open space
Year Four
parcels.
Evaluate all nonWRPOD parcels.
Medium to High –
CC
Town Meeting, CC,
Develop protection plans
Year One through
Division of Fish &
including acquisition and
Year
Four
Game (DFG),
conservation restrictions to be
Determine which
Department of
held by the town or a land
properties are
Conservation &
trust.
available for
Recreation (DCR),
protection and
Grants, Donors
identify funding
sources.
Medium – Year
CC, PB, BOS, N/A
Identify properties within
One through Year
FinCom
floodplain areas. Introduce a
Four
floodplain bylaw. Introduce a
funding mechanism for the
town to purchase properties
located in floodplains as they
become available.
High – Year One
CC
Town Meeting, CC,
Implement protection plans
through Year Seven
DFG, DCR, Grants,
(as the properties
Donors
become available
by willing property
owners and funding
is available).
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Objective 2-b. Encourage the MA DAR purchase of Agricultural Preservation Restrictions
on eligible farmland.
Action
Priority
Responsible
Funding
Level
Party
Source
CC,
N/A
 Investigate parcels that qualify Medium to High –
Year One through
Agricultural
for inclusion in APR Program
Year
Seven
Commission
working with MDAR.
(AC)
Medium to High –
CC, AC
N/A
 Collect/develop/distribute
Year
One
through
information about ARP Program
Year Seven
to local farmers.
Medium to High –
CC, AC
N/A
 Identify funds to assist in
Year One through
purchase of APR’s.
Year Seven
Goal 3. Provide for long-term sustainability of open space protection and recreation efforts.
Objective 3-a. Form an oversight group to implement the goals, objectives, and actions in
this plan.
N/A
 Identify workable structure for High – ASAP -This is CC, RC
the first step for
(Recreation
oversight group, e.g.
moving
forward
Commission),
appointment of committee by
with
PB, BOS
Selectmen, sub-committee of
implementation.
Conservation Commission, or
other.
High – ASAP -This is CC, RC, PB,
N/A
 Appoint members, including
the first step for
BOS, FinCom
individuals, as an oversight
moving forward
group who can be liaisons to
with
Conservation Commission,
implementation.
Recreation Commission,
Finance Committee, and
Planning Board.
High - ASAP
CC, RC, PB,
N/A
 Meet quarterly to discuss
Schedule meeting
BOS, FinCom
actions/schedule/updates for
as soon as
the oversight group.
committee is
formed &
thereafter
quarterly.
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Objective 3-b. Study open space “build out” possibilities and update the priority parcels
for permanent protection.
Action
Priority
Responsible
Funding
Level
Party
Source
Medium – Year
CC, DPW, PB,
N/A
Integrate plans for actions in
Three through Year BOS
Objectives 1-a and 2-a.
Five
CC, RC, PB,
CC, RC
Produce “vision map” of ideal Medium – Year
Three through Year BOS
Open Space network.
Five
Objective 3-c. Examine financing and evaluate Community Preservation Act adoption.
Medium – Year
PB, CC, RC,
Town
Plan long-term funding
Two
through
Year
BOS,
FinCom
Meeting,
mechanism to support open
Five
CC, RC
space projects.
Medium
PB, CC, RC,
CC, RC,
Implement CPA
Begin
BOS, FinCom
Grants,
implementation
State
after Town Meeting
Funds
approval
Objective 3-d. Evaluate recreation programs to plan for future open space and program
needs and identify parcels for future expansion considerations.
High to Medium RC, BOS, PB
RC,
Create an Athletic Fields and
Year Two through
Grants
Hard Court Facilities Master
Year Four
Plan
RC, BOS
N/A
Plan future recreation program High to Medium –
Year Two through
needs focusing on land
requirements for playing fields, Year Six
sports facilities, or additional
programs identified in the Open
Space and Recreation Plan
Survey, Athletic Fields and Hard
Court Facilities Master Plan,
and input from residents.
High to Medium –
RC, BOS, CC,
N/A
Evaluate 50-acre town-owned
Year Two through
PB
parcel off Merrimack Drive,
Year
Four
land behind Peter Fitzpatrick
School, and other appropriate
area for recreational facilities
Medium to Low –
RC, PB
N/A
Evaluate the feasibility of a
Year
Two
through
sports complex for swimming,
Year Five
ice skating and/or other
recreational opportunities
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Goal 4. Increase access for people of all demographic groups to Pepperell’s open space and
recreation lands and programs.
Objective 4-a. Provide information and widely publicize lands and programs.
Action
Priority
Responsible
Funding
Level
Party
Source
Medium
–
CC
CC,
Install signs, kiosks, parking
Grants
areas at all conservation areas, Ongoing/
continuing action
wherever possible.
Year one through
Year Seven.
Discuss at each
meeting to ensure
newly protected
properties have
been addressed.
Medium –
CC, NCT
CC,
Publish trails map in
Ongoing/
Grants
cooperation with the Nashoba
continuing action
Conservation Trust (NCT).
Year One through
Include trail maps at all
Year Seven. Discuss
trailheads/kiosks.
at each meeting.
CC
N/A
Publicize conservation land and High – Ongoing/
continuing action
Conservation Commission
Year One through
events in the Recreation
Commission quarterly flier and Year Seven.
Senior Center Newsletter.
Medium –
CC, RC
N/A
Issue periodic press releases
Ongoing/
about Conservation and
continuing action
Recreation Commission
Year One through
programs or decision
Year Seven.
Medium –
CC, RC
N/A
Post fliers about upcoming
Ongoing/
events on conservation land
continuing action
kiosks and in the Library,
Community Center, and Senior Year One through
Center. Use social media such a Year Seven.
Facebook and websites.
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Objective 4-b. Sponsor programs for all ages to educate about natural history and the
relationship between people and the environment.
Action
Priority
Responsible
Funding
Level
Party
Source
Medium –
CC, RC, Senior N/A
Hold public events such as
Ongoing/
Center (SC)
guided walks on conservation
continuing
action
land and advertise in local
Year One through
newspaper, websites,
Year Seven.
Recreation Newsletter, Senior
Center Newsletter
Medium – Ongoing CC
N/A
Initiate a natural
history/conservation column in action Year One
through Year
a local newspaper, on the
Seven.
website, or create a Blog
CC
N/A
Promote educational programs Medium –
Ongoing/
run by groups such as the
NRWA and the DFW, encourage continuing action
Year One through
such groups to use
Year Seven.
conservation land for their
educational programs. Use
Social media such as Facebook
and websites.
Objective 4-c. Promote interconnected trail system on open lands and increase connectivity
between recreational activity centers and neighborhoods.
Medium –
CC, RC
Town
Provide bike racks at
Ongoing/
Meeting,
conservation and recreation
continuing action
CC, RC,
destinations.
Year One through
Grants
Year Seven.
High – Ongoing/
PB, CC, RC,
Town
Provide town-wide alternative
continuing action
DPW, NMCOG Meeting,
transportation network,
Year One through
Grants,
including off-road trails,
Year Seven
CC, RC
sidewalks and bike lanes
“Complete Streets” by working
with town officials and NMCOG.
Objective 4-d. Evaluate recreational offerings to see if they meet community needs.
Medium – Year
RC
N/A
Develop assessment methods
One through Year
such as surveying, program
Seven
evaluations and request for
Incorporate
comments on registration
assessment into
materials for all ages to
evaluate recreational offerings each program
to see if they meet community being offered.
needs.
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Objective 4-e. Improve access to conservation and recreation lands and programs for
people with disabilities and older residents.
Action
Priority
Responsible
Funding
Level
Party
Source
Medium
–
Year
CC,
RC
N/A
Posts information about
One through Year
accessibility of conservation
Seven
and recreation lands and
programs for people with
disabilities and older residents.
Medium –
CC, RC
CC, RC,
Install additional benches
Ongoing/
Grants,
continuing action
Eagle
Year One through
Scouts
Year Seven.
CC, RC
Town
Implement one project per year Medium –
Ongoing/
Meeting,
to improve accessibility of
continuing action
CC, RC,
conservation and recreation
Year One through
Grants
land.
Year Seven.
High –
CC, RC
N/A
Identify grants and other
Ongoing/
funding to implement
continuing action
accessibility goals.
Year One through
Year Seven.
Goal 5: Promote a cooperative and regional approach to open space and recreation
planning.
Objective 5-a. Encourage communication and cooperation between town boards and
commissions on open space and recreation issues.
CC, BOS, PB,
N/A
Increase collaboration between Medium –
Collaboration with DPW, Town
Selectmen, Conservation
town staff and
Forest
Commission, Planning Board,
community groups Committee
DPW, and Town Forest
should be ongoing
(TFC)
Committee on town-owned
throughout the
open land management.
Seven-year Action
Plan.
Medium – As
BOS
N/A
Continue quarterly
scheduled.
informational meetings for
town department heads
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Objective 5-b. Routinely include local land trusts and other non-profit organizations, such
as the Nashua River Watershed Association, in the town’s planning and implementation of
the goals, objectives, and actions in this plan.
Action
Priority
Responsible
Funding
Level
Party
Source
Medium
–
Ensure
CC
N/A
 Designate a specific
continued
representative of the town for
attendance at
each non-profit group and ask
meetings of each
the representative to keep
non-profit group by
pertinent town agencies
representative of
informed of issues and
town.
decisions.
Medium – Confirm CC, PB, BOS
N/A
 Encourage commissioners and
town staff are
town staff to become active
members of
individual members of local
organizations.
groups such as the Nashua
River Watershed Association
and local land trust.

10. Public Comments
The 2016 Pepperell Open Space and Recreation Plan was released for public review in
October 2016, with a copy of the draft document available on the Town’s website. Hard
copies were distributed to the Conservation Commission, Recreation Commission,
Planning Board, and the Northern Middlesex Council of Governments for review and
comment.
Comments were received from the Conservation Commission, Recreation Commission,
Planning Board, Northern Middlesex Council of Governments, and the public, and the final
draft Plan was revised and then presented to the Board of Selectmen on January 3, 2017
for review. Letters of Review were received from the Board of Selectmen, Planning Board,
and the Northern Middlesex Council of Governments. The final draft Plan was submitted
to the Division of Conservation Services (DCS) for review on December 22, 2016.
The DCS granted conditional approval on February 15, 2017 (See letter granting
conditional approval on Pages 116 & 117). The Open Space and Recreation Plan has now
been updated to include the information requested in the February 15, 2017 letter to be
in compliance with current Open Space and Recreation Plan Requirements.
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